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S 1 , S 2 . t ^ 2 Stator and rotors
Air gap flux density 
(Bp - peak value)
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Induced emf
Air gap eccentricity
Physical air gap length
Magnetic air gap length
Order of harmonic
Magnetizing reactance
Lino voltage
Peak fundamental current
Current in phase A
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total both sides.
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Ansects of axial field machine
1,1 General
The history of axial field induction machines started with the birth 
of radial machines as far ns the main principles are concerned. The 
first suggestion to oroduco a rotating field without mechanical means nut 
forward by Professor V. Bailey in 1879 (ref.1.1), represents the first 
real start in the field of electric machines. He constructed a four nole 
electromagnet system on a common yoke supplied by oolyohase alternating 
currents. He proved the existence of a rotating field by suspending over 
the poloo a copper disc which started to rotate under the influence of 
the field. The idea of employing alternating current as a main element 
in machines was then developed by G. Ferraris and Tesla and demonstrated 
in the construction of small motors.
This concept of the rotating magnetic field remains the basis of any 
induction machine regardless of the shape and construction. Years later 
came an explosion of activity in improvements in the field of machine 
design. These included the better understanding of the machines, physical 
improvements in shape, construction and improved materials used for 
manufacturing the different carts. Generally the position of the active i
conductors and the direction of the magnetic field decides the nature 
and shaoe of the machine. For optimum energy conversion, these two 
elements in any machine have to be mutually perpendicular. In radial air- 
gap machines the active conductors run parallel to the machine's shaft, 
and the magnetic field is radial to produce the required torcrue. For a 
long time, interest has been mainly concentrated on radial induction machines 
since they are very robust, easy to produce and give desirable performance. 
Therefore any new design to replace the radial machine is required to 
offer some new features which do not exist in the radial machines or are 
difficult to obtain without changing so.te of the desirable features.
2In the axial field disc machines the active conductors run radially 
and the magnetic field is therefore directed axially. The history of 
electrical machines shows that many of the early machines were of disc 
type, starting with Faraday's disc generator. But because of the technical 
design requirements for axial field, machines, the relative simolicity of 
design and cheapness of materials renuired in radial machines and the 
unimoor'ance of weight in most aoplications, few attemots have been made to 
develoo disc tyoe machines. They soon became a tooic of only historical 
interest and attention has been concentrated on radial machines.
A review of the patents and articles appearing since the fifties 
ref. (1.2, 1.3, 1.4) shows that the interest seemed to be steering back 
towards the axial field design and a number of universities and industries 
are now involved in the oroduction of different tyoes of these machines. 
This is d\ie to the need of the market for special feature motors. By 
using these motors a drive system can become more economic, effective 
and lower in weight which are some of the market requirements. The less 
demanding construction requirements of the d.c. axial field disc motor 
initiated the work on this type of machine at Warwick University. However 
the work soon extended to a.c. axial field disc motors.
The first prototyoe three-phase a.c. axial field disc motor at 
Warwick University was built by B. Caoaldi, ref.1.5« The stators have a 
flat 3haoe and fitted with a three-phase, four pole, double-layer winding, 
one of the important limitations of thi3 nrototyoe is that the rotor had 
to be a double cage because of the oarticular method of fixing the rotor on 
the shaft.
This rotor is shown in Fig.(1.1) and it consists of a laminated 
magnetic core with two cooper cages made of copper rings joined to cooler 
radial bars by small screws. Two thick steel rings are fitted at the
Fig 1.1 - The rotor of the first prototype a.c.
axial field disc motor after some of the 
iron has been machined for experimental 
studies in ref. (1.5).
1,2 - Outer and inner copper cage and rings
3,4 - Outer and inner steel retaining rings
5 - Fo rty copper bars
6 - Thirteen radial steel bolts joining rings
3 & 4 radially.
Ring 4 is used for fixing the rotor on the shaft
Fig 1.1 - The rotor of the first prototype a.c.
axial field disc motor after some of the 
iron has been machined for experimental 
studies in ref. (1.5).
1,2 - Outer and inner copper cage and rings
3,4 - Outer and inner steel retaining rings
5 - Fo rty copper bars
6 - Thirteen radial steel bolts joining rings
3 & 4 radially.
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4inner and outer diameters between the copper cages and are joined radially 
by thirteen steel bolts with hexagonal heads. Therefore this rotor is 
expected to behave as if it is made of three cages, (ref. 1.f>), two of :•-oner 
seoarated by a steel cage the inner ring of which is used to fix the rotor 
on to the shaft. Such a design gives rise to considerable iron loss, high 
rotor •„•eight, large inertia and low power/weight ratio, and reduces the 
flatness feature of the machine. Therefore any new rotor design must orovide 
a comorehensive answer to all these problems and at the same time orovide 
some other advantages. The work is therefore concentrated on the need to 
develoo a comprehensive design which can yield an efficient a.c. axial field, 
three phase, four oole disc induction motor. The design introduced in this 
thesis by the author differs in many resoocts from the first orototyoe. A. 
completely new production method is used in the manufacture of the rotor, 
giving single or double cage rotors with very desirable properties. This 
new design reduces the machine's weight considerably causing an increase 
in power/weight ratio of about 25/ above that in the first prototype and 
comparing very well in this respect with radial machines of the same rating.
The new rotor design satisfies most of the reauirements. It offers the follow­
ing advantag *-
1. Easy fabrication and very rigid construction using aluminium 
casting technique.
2. It is arranged for the rotor to carry a number of ventilation 
elements in the shaoe of fan blades produced together with the 
cage in one casting process.
3. The rotor is fixed on to the shaft through its aluminium inner 
end ring by using the fixing technique explained fully in page 93 
which is applicable in single and double cage rotors. This novel 
fixing method is found to be . successful. It improves the 
machine's oerformance, as it reduces the mass and inertia compared 
to that in the first prototyoo and consequently increases the 
power/weight ratio.
4« The cage production technique can be used to produce both 
single and multiple cage rotors on a common core.
5» The single cage rotors can be produced as thin as less than 
half the thickness of the first prototype and even the double 
cage is thinner.
6. The considerable reduction in the rotor thickness and the
elimination of any extra fixing elements, gives rise to lower 
inertia and more balanced rotors compared with the orevious 
prototype design.
Improvements made to the stator achieved reduction in cooper 
loss by employing larger wire gauge and higher utilisation 
of space and introduced a new ventilation technique.
The axial field disc machine (Pig. 1.2) shows three orincioal configur­
ations which are desirable in totally different applications. These 
machines can be produced from a double stator design with the rotor rotating 
in between, or a single stator with the rotor rotating between the stator 
and a magnetic return path which can be an integral part of the rotor.
The use of double stator does not mean necessarily sin increase in the 
weight of the motor compared to a radial machine of the same rating, due 
to shorter wires used in the windings and less metal needed in manufacturing 
the end plates and casing. An alternative double stator design can 
be achieved by producing the two stators in one core back to back fed with 
two serins connected windings. Each stator will face a single or double 
cage rotor carried on the same shaft. In the single stator version, the 
fact that there is no stator on one side of the air gap facilitates coupling 
to an external load in a short axial space by making the load an integral
5
part of the rotor.
1
The tochnicue of winding the steel strip (page yi) introduced by 
the author to produce the disc shaped rotor and stator cores followed by
6Aluminium
Steel
Lamination
Lg - Air-gap length on one side
L - Thickness of the stator core s
2L - Thickness of the rotor core r
2L.- Thickness of the liminated 
1 bridge between the two cages
________
Fig 1.2A - Schematic representation of the a.c. 
axial field disc motor.
a - with double stator single cage rotor
b - with double stator double cage rotor
c - with single stator single cage rotor
- Internal diameter
Fig. 1.2B - Exploded view of double stator double cage a.c. axial field 
disc motor
The two stators and the rotor are laminated in the form of a coiled spring
n?.chi.ning is believed by the author to bo a suitable method of production
It may be oomoared with the production methods us d in the radial machines of
ounonin.
them together. The shorting effects due to machining can be reduced by anneal
ing aud giving the soring coil a few gentle shades before it cools dov/n to
make the layers move a.nd seoarate. any idea of designing the core by stacking
it from two or more pieces can increase the reluctance of the flux path in
the circumferential direction in the lamination giving rise to high magnetising
current which can weaken the design. The only ace eatable change could be
when the idea of using strios is dropoed in favo’.ir of some new design which
can accelerate and imorove the production without reducing the oerformance
three-phase, axial fieldUsing the above experience and design method
prototype disc motor has been built and tested
The oresent chapter continues to exaound the general background of
the axial field machines and discusses some of their nev; features and
behaviour. Chapter 2 is concerned with developing a oroduction method for
planar aluminium cages and the practical conditions required to achieve 
satisfactory casting results. In Chapter 4 a formula for air-gap flux 
density is developed taking into account the effect of open slots in the 
stator using conformal transformation. Chanters 3, 5» and 6 describe 
experimental studies on the machine. In Chapter 3 the harmonic content
of the machine is studied and measured. Means of reducing these harmonics
5 is concerned with the manufacture of the machine and the measuring 
techniques employed in the oractical work. The second part of the 
chaote ' involves study on unbalanced magnetic null caused by rotor axial
eccentricity. Suggestions are made for reducing the pull in single
or applications. Chapter 6 involves studies on the iron losssided
at different parts of the machine, investigation on the effects of magnetic 
slot wedges and skewing on the machine performance and the noise level, 
and finally it introduces performance results of the machine operated 
with different rotors for the same pair of stators. Four different rotors have 
J)«e*made, namely unskewed single-cage laminated, skewed single cage 
laminated, unskewed cage solid and unskewed double cage laminated rotors. 
Chapter 7 describes some of the work done on the low inertia d.c. axial 
field motor. Results are obtained for perfor mance characteristics 
and thé energy balance is studied with particular attention to commutation. 
Study on the dynamic performance of the motor under different inertias 
showed fast'response to step inputs with a very short mechanical time 
constant compared to a printed circuit motor tested using a similar 
method. The new design technique for the face type commutator furnished 
very good results and reduced the cost by increasing the manufacturing 
reliability. cA&pter 8 starts with general discussion and conclusions 
on most of the results. It contains some suggestions for future work, 
theories and derivation of equations and some photographs showing the 
motor complete with single and double cage rotors introduced by the author.
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The KVA rating of an m-ohase radial induction machine with T ^ turns
tier D hase and I , amperig per p hase is given in ref. 1.6 a s  ; pn
S = 4.44 m k , f $  Toh Ioh ^ 10 3 KVA .......... 1.1
where k1 is the fundamental winding factor.
cjp is the no lo3d flux per pole and f is mains frequency.
It is given also that B the specific magnetic loading (mean flux density 
over the gap surface) is
— p
B = 2o<& wb/m (D is stator bore) ......... 1.2
7TDL
and that ac the specific electric loading or the number of ampere-
c
conductors per meter of armature periphery is:-
2 m ? .  I  .oh oh . . •>ac = ....... »■ ■ amo. - cond. per m. ........ 1.3
TTD
Substituting equations 1.3 and 1.2 in equation 1.1 gives
S = 0.0111k.B ac(D2Ln) KVA (n in rev/sec)
The mechanical output power (Pin) found from this equation is
Pm = 0.0111^5 ac (D2Ln)^j cos ji K W ........  1.4
W h e r e c o s  jS are the efficiency and power factor respectively.
Similar equations to 1.1 - 1.4 can be derived for axial-field disc machines. 
The only modifications are those necessary to take account of the different 
geometry. If as before, B is the mean flux density over the gap surface,
where T)1 and D2 are the main diameters shown in Pig.(1.2).
In t- '• axial air-gap disc machines the specific electric loading is 
n o t constant within the machine, it is maximum at the inner circumference 
and a minimum at the outer circumference.
If ac is defined as the maximum specific electric loading, then
ac amp. - cond. oer rn ...... 1.6
Substituting equations 1.6 and 1.5 in equation 1.1 gives
S = 4 .4 4  mK-jf
- T?) D1 ac -3»10 KVA
2m
and the mechanical output power is
1.7
To find the value of which gives maximum output power, equation
1.7 has to be differentiated with respect to , with fixed and equating 
to zero, giving that;
value is of the same order as that given by equation 1.8, and it also pro­
vides a suitable means for comparing the results of the experimental 
machine with those of the first prototype of ref. 1.5*
Equation 1.7 shows that the output power of the experimental machine 
can be increased either by extending the machine radially to increase 
the active conductor length or by employing more than one cage in the 
same rotor core to increase the rotor electric loading. This can 
increase the weight of the machine but at the same time the increase in 
the output power may justify such an increase in the weight thereby 
maintaining a power-to-weight ratio of the same order.
1.8
"2In the experimental machine a value D 1 = -g— was chosen. This
11 V
The choice of the method for increasing the output power of the 
machine depends on thè nature of application in which the motor is 
required.
Therefore when the axial length is not a critical requirement, the 
power can be increased by employing a double cage rotor. But where the 
application requires short axial length with no limitation on the diameter 
the power can be increased by enlarging the machine radially. In most 
of the applications a compromise of the two cases is useful.
The total axial length of the double stator, double cage motor 
operating in the aligned mode is 2(Ls + Lg + Lr) plus the thickness of 
the end plates of the frame, wehre L's are the dimensions shown in 
Fig. (1.2).
The overall diameter of the machine is D2 plus a radial length
of approximately D,/7 accounting for the overhang. The conductor's
d2 " Dlactive length in the rotor and the stators is (--- -^---- ) and it remains
unchanged no matter how many cages are in use.
11a V
1.3 Machine's mmf
The field at the air-gap is the resultant combination of mmfs due 
to currents in the three phase windings of a machine. It is general 
practice to superimpose the mmfs of the windings instead of fluxes to 
allow for magnetic saturation. In the air-gap of the
practical machine there are two types of mmf combinations, the first 
combination occurs at each stator separately as a result of combined mmfs 
in the three phases of each stator. This type of mmf combination is the 
same in each stator for any condition. The second combination occurs 
between the mmfs of the two stators. There are two possible combinations; 
the first is that the two mmfs can be arranged to assist each other in a 
"push-puli' manner and this position is known as the aligned position, the 
second possibility is where the two mmfs are partially or totally opposing 
each other.
It is shown in Chapter 3, that the aligned position is a position 
where the harmonic amplitude in the gap flux is a minimum, and it increases 
rapidly as the stators are misaligned due to the departure of the flux from 
being normal. . There is a certain position of the stator slotting at which 
the three phases have mini :mum balanced currents. Unfortunately this 
position does not coincide exactly with the position of minimum harmonic 
amplitude. Therefore a position not far away from the "minimum balanced 
currents" position and having small harmonic amplitude has been chosen 
as the optimum relative position of the stators.
1.3.1 Misalignment in double cage motor
A double cage, double stator motor is shown in fig. 1.3a with the
y
N 3
N S
(b)
Fig.(1.3) - Developed diagram of magnetic circuit in a 
double cage, double stator motor.
I
two stators in the aligned position assuming the flux from either stator 
crosses both air-gaps* in straight lines since opposite poles face each 
ocher. The rotor is at zero magnetic potential relative to the stators as 
long as the magnetic balance is preserved. Therefore the flux lines at 
A cross the air-gap, and continue axially into the rotor crossing the air 
gap at B, proceeding circumferentially through the stator to C and continue 
in the same manner as before but in reverse direction until they arrive 
back at A. But if one of the stators is rotated such that pole C is aligned 
with pole A (complete misalignment) as shown in fig. 1.3b, the flux lines 
at A after crossing the air-gap pass circumferentially through the rotor, 
cross the air-gap at D and then travel back to A through the stator core. 
Therefore the rotor no longer has zero potential and it has to be thicker 
to prevent magnetic saturation and non-linearities in the magnetic return 
path between the two cages. Therefore the machine behaves as if it has 
two rotors joined back to back rotating in one magnetic field.
1.3.2 Misalignment in single cage motor
In a single cage, double stator motor, the different rotor construc­
tion produces a totally different situation in respect of flux distribution.
When the two stators are in alignment the situation is similar to that in the doubl« 
cage motor as shown in fig. 1.4a. But when the stators are in misalignment, 
the flux lines from A cannot cross the gap axially through the rotor and 
the-only possible path is circumferentially through 1,2,3, shown in fig. 1.4b,c 
depending on the degree of misalignment and thickness of the magnetic bridges 
over the slots.. Therefore it is possible to conclude that the motor can 
only be operated successfully under completely aligned conditions. Since 
misalignemnt causes the air-gap flux to deviate from normal position, the 
speed will decrease as misalignment increases,ref. 1.7. Therefore this 
behaviour of the single cage machine can be considered as a method of speed 
control by adjusting the slip mechanically but inevitably it is
1'+
a conductive 
bar
(c)
Pig. (1.4) - Developed diagram of magnetic circuit of 
a single cage double stator motor.
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accompanied by heavy losses.
1.4 General applications
The machine due to its special features together with the new 
production method described in the present work can offer the following 
advantages:-
a. Short axial length and flat shape having high power/weight ratio.
b. Possible axial separation between rotor and stator.
c. It is possible to run the motor with two stators or one.
d. The air-gap can be varied by displacing the stators.
e. The stators can be rocked relative to each other, and in a 
single cage motor such an angular displacement can change the 
speed of rotation of the shaft.
f. The rotor can now be produced with .lower inertia than the 
first prototype built at this University.
Due to some of these features, these machines have found a number of 
applications. In the earlier application Pensabene (1.2) used property "d" 
to design a small electric motor-pump unit for water circulating. The 
motor was designed to work at two different air-gap lengths, the short gap 
length at the start where a high starting torque is required to enable the 
motor to start against adverse conditions. This short gap length is achieved 
by using the UMP between the rotor and stator. The pump is provided with 
hydraulic discharge and suction chambers which are so arranged that as the 
pump gathers speed a hydraulic thrust arising from a pressure difference 
between the chambers is applied in opposite direction to the magnetic pull 
so as to cause the air-gap to extend to its maximum lengths to make the 
motor more quiet by reducing the high frequency noise.
At the present time electric motor driven pumps for the same purpose 
have been designed and manufactured by SMC-(U.K) Fig. 1.5 employing fixed 
gap-length-. The stator has a single phase permanent capacitor type winding 
separated completely from the rotor assembly by a diaphragm.
16
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Fig. 1.5 - Single phase, permanent capacitor
motor-drive pump, (cadet), courtesy 
of SMC Ltd (UK)
1. - Terminal box 5. - Planar cage rotor
2. - Condenser 6. - Impeller (magnetic return path)
3. - Steel diaphram 7. - O-ring
4. - Bolt and washer 8. - Pump casing
9. - Mechanical regulator

acts as one side of the air-gap. On the other side of the gap is 
located the disc rotor as an integral component with the pump impeller 
blades. The existence of the impeller helps in balancing the 
. UMP between rotor core and the stator. Axial field machines can
also be employed in the same applications a3 radial machines with 
important advantages of short axial length and high power/weight 
ratio.
1.5 Types of machine
The motor can be designed with different types of rotor which can 
be used with single or double stators. The rotor can be designed in a 
number of different configurations depending on the material, construction 
and shape of the rotor, such that by nominating the type of the rotor 
indication can be given to the type of the machine as follows: - 
a, - Ironless rotor(eddy-current);
Due to the shape of these machines they lend themselves very 
well to : conducting type rotor designs. The rotor is made 
of a copper or aluminium disc with inner and outer hubs. The 
motor performance can be changed oytr a wide range by changing 
the cross-sectional area of the hubs. The removal of the 
magnetic core from the rotor eliminates the UMP, which is the 
attraction between the rotor and stator. But the use of a 
conductive disc in an alternating field causes repulsive forces 
to be set up in the conductor owing to the induced eddy currents. 
The main drawback of the conducting disc machine is its inherently 
large air gap which leads to high magnetizing current and rather 
low efficiency. Some of the advantages of this design are low 
rotor inertia and ease of manufacture, ref. (1.7,1.8).
I17
b. - Iron rotor ':
In this configuration the rotor is made of magnetic materials 
(solid or laminated) in the form of a flat-disc with a number of 
holes drilled radially to be filled with planar single or multiple 
cages of conducting material. This type of rotor gives higher 
inertia but at the same time provides a much smaller air-gap and 
considerably higher efficiency. These rotors can be manufactured 
by either drilling radial holes in the core after winding of the 
steel strip or by simultaneously punching of the holes during 
winding using a special indexing machine. The complete conducting 
cage is produced later by one aluminium casting process.
The first design technique is used in the present work,and the 
first envisaged features of a single cage rotor are shown in 
fig.1.6. An alternative design technique is to cut slots in 
the core and then inserting a ready-punched cage by pressing it 
into the slots. The complete cage is punched out of high 
conductivity copper or aluminium sheet in the shape of thin discs 
to fit the core.
c. - Reluctance rotors:
This type of rotor cam be produced by modifying the iron type 
rotors by removing the iron at certain places to produce the 
saliency, reference 1.9. The conductive cage produces the
induction torque which is required to take the speed to near 
synchronous value where the reluctance torque becomes effective 
and can lock the rotor’s poles into synchronism with the stator's 
• rotating field. Since the motor is operating at synchronous speed 
there is no iron loss in the rotor. Therefore it is expected that
%
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the solid iron rotor design is to be preferred for ease of 
manufacture as long as the induction torque is enough to accele­
rate the rotor to near synchronous speed. The reluctance type 
rotor can also be manufactured from a conducting disc by inserting 
a number of iron or steel segments to produce salient pole3 , ref. 1.10 
The alternative is to cast aluminium through the segments. By- 
dividing the salient poles into segments, the segmental rotor 
can be produced, ref. 1.11.
CHAPTKR 2
PLA.HA.R ALUMINIUM CAGES
2«1 Aluminium Casting 
2«1.1 Introduction
Casting has been the established method of producing conventional alumin­
ium squirrel cage rotors of very desirable properties for many years. This 
type of casting process started about 1925 and progressed so rapidly that the 
rotors of nearly all squirrel cage induction motors are now cast in aluminium.
Rotors of below 11 XU are normally oressure die cast, while the larger 
ones are either centrifugally cast or gravity die cast. The old technique of 
manufacturing the squirrel cage by welding or brazing end ring and conductor 
bars together is still used for making very large rotors. There are a number 
of defects that occur in aluminium squirrel cage casting. These depend on the 
type of aluminium chosen, type of casting process, mould structure and the 
conditions provided for casting.
One of these defects i3 the tendency of the metal to "hot-shortness". This 
occurs when any tensile stress applied to an alloy while it is in the "two phase" 
solid/liquid condition will naturally cause the metal crystal to separate where 
there is no solid/solid contact. The reason for these stresses is the contraction 
or shrinkage of a hollow casting about a strong core.
The second of these defects is the 'cold shuts' which are discontinuities in 
the metal arising from streams of metal coming from different directions that 
make physical contact without completely fusing, because of heavy oxide film or 
lack of fluidity and feeding. The temoerature of the molten metal and the mould 
just orior to the casting process are very important factors which would control 
the casting characteristics. The temperatures and some other requirements have 
to be decided by a number of exoerimental trials and to be fixed as the best 
casting conditions as is shown later.
It is required to establish a casting method which can give a satisfactory
planar cage rotor casting employing conventional casting methods. Therefore 
to start with gravity sand casting is advantageous since it is an easy and 
cheao casting process. The results obtained from this method are however 
random and unsatisfactory. After a continuous search and trials it was 
concluded that the centrifugal casting technique is suitable. It is found also 
that the grain refining technique can improve the metal castability and 
rigidity by producing finer grain si ec in the molten metal. The high s iced 
running test3 showed that the cages oroduced can stand very high speed.
2.1.? Cage construction
The rotor of the experimental machine has a planar shaoe and consists 
of a steel core wound of steel strip in the shaoe of a flat spiral with a 
number of holes extending radially to accommodate the bars. It is required 
to introduce a design technique by which it is possible to oroduce an electric­
ally conductive cage in which the bars are running radially through the holes 
to join the inner and outer end rings which short-circuit the bars and en­
close the laminations and are at the same level as the laminations. A set 
of ten blades are designed to sit perpendicularly on the outer ring surface 
as an integral part of the cage. The bars, end rings and the blades are 
to produce in one operation as a solid piece. • i
2.1,3 Choices in Aluminium Casting
As explained earlier, the rotor is wound in the shape of a concentric 
spring using thin continuous steel strip. The only means which holds the 
laminated layers together are two steel rings fitted at the two rotor diameters. 
'•Then the rotor rotates under the effect of the magnetic field, there are 
mainly two forces acting directly on the laminations. These are the centrifugal 
force acting radially and the UMP. The axial movement is very critical 
due to the sudden increase in the unbalanced magnetic pull under small changes
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in the air-gap which cause the gap length to increase in one side and decrease 
in the other. It is therefore an essential requirement that the bars should fit 
tightly enough in the holes to prevent any such disastrous movement, since 
these bars are the skeleton of the rotor. A suitable way to meet such require­
ments fully is by using an aluminium casting technique in cage production.
The fact that aluminium can flow in the slots and fill them completely 
gives a large amount of metal in a bar compared with brazing or welding oroces- 
ses, gives lower electrical resistance for a certain slot size and produces a 
quiet rotor. The shrinkage property of aluminium can provide enough enclosing 
at the outer diameter and produce balanced rotors. The selection of the cast­
ing process depends on a number of factors, such as cost, amount of oroduction, 
rotor characteristics required and the shape of the rotor. Experience showed 
that the selection of the casting process depends heavily on the shape and nature 
of the rotor. As an example, poor casting results have been obtained when 
sand casting process was used for cage production. The main difficulty is that 
due to the rotor's structure, the bars and end rings are at the same level, a 
feature which makes the metal flow slow and be less dependent on gravity.
The shape of the rotor lends itself very well to the centrifugal casting tech­
nique. This type of casting furnished much sounder products which due to 
the higher metal density also have lower electrical resistance.
The choice of aluminium metal (ref.2.1) is another important factor which 
depends on the conductivity and castability required. Conductivity and cast- 
ability are two interrelated factors, since the purer is the aluminium, the 
higher is its conductivity, but the poorer is its castability. But it is 
possible always to improve the castability of a pure aluminium by treating it 
with certain types of grain refiners with only slight reduction in its conduc­
tivity. The types and properties of aluminium suitable for rotor casting in 
U.X. are given in table (2.1).
Alcan aluminium 17070 is therefore chosen fo r  casting the rotors since i t
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in the other. It is therefore an essential requirement that the bars should fit 
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of the rotor. As an example, poor casting results have been obtained when 
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due to the rotor's structure, the bars and end rings are at the same level, a 
feature which makes the metal flow slow and be less dependent on gravity.
The shape of the rotor lends itself very well to the centrifugal casting tech­
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the higher metal density also have lower electrical resistance.
The choice of aluminium metal (ref.2.1) is another important factor which 
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Table (2 .I)- Alcan Aluminium for Rotor Casting
Al-
designation A l W
Min. rated 
Conductivity- 
relative to Cu
10080 99 Min. 5#»
I307O 99.3 " 55Pi
15070 99.5 " 57^
17070 99.7 " 599*
Properties Cu Al Al as percent of Cu
Specific Gravity 8.9 2.7 30£
Relative Conductivity 10CÇÉ 62?5 62$
Specific Heat (Cal./Kg./C0') 90 220 230?
Heat Conductivity(Cal/m.SecC^ 90 50 5 #
Table (2.2)- Relative Properties of Copper and 
Aluminium
Fig (2.1 )- Solid Experimental Core
Table (2 .1 )- Alcan Aluminium for Rotor Casting
Al-
de3ignation Al (?$)
Min. rated 
Conductivity- 
relative to Cu
10080 99 Min. 54?
I307O 99.3 " 55?
15070 99.5 " 57?
17070 99.7 " 59?
Properties Cu Al Al as percent of Cu
Specific Gravity 8.9 2.7 30?
Relative Conductivity 10C? 62?$ 62?$
Specific Heat (Cal./Kg./C0) 90 220 230?
Heat Conductivity(Cal/a.3ecC) 90 50 56?
Table (2.2)- Relative Properties of Copper and 
Aluminium
offers the largest conductivity and good fluidity, hut is also the most 
prone to hot shortness. The difficulties arising in the casting process were 
solved hy the author step by step after continuous triads and using different 
improving elements.
2.1.4 Evaluation of Aluminium as Casting Element
Copper and a.luminium are the only two conductors used widely in machines 
and they cover almost all machine reouirements. The general prooerties of 
the two metals in connection with the machine reouirements are given in table 
(2.2). It is possible to show that properties of aluminium given in the 
table are not inferior to those of the coooer for rotor oroduction since 
some increase in the dimensions of the aluminium cage axially can compensate 
for any copper superiority without altering the core dimensions. Therefore 
to produce an equivalent cage of aluminium having the same electrical resist­
ance as that of a copper cage, the volume of the cage has to be relatively 
larger, but the total mass of the aluminium cage is less than that of the 
cooper cage due to the lower specific gravity of aluminium. This reduction 
in the mass means that an aluminium cage rotor is subject to less stress 
from centrifugal forces, less starting inertia and less vibrations while
i
running. The reduction in the mass can also partly compensate for high heat 
capacity of aluminium in the cage. The heat conductivity of aluminium is 
less than that of the copper, but the increase in the volume of the equivalent 
aluminium cage can imorove the heat transmission from the cage. Considering 
the above discussion it is clear that aluminium can be a satisfactory 
casting element in planar cage oroduction if consideration is given to the 
change in the size and the relative cost.
2.2 Casting methods
2.2.1 Sand Casting
Cheapness, simplicity and easy fabrication are among the reasons which 
decide the type of casting methods which have been investigated in this work. 
Gravity sand casting is therefore firstly chosen since it is a straightforward 
process compared to the other casting methods. The bars, end rings and fan 
blades are produced in one casting process as follows: a wooden pattern has 
been designed to the exact shape and dimensions of the rotor with the outer 
diameter 24mm larger than the rotor diameter and carrying ten blades. By 
inserting the pattern in the sand the required shape of the cage is produced.
The pattern is then replaced by the steel core with its centre coincident with 
the pattern centre. The difference at the outer diameters of the pattern and 
the core provide the space for outer ring formation of 12mm thick. The molten 
metal is poured at the centre of the warm core, so that it runs into the slots 
to form the conductor bars and into the cavities to form the end rings and the 
fan blades. The sand die is then let to cool down and the rotor has to pass a 
number of tests starting with a visual check.
2.2.2 Experimental Core
It is required to carry on a number of casting trials to produce the 
required planar cage and to fix the best casting conditions with respect to the 
temperature of the molten metal relative to the core and the quality of the 
cages produced. It is essential in every trial to be able to test the different 
parts of the cage visually and detect any defocts and to find the solution. To 
achieve such a requirement, an experimental core has been designed to use in the 
casting trials a3 the core of the rotor.
This core is shown in fig (2.1) and is a replica of the original core of 
the rotor made of solid steel with the same dimensions. It consists of two 
similar halves, each half containing twenty half slot sections, such that, when 
they are put together and fixed by four screws they form a complete flat shape
2.2 Casting methods
2.2.1 Sand Casting
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It is required to carry on a number of casting trials to produce the 
required planar cage and to fix the best casting conditions with respect to the 
temperature of the molten metal relative to the core and the quality of the 
cages produced. It is essential in every trial to be able to test the different 
part3 of the cage visually and detect any defects and to find the solution. To 
achieve such a requirement, an experimental core has been designed to use in the 
casting trials a3 the core of the rotor.
This core is shown in fig (2.1) and is a replica of the original core of 
the rotor made of solid steel with the same dimensions. It consists of two 
similar halves, each half containing twenty half slot sections, 3uch that, when 
they are put together and fixed by four screws they form a complete flat shape
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core with twenty slot3 runing radially. Each half is tapered at its outer 
diameter from outoide towards the centre of the slots to ease the extraction of 
the cage from the core. The same four screws are used as extracting tools when 
it is required to remove the cage from the core.
2.2.3 Casting Results using standard casting techniques
A number of attempts have been made to produce the cages by gravity sand 
casting. The main variables were the temperature of aluminium and the tempera­
ture of the core. The results obtained are shown in fig (2.2). In "a" the 
core is warmed up to 300°C and the aluminium poured at its centre at a tempera­
ture of 730°C. In "b" the temperature of the core is increased to 400°C and 
that of aluminium to 760°G. The results shows that some of the bars have 
suffered cold shut and some cracks and shrinkage cavities have appeared in the
t touter ring. It is believed that the cold shut of the bars and the shrinkage 
cavities at the ring may be caused by the normal shrinkage during solidification 
in the absence of adequate feeding, or by entrapped gases in the cavities. The 
main reasons for the cracks in the ring is believed to be that the solid steel 
core prevents the aluminium ring from shrinking freely as it solidifies, giving 
rise to enough'restraint to break it in some places.
To test the validity of this, in "c" both the core and aluminium were 
heated up to a high temperature ( 800°C). and the result obtained shows that 
all the cracks disappeared completely. By heating the steel to such a tempera­
ture the shrinkage of the steel when it is cooling down counterbalances the 
shrinkage of the aluminium and prevents the cracking. A large number of trials 
and continuous study of the problem led to the somehow improved result at "d" 
by introducing three new factors in the casting process as follows:
(a) A number of laminated layers* have been wound at the outer surface of the 
experimental core and the slot3 are extended radially through the laminated 
layers. These layers can provide the space for aluminium shrinkage during 
cooling.
* This condition already exist in the machine core since it is made of 
laminations.
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(b) The core after being warned up, has been dipped in a mixture of 54»S water,
2££S Foseco Dycotte, 18^ Sodium Silicate and heated again to 400°C. This mixture 
can provide two functions; firstly it makes the metal flow more easily and 
improve the feeding rate, and secondly it acts as an insulation between aluminium 
and the core.
(c) Kuch larger risers have been used to improve the feeding rate.
Providing all the three factors in one casting operation the result at - ig. ?.2d is
achieved. But even this result has not reached the required standard since in
some other trials under similar conditions, cold shut effects and some cracks
*
showed up. Therefore, results a to d do not satisfy the visual test but it is 
possible to conclude that the conditions for good casting could be as follows:
(1) Steel core heated to 400°C and aluminium to 750°C. Overheating the 
aluminium is not recommended since high temperature aluminium produces coarse 
grain size which in turn will give rise to hot-shortness and increase the 
tendency to form shrinkage cavities. Aluminium at high temperatures reacts with 
water vapour to produce aluminium oxide and hydrogen gas.
(2) Spray the warmed core with the mixture mentioned above and heat it up.
(5) Use as many large risers as possible choosing the round shape risers since 
they are more effective.
To reduce the cracks and cavities in any casting, it is necessary to be 
able to control the grain size in the molten metal. To produce fine grain size 
and consequently good casting production, grain refiner technique muse be used.
2.2.4 Solidification and Refining of Molten Aluminium
When the molten aluminium cools down very slowly with all the metal 
maintained at a uniform temperature, solidification will start just below the 
freezing point. A few nuclei distributed throughout the liquid will form and 
grow in all the preferred directions to form a coarse grain structure. If the 
entire liquid cools uniform ly and rapidly, many nuclei will originate to 
produce a fine-grained structure. But if the cooling is not uniform, that i3
* (i.e. searching for any missing bars o^ cracks and oavitier^
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if one part of the liquid cools rapidly and the other slovrly, nuclei will form 
only where cooling is first attained and it will grow in the direction of thermal 
gradient, giving elongated or what is known as columnar crystals. This is 
usually the type of the behaviour found in casting processes.
It is possible to control the columnar size by controlling the tempera­
ture, the thermal conductivity of the mould and the mass of the molten metal.
Pig.(2.3) shows specimens taken from molten aluminium after etching in dilute 
Tuckers reagent to expose the grain structure. Pig.(2.3a) shows the effect of 
casting temperature on the grain size of pure aluminium. Pine grain structure 
can be obtained more effectively by inserting artificial nuclei known as grain 
refiners. There are a large number of grain refiners available on the market 
mainly in the form of tablets to produce grain refining effect on aluminium.
The efficient grain refiner recommended for use vrith the 9 9 . aluminium is 
0.2# of aluminium weight of Titanium and Boron. The resistance of the aluminium 
is slightly increased, but such an increase is outweighted by the sounder cast­
ing production. Pig.(2.31») shows the grain structure in pure aluminium dealt 
vrith (Ti + B) grain refiner, shoving that the grain size stays satisfactory 
even after holding the metal for a long time before casting. The grain refining 
used in this work helped very much in stopping the cracks and cavities, but it 
did not show any effect on the cold shut and hot shortness effects. The amount 
of grain refiner used is enough to raise the ultimate tensile strength of the 
metal to more than twice the value without refiner as shown in fig. (2.6) #
The casting results achieved till now are mostly random and some are 
unexpected, making the casting process non-controllable. It is thought there­
fore the only factor which can alter the situation, is by changing the casting 
method. Therefore the sand casting method has been abandoned in favour of the 
centrifugal casting technique. *
* 45cc HC1 + 15cc HNO^ + 15ce HP + 25cc Water
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It is shown in the previous section that it is difficult to nominate any 
specific conditions which can guarantee good quality castings using the gravity 
sand casting technique. One of the main causes for such a limitation is the 
shape of the rotors since it is flat with the bars running at the same level as 
the end rings making casting under gravity difficult owing to the molten metal 
having insufficient head to flow fast and fill the spaces in the slots and end 
rings. To make the metal fill the mould, pressure or external force must be
•ft
exerted on the molten metal. The special shape of the rotor lends itself very 
well to centrifugal casting. It is therefore necessary to use centrifugal 
casting to produce rotors of good characteristics. This method of casting gives 
much sounder products and due to its high filling density gives lower resistance.
A mould has been designed using cast iron as shown in fig (2.4a,b) . It 
consists of two end plates joined together through a ring which separates them 
by a distance equal to the rotor thickness. The ring is cut into two equal 
halves, the inner wall of each half containing five slots. These slots are 
cavities which produce the ten fan blades on the outer end ring of the cage.
The inner diameter of this ring is larger than the rotor diameter by an amount 
equal to twice the thickness of the cage end ring. The lower end plate has a 
hollow short shaft which can be locked to the shaft of a d.c motor for rotating 
it. Experiments showed that the best casting results can be obtained, with the 
mould heated up to 400°C, aluminium heated upto 750°C and speed of rotation of 
the mould 450 rpm. The results obtained by this method under these conditions 
and with the help of the previous experience were found to be very satisfactory. 
Fig. (2.2S) shows a sample of cage cast by this method. It is a cage with 
continuous bars and clear rings having a good, sound nature. The same procedure 
was applied to the rotor cores and four different rotors have been fabricated 
using centrifugal casting. Three of these rotors are shown in fig (2.5) having 
characteristics shown in Table(2,3).
2.2.5 Centrifugal Casting
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window for aluminium 
pouring
Pig (2.4a)— Cross Section through the AA-axis 
of the Centrifugal Mould
B - Spacer iron ring having width equal to the 
rotor core thickness.
C - End plates
The two end plates are joined together by four 
screws passing through holes in the soaccr ring B. 
d - Inner and Outer steel retaining rings.
I* ‘ Joint line
I
Pig (2.4b)- Top View of the spacer iron ring B.
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Fig. (2.5) - Flanar Cage Induction Rotors
Rotor D i3 not shovm since it is similar to 
rotor C in appearance.
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Table - (2.3)
Rotor
Designa­
tion
Rotor 
thick­
ness _ 
x 10"°m
Mass of 
the cage 
in each 
rotor.Kg
Rotor 
total 
mass in 
Kg.
Description
Motor's 
Total 
mass 
Kg.
Rotor’s
Moment
T of. .Inertia
Ktr.vf
A 17.0 0.55 3.35
Single cage 
Solid Core 
20 Unskewed bars 18.35 0.0154
B 27.35 0.80 4.71
Double cage 
Laminated core 
20 un3kewed bars 
on each cage
20.40 0.0215
C 17.25 0.50 3.43
Single cage 
Laminated core 
18 bars skewed by 
one stator slot pitch
18.93 0.0158
D 17.25 0.60 3.50
Single cage 
Laminated core 
20 unokowed bar3
19.0 0.0161
▼
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2.2.6 Checkin? and Observations
After the casting is finished it is necessary to perform a number of tests 
on the product before considering it as satisfactory. The first easy and direct 
test is to examine the rotor visually^ This type of Check ezamines the exposed 
area like the end ring3 and the fans v:hich are outside the laminations and the 
experienced person can draw some useful conclusions about the quality of the 
casting. A rough idea can be obtained about the condition of the bars inside 
the laminations using ultrasonic test .By sending signal through each bar 
and studying the reflected signal and the depth of reflection in comparison with 
that of the signal from a'''standard bar’.'
A check on the temperature rise of the rotor during run-up test, noise 
and vibration gives a rough indication about the quality of castings and the 
goodness of the cage. Overheating of the rotor due to heavy overloads can bring 
about softening of the casting and fracture of a rotor bar under the influence 
of the centrifugal force. If a bar is therefore missing underneath the lamina­
tions this can cause periodic fluctuation of the stator current, pulsating 
humming and mechanical noise. The large number of trials made using this cast­
ing method showed that the possibility of a bar missing is very rare and none 
of the above symptoms showed up at all in the rotors produced.
It is perhaps advantageous that the rotors after casting are heat treated 
for 1-2 hours at 300-400°C. By doing so the insulation between the laminations 
and the cage can be increased and consequently the stray losses and the tempra- 
ture rise of the rotor decreases.
It is important to get some insight into the mechanical rigidity of the 
aluminium cage. This can be achieved by carrying out an approximate stress 
analysis such as shovm in Appendix A1. This theory shows that the cage can run 
safely up to speeds of 32000 rev/min before the elastic limit is reached and it 
can be run to about three times this speed before it bursts.
Two experiments were carried out to test the rigidity of the aluminium
and the cage. In the first test a number of rectangular bars were cast out of 
pure end grain refined aluminium under exactly the sane casting conditions 
applied in the cage casting. The bars vere machined down to the shape shown 
in fig.(2.6a), keeping the length of the bar at least nine tines its width to 
increase the sensitivity of the measurements. The standard tensile stress test 
is applied to these samples and the strain-stress curves for the two type of 
aluniniun from no-load to beyond the maximum possible loading are shorn in the 
same figure. It is clear that the ultimate tensile strenth of the grain refined 
aluminium is increased to twice its value without grain refining due to using a 
small amount of grain refiner. The second test involved the running of one of 
the rotors at speeds around 15000 rpm for fifteen minutes. Careful checks 
afterwards shored no signs of defects at the cage.
2.3 Conclusions
The rotor of the induction machine is the most important part of the 
machine, since it is the rotating part in which the energy conversion is taking 
place. It is therefore essential (especially in the case of axial field machines 
where the rotor is much thinner) to have a very rigid rotor which operates 
effectively and quietly. Brazing and welding techniques are difficult to apply 
in cage production for axial field machines. The cage in these machines must 
provide the following requirements: produce good induction torque, provide 
ventilating effect, enclose the laminations rigidly and provide the means of 
carrying the rotor on to the shaft. Due to the special shape of the rotor, the 
shaft has the special feature shown on oage 96»
The author devised à new technique of rotor fixing using the 
aluniniun inner end ring is found to bo very effective - and contri­
butes to an increase in the motor e ffic ien cy , decrease in the in ertia , conside­
rable reduction in rotor weight and consequently appreciable increase in power/
weight ra tio  o f the machine.
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3The centrifugal casting was found to be very successful in planar cage 
production even if it involves some extra efforts and designs. The casting 
method developed is suitable for rotor of any dimensions having any number of 
slots of any size and shape. Ilore than one complete cage can be produced in a 
core by one casting process. The conditions for the best casting products are 
briefly: mould dipped in Poseco solvent and warmed up to 400°C, aluminium heated 
to 750°C, 0.2$S aluminium weight of grain refiner added to molten metal prior to 
casting and finally speed of rotation of about 450 rev/min was found to be very- 
suitable .
The rotors produced in this work are of high quality, making the machine 
stand a very good chance of competing with conventional motors in application 
requiring special features. The rotors are light, very rigid and were easily 
balanced.
I
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CHAPTER 3 
HARMOHICS
3.1 Introduction
The study of harmonics in a machine is a necessary practice which con 
indicate how well the machine will perform. The origin of harmonics in the 
experimental machine are the winding distribution and the slotting of the 
stator surface.
Harmonics can produce disadvantageous effects. Some of these can be 
summarised as:
a - Distortion of the generated emf's of the supply.
b - Production of parasitic torcrues due to interaction of rotor and 
stator harmonics.
c - Introduction of vibration and noises.
d - Production of high frecuency core losses in the teeth and pole 
faces.
The mmf harmonics do not directly cause harmonics in the terminal 
voltage, but they do influence its magnitude. In the case of mmf harmonic 
order 'k' it sets up a field of 'kp' coles rotating at speed 1/k of the 
synchronous speed with respect to the stator giving rise to a fundamental- 
freauency voltage in the windings rather than a harmonic voltage. This 
harmonic produces a torcrue having the same general shaoe as the fundamental 
and sunerimposed on it. If the harmonic is significant it may crevent the 
motor from exceeding about 1/k of the normal speed causing the motor to crawl. 
A similar effect can exist when stator-rotor mmf harmonics rotating together 
interact giving rise to synchronous crawling. The slot harmonics can 
produce harmonic torque in the same manner if an unwise rotor slot number 
has been chosen. For the oresent if the rotor slot number is chosen to be
44 instead of 20, the slot harmonic order 11 producing 44 coles will react 
with all the 44-bars in the rotor producing slot harmonic torque. If the 
rotor slots are chosen to he equal to stator slots the equal order harmonics 
rotating at the same soeed in both stator and rotor will oroduce a synchro­
nising torque so that the rotor will remain at rest due to the cogging effect.
When the harmonics of the motor are to be considered, the equivalent
circuit per phase can be extended to the mnemonic circuit of figure (3.1)
suggested by Alger ref.3.1. This circuit shows that each harmonic field behaves
as a separate motor connected in series with the fundamental, but creating
its own independent rotor currents, torque, magneti~ing reactance and number of
coles. It starts with the series circuit of r„ and x. the resistance and1 1
reactance of the stator winding. In series with r^  and x^ is the magnetizing 
reactance of the machine in parallel with the resistance and reactance of the 
rotor refered to the stator assuming only fundamental air gao flux.
The third part of the circuit represents the equivalent circuit of the 
magnetizing reactance of the machine and the secondary (rotor) parameters for 
air gao flux waves of certain harmonics.
This third part of the circuit can be used to take account of the two 
principal slot permeance harmonics (the 11th and 1 3th), the two principal phase 
belt harmonics (the 5th and 7th) and the two principal slot zig-zag harmonics 
(the 11th and 13th). The performance of the entire machine may be determined 
by first calculating the performance for the fundamental, and then calculating 
the effect of each harmonic in turn.
The aim of this chapter is to briefly study some aspects of the harmonics 
in the experimental machine, but no attemot is made to compensate for these 
harmonics in performance calculations. Successful attempts have been made to 
reduce the noise and vibration considerably by slot harmonic reduction using 
some oractical means explained later.
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Fig.(3.0 - An extended per phase equivalent circuit of 
induction motor.
i
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3.2 Stator H.I4.F. distribution
The m.m.f. of a concentrated. single coil in the stator fed with the current 
i = I coswt is given ret.3.1, as;
oo2T.I coswt V ” J_ sin YPtT  cosko( ................. 3.1
TX Ik=1
The kth term of this equation reveals that, the m.m.f wave has k tines 
fundamental number of poles sinusoidally distributed around the periphery 
and alternate in time. This term can be written at any point and every 
instant of time as the sum of two equal constant magnitude m.m.fs revolving 
in opposite directions at the same speed of the original m.m.f giving that:
■ 2T .1
sin (cos(kp#<-wt) + cos(kpK+ wtj).....  3.2V*) - *
The m.m.f. of a single phase of N coils displaced by the slot pitch angle, CCd, 
in a machine with q slots per pole per phase is given by:
oo
/ .\ _ 1 *'r'î~ 'S" J. sin kPiT . sin ka(¿a Iz . cos(kpi* + wt) .. .3.3
k ' ' 7T k 2 q.sinkp^^
Considering a balanced double layer three phase winding the m.m.f per phase 
is:
V e0 = ~ f r  1 L  k q^sink« ¡ i f r  cos(kpi<± wt)**5*4
k=1
where k = 1,3,5 ........ odd harmonics.
It is a straightforward ex ercise to show that the resultant m.m.f wave for 
the experimental machine is given by (ref;3.l);
61 .T.N.
TT
^cosiprt-wt) + / ~  (~l)k cos(p/<( 6k+1 ) - wt)
oQ
k=1 
k K6k-1
k=1 6k-1
co3(p<<(6k-1 ) + wt) ^ .... 3.5
where, K is the winding factor and (k= 1,2,3.
/
■*K
T~
3.3 Reduction o f the harmonics
It is a general engineering requirement to keep the amount of the
harmonics in a machine as small as possible by reducing or suppressing them 
by well understanding the sources of these harmonics and bettor machine 
design. Some of the machine harmonics can be reduced as follows:
3.3.1 Stator mnf harmonics
These harmonics can be controlled by modifying the stator winding so 
as to cancel or reduce a number of specified harmonics. Harmonic study in 
the experimental machine shows that it is possible to follow the conventional 
calculation method used in radial machines in dealing with the distribution 
and pitch factors and the stator m m f s •
3.3.1.1 Distribution factor
Coils composing a phase are distributed in a number of slots per pole. 
The e.m.f. in adjacent coils will be out of phase by the slot pitch angle 
and the resultant will be les3 than the algebraic sum as follows:
is known as the distribution factor, and is the amount of the reduction in 
the resultant e.m.f. of a concentrated winding(E) when it is distributed.
<  E
where, the reduction factor.
For the kth harmonic, this factor becomes:
For a uniformly distributed winding (q=^ >o«> , ^ = > 0 )  this factor becomes:
where - r\s is the phase belt spread angle
The curve of this equation is a sine wave with rapidly diminishing 
amplitude. For a given phase-spread the values of Kdk alternate between 
positive and negative as the order of the harmonics increases and it never 
has the same value as that for the fundamental. Table(3.l) gives values of 
for fundamental and harmonics up to 19 for a three phase machine having 
1 to 10 slots per pole per phase and also for a uniformly distributed binding. 
Distributing the windings in a larger number of slots reduces the effect of 
the harmonics. But this does not affect the harmonics given by the formula:
they are the 11th and 13th.
3.3.1.2 Pitch factor
In a full-pitch distributed winding, the resultant e.m.f. induced in 
each side of a coil will at every instant be equal in magnitude and directly 
in phase. If the windings are chorded, the effective e.m.fs on the two sides 
of each coil are not in phase since the coil spread is less or more than a 
pole pitch. The effective e.m.f of the fractional pitch coil for the funda­
mental is given by:
k = 6q + 1
These harmonics are the slot harmonics and in the experimental machine (q=2)
E = E SinPfcyQ ^ E
where E - effective e m f for a full-pole pitch winding 
Angle of spread of fractional pitch winding
“ Angle of spread of full pole pitch winding
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The pitch factor fo r the kth harmonic is therefore given by:
K ,k  = S in _ P | g
where £ =X-7T is the chording angle(mechanical degrees)
By adjusting the pitch factor it is possible to reduce or
eliminate certain harmonics. To eliminate the third harmonic and its odd 
multiples in a winding the chording angle must be 7T/3(to make = 0) . 
Following in a similar manner, chordings of 77/5 and fT/l can eliminate the 5th 
and 7th harmonics which are equivalent to pitches of (4/5) and (6/7) of the 
full-pole pitch. The average of these two pitches is very nearly(5/6) which 
has pitch factors for 5th and 7th harmonics of 0.2588 and -0.2588 respectively.
Therefore a (5/6) pitch reduces the amplitude of these two harmonics 
in the voltage wave to about one-fourth of the amplitude they could have in 
a full-pitch winding using the same slot distribution. A pitch factor of 
(5/6) is employed in the stator windings of the experimental machine.
Table (3.0 gives the pitch factors for a number of harmonics together with 
the winding factor which is taken as the product of the two above factors.
This table shows also that the winding factor is a periodic function and that 
the slot harmonics have always winding factors equal to the fundamental.
5.5.2 Reduction of Slot Harmonics
Slot harmonics occur when one or both members of the machine are 
slotted, such that their surfaces are subjected to local variations of flux 
density. This variation in the flux density is mainly due to changes of the 
air-gap reluctance caused by the presence of the slot opening on one or both 
sides of the air-gap. The flux will therefore tuft at the tooth tips 
causing the field to contain ripples. This is as if there is superimposed 
upon the main flux an additional flux pulsating at a frequency of (S^ + l)f, 
where Sp is number of slots per pole. Since the primary cause of this effect
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is the variable reluctance of the gap (slot openings), it follows that if 
the reluctance due to slot opening is reduced by using nearly closed slots, 
the tooth ripples can be nade small enough to be negligible. But this is 
not the case always, since sometimes as for instance the open slot design 
can simplify the stator manufacturing to a great extent and ease the winding 
process. Moreover it is almost impossible to produce semiclosed or closed 
slots by using the present manufacturing technique. It is therefore required 
to reduce these harmonics by employing some easy, cheap reliable means which 
can reduce the air gap reluctance variation due to slotting. There are a 
number of such means by which the tooth ripples can be effectively reduced 
and some of these are:
3.3.2.1 Slot combination
By this it means a suitable choice of the number of slots in the 
stator and rotor. This choice has to fulfil two conditions as nearly as 
possible. Firstly it has to obey the limitation due to the relation between 
the number of the slots and the number of poles in the machine and secondly 
a suitable relation between number of slots in the stator and rotor has to 
be established. The number of the slots in the stator is a well defined 
decision and its selection is limited by the number of poles and phases.
The satisfactory relation betireen stator-rotor slots can be reached by 
proper selection of the number of slots in the rotor after the number of 
stator slots has been fixed. In a number of studies carried out by some 
investigators(Appleman (3.2), Kron (3.3). Alger(3.1))it is shown that 
unbalanced magnetic pull and rotor vibration can occur if the gap field 
contains two harmonic fields differing by two poles since the unbalanced 
magnetic pull depends on the product of the magnitudes of the two fields.
It is shown also that if two fields differ by more than two poles, the effect 
is very small.
In appendix A2. the method used by Appleman is applied to the machine 
to show that the number of rotor bars employed in the present design is a 
suitable choice as far as the reduction of the above unbalanced magnetic pull 
is concerned.
3.3.2.2 Skewing
Skewing in both radial and axial field machines means that the slots 
are tilted at a certain angle relative to the unskewed slots vihich are at 
normal position#i4-Fig.(3.2a,b) shows the effect of skewing on the harmonic 
voltage induced in a rotor bar. At "a" the bar is shown under the effect of 
a harmonic flux density wave at certain instant of time with the bar unskewed.
In this case the whole bar lies under the effect of the harmonic flux giving 
rise to a harmonic voltage in the bar in proportion to the harmonic flux 
density. But when the bar is so skewed that it covers at every moment two 
similar poles of the harmonic field at its ends fig.(3.2b), the voltage 
induced in part of the bar is accordingly cancelled by an equal and opposite 
voltage induced in the other part which is under a similar pole and consequently 
no current flows in the bar due to the harmonic field causing the field to 
skew out. In radial machines the skewing takes a spiral shape. The angle 
of skewing is related to the machine length, number of slots, machine 
diameter and the amount of skewing as a factor of the slot pitch angle and 
it is usually more than one slot pitch.
In axial machines the skewed bar has a curved shape as shown in fig(3.3) 
and is related to the number of slots and to main diameters of the machine.
This type of skewing is found to be impractical to produce
using the present production technique and can cause serious manufacturing preikms.

^.3.2.5 Magnetic slot wedges (H5W)
These are magnetic metallic pieces designed to fit in the spaces 
between adjacent teeth in open slot stators and sometimes rotors, ref.3*5» The 
shape and dimensions of these wedges depends largely on the top side shape of the 
slot. They are found to be useful in the case of three-phase, double-layer 
basket type windings where the coils have to be wound individually and inserted 
in the slots which are mostly open for easy and safe coil insertion. In the 
design of these wedges the following points have to be borne in mind:
(a) The wedges should not be thick enough to behave as flux bridges 
across the slots leading to high leakage reactance, and not too 
thin to cause mechanical problems resulting in the rubbing of the 
wedges between the rotor and stator faces.
(b) The wedges should not be too thick to appreciably increase the 
iron loss.
(c) It is advisable to prevent direct contact between the wedges and 
the teeth edges otherwise, they will short-circuit the laminations.
A number of wedge designs have been introduced by the author as shown 
in fig.(3.4) and it is believed that all are worth trying with the machine.
Only the iron powder wedge has been tried in the present work. The slots in 
the stator are rectangular with completely open mouth causing the wedges to 
be rectangular with width just below the slot opening and length equal to 
that of the slot and thickness not less than 2mm. They are fixed on a rigid 
insulated substrate which serves three purposes. Firstly it gives the 
mechanical rigidity required for the wedges in the slots; Secondly it provides 
a means for changing the wedge thickness by machining it down while it is 
fixed on the substrate and thirdly it insulates the wedge from the slot edges, 
the wedge's width being ju3t below the width of the substrate carrying it.
•e-
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Fig.(3.4) - Possible designs of magnetic slot wedges
F ig .(3 .5 ) -  Search coil3  in the stator core id
3.1 Harmonic. measurements and Results
At the start of the work on harmonic moasuremen to it seemed that there 
••os a. need .for a method of harmonic measurements at different daces in the 
machine. This method must be raoid and must provide results of the total 
waveforms together with their harmonic analysis in the sh.aoe of plots which 
can be tabulated and keot for a long time.
An experimental method is therefore devised for measuring the harmonics 
in the flux waveforms by recording tho o.n.fs induced in double turn search 
coils inserted at different points of the stator core and the air-gap as shown 
in fig.(3.5). Coils 1 and 2 detect the flux waveforms at the bottom and too of 
a single tooth; Coil 3 detect the flu;: waveform at the core, and finally coils 
4 and 5 detect the flux waveforms at tho top and bottom across a pole pitch of 
the machine since they extend a full-pole pitch covering slots(l-7). The 
measuring technique involves recording the resultant output waveform at each 
search coil using the Analog 7 tape recorder available in the Department. A 
large number of such waveforms can be recorded using one channel of the 
recorder, "hen using the recorder it is necessary to let it run for at least 
twenty seconds until it reaches it3 constant sceed before any signal can be 
fed in. Applying the signal earlier than this time means recording the signal 
at different speeds and consecruently the appearance of rather unexpected 
harmonics. The waveforms obtained on the tape are then analysed using Fourier 
Series Harmonic analysis and some computerised subrountines to give output 
plots for the harmonics existing in the waveform logged to the computer. The 
method was first tested by analysing the waveform of a signal generator as 
shown in fig.(3.6). The snectra obtained in the tests arc not line soectra 
owing to the fact that one period only of the waveform has been analysed.
These goe^ra could be improved by analysing longer record lengths of the wave­
form. This method of harmonic analysis is aimed at observing the harmonics and 
tho changes occuring in their order and amplitude in different experimental 
studies. The test method is divided in a number of carts as follows:
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Pig.(3.6) - Testing the method, of 
harmonic analysis
waveform of 50Hz,
fundamental
frequency.
b - Harmonic analysis of a signal 
generator waveform.
r part one is concerned mainly with the harmonics of the two stators 
only when there is no rotor, and this gives the harmonics in the stator n.m.f. 
The resultant waveforms at points(1,3,4) and their harmonic analysis are shown 
in fig.(3.7) at different air-gaps. The first waveforms are taken at zero 
air-gap(i.e the two stators are in complete contact). The rest of the wave­
forms are recorded at two air-gaps by separating the two stators 0.45 and 0.76 
mm apart. These figures show clearly the damping effect of the gap reluctance 
in cancelling some of the harmonics. The test is then extended further to 
study the effect of the misalignment of the two stators relative to each other 
on the harmonic content. One of the stators is therefore fixed and the second 
rotated at intervals of one slot pitch (15°) relative to the first and the 
flux waveform at the full pole pitch search coil is recorded using the same 
technique for three misalignment angles of 15°, 30°, and 45°. The resultant 
waveforms and their analysis are shown in fig.(3 .8). These are very important 
results since it can give a direct answer to the increase in the losses of the 
machine as the misalignment is increasing as shown in Chapter 6. Part two of 
the te3t is meant to show the effect of the rotor on the harmonic content. 
Therefore the same measuring method is repeated in the case of rotors D and C 
and the results are shown in Chapter 6.
The third part of the test is concerned with the effect of the magnetic 
slot wedges on harmonic content of the machine and the investigation of 
their effect in the noise level of the machine due to slot harmonic reduction 
and this is shown also in Chapter 6.
Results of fig.(3.7) show that increasing the air-gap can reduce the 
effect of some of the flux harmonics. This technique of harmonic reduction 
has been employed by Pensabene (1.2) in his pumo drive motor to reduce the slot 
harmonic noise after the motor has started. But this is not always desirable since the 
increase in the air-gap length' is accompanied always with an increase in 
magnetizing current and decrease in output power and efficiency.
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Therefore the same measuring method is repeated in the case of rotors D and C 
and the results are shown in Chapter 6.
The third part of the test is concerned with the effect of the magnetic 
slot wedges on harmonic content of the machine and the investigation of 
their effect in the noi3e level of the machine due to slot harmonic reduction 
and this is shown also in Chapter 6.
Results of fig.(3 .7) 3how that increasing the air-gap can reduce the 
effect of some of the flux harmonics. This technique of harmonic reduction 
has been employed by Pensabene (1.2) in his pumo drive motor to reduce the slot 
harmonic noise after the motor has started. But this is not always desirable since the 
increase in the air-gap length' is accompanied always with an increase in 
magnetizing current and decrease in output power and efficiency.
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Fi0-(3.7a) - Smoothing effect of air-gap reluctance 
on the tooth flux^ anarch coil ?.
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The experiment showed that the perfect alignment is the position at 
which a north pole of one stator opposes a south pole of the other with the 
current and harmonics in the machine kept as small as possible. Fig.(3.7f) 
shows that harmonics in a pole pitch search coil when the stator are in 
perfect alignment and different gaps separate them with average phase input 
current of 0.68A at zero air gap lenth. Results of fig.(3.8) indicate that 
the harmonics increase sharply with the misalignment and so do the input 
currents. It was found that the minimum current position occurs at an align­
ment little different from the minimum harmonic position. It is decided 
therefore to use a position which gives both negligible harmonics and small 
balanced currents and this is the perfect aligned position. The harmonic in 
the resultant flux waveforms at the gap depends on the reaction between the 
magnetic circuit of the two stators. In the perfect alignment position the 
two waveforms are moving in phase giving rise to a resultant sinusoidal flux 
waveform. The misaligning of the stators causes the two waveforms to move 
out of phase with respect to each other by the misaligning angle arising in 
a waveform which is non-sinusoidal.
G3.5 Fundamental Checkings
Before starting the harmonic measurements a number of checkings were 
made as shown below:
(a) The harmonics in the source voltage waveforms feeding the phases 
of the machine were checked by connecting two resistors of 23.3 K-r'- 
and 0.2 Rf*- in series across each two phases and the voltage 
waveform across the 0.2 resistor is analysed and the highest 
harmonic found to be less than Vf> of the fundamental.
(b) The current balance of the source is checked by feeding the three 
phases into a circuit of three equal resistors(150-fi-each) connec­
ted in delta through a three phase variac. Three ammeters connec­
ted between the variac and the resistors indicated currents of 1 .46, 
1.43, 1.45A.
(c) The current balance in the machine is checked by replacing the 
resistive loop in "b" by the three phases of the machine. The 
respective phases in the stators are connected in series and the 
final phases are star connected. The two stators perfectly aligned 
at zero air-gap and the currents recorded at the phases were 0.68,
0.65, 0.71A.
By carrying out such tests it is possible to segregate the machine's 
harmonics from those caused by external sources.
220V.
50Hz.
23-3 icn-
as, i
•9a-Harmonic content of the 
mains waveform.
' CHAPTER 4
Air gap flux and equivalent circuit
4.1 Conformal transformation
To understand a machine closely it is essential to make a close 
study of the conditions under which the flux exists in the air-gap. This 
air-gap is usually a complex boundary such that it is not possible to use 
simple analytical methods to solve for the flux. The analytical method of 
conformal transformation is the most powerful method to use for field 
analysis of different boundary shapes.
The Schwarz- Christoffel transformation (sCT)reiü. 1,used in this work, 
applies to problems having closed polygon boundaries. The solution for the 
field starts with mapping the actual configuration of the air-gap in the 
Z-plane where the flux and equipotential lines are not regular, straight 
and parallel, to a portion of a uniform rectangular field in a complex plane 
called the JÇ-plane. The difficulty in this type of configuration, depends 
largely on the configuration's boundaries to be mapped, and mainly the 
number of right angles contained, since it is a technique involving right 
angles straightened up. It is found that two right angles is the maximum 
number of right angles which can exist in a configuration which involves 
no elliptic functions in the transformation, but only circular or hyper­
bolic functions. But when more than two right angles have to be straightened 
out, the integration may be a combination of elementary and elliptic functions . 
of one of three kinds.
4.1.1 The transformation t
The developed diagram of the induction machino to be mapped is shown 
in fig.(4 .1 ) in the stator-rotor-stator configuration. It consists of two 
stators, each having a succession of completely open slots on each side of 
the rotor. The rotor i3 considered ns a smooth plane surface opposing the
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CHAPTER 4
Air gap flux and equivalent circuit
To understand a machine closely it is essential to make a close 
study of the conditions under which the flux exists in the air-gap. This 
air-gap is usually a complex boundary such that it is not possible to use 
simple analytical methods to solve for the flux. The analytical method of 
conformal transformation is the most powerful method to use for fi 
analysis of different boundary shapes.
The Schwarz- Christoffel transformation (sCT)re£4-. 1,'J3 ed in this work, 
applies to problems having closed polygon boundaries. The solution for the 
field starts with mapping the actual configuration of the air-gap in the 
Z-plane where the flux and equipotential lines are not regular, straight 
and parallel, to a portion of a uniform rectangular field in a complex plane 
called the Jf-plane. The difficulty in this type of configuration, depends 
largely on the configuration's boundaries to be mapped, and mainly the 
number of right angles contained, since it is a technique involving right 
angles straightened up. It is found that two right angles is the maximum 
number of right angles which can exist in a configuration which involves 
no elliptic functions in the transformation, but only circular or hyper­
bolic functions. But when more than two right angles have to be straightened 
out, the integration may be a combination of elementary and elliptic functions 
of one of three kinds.
4.1.1 The transformation
stators, each having a succession of completely open slots on each side of
The developed diagram of the induction machine to be napped is shown 
in fig.(4 .1 ) in the stator-rotor-stutor configuration. It consists of two
the rotor. The rotor is considered ns a smooth plane surface opposing the
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slots. For the purpose of this transformation it is assumed that the slots 
are infinitely deep and only one slot has to be considered.
Fig.(4 .2) by Coe(4.2) shows the variation of the flux-den3ity at the 
centre of a 3lot bottom with the ratio d/s (slot depth/slot width) for values 
of (s/g) as parameters. The figure shows clearly that the flux drops sharply 
at the slot centre as d/ 3 increases and it diminshes when this ratio increases 
above unity. It also shows that the drop in the flux gets sharper as the 
ratio s/g increases. Therefore,the first assumption is valid as long as the 
ratio of the slot depth to width is greater than unity (>>2 in the experimental 
machine). The second assumption exists in most electrical machines where the 
air-gap is small compared with the width of an open slot.
Due to the symmetry of the machine about the xx-axis. only one half of 
the figure has to be considered as in fig (4.1b). Applying the first assump­
tion. the configuration to be mapped is shown in fig.(4 .1c). It consists of 
five corners with only two at A and B rectangular. After assigning values 
of w at S and D, there are remaining three more comers where values of w 
have to be fixed. Corners A and B can have arbitrary values 'a'and'b' with 
comer C having w = 1. It is to be noticed that 'a' is between w = 0 and 
w = 1 and 'b' is between w = 1 and w = -too. Fig.(4.1d) - becomes a closed 
polygon by joining the ends at D and C where w = 0 and w = 1, having five 
vertices ABODE with corresponding angles, 37^2, 3*/2,0,0 to be opened at E. 
Using SCT, the equation of transformation from the Z-plane to the upper half 
of the W-plane is given by:
4.1.2 Determination of the constants
The constants I, a, and b can be found by crossing the air-gap at 
certain points in the Z-plane. This is eouivalent in the W-plane to the
w = - bû
Pig.(4.1) -continue
= 0 0 + jg *SI-3 |Z=0---  L 0 a 1 b
Z = -H*>
d-w-plane
w = -bo
w = 0
i W = -KV>
e - % - Plane
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Pig.(4.2) - Flux density at the centre of a 
slot of finite depth by Coe/a
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integration along large or small semicircles of-a certain radius since this 
is a plane of semicircles. Crossing the air-gap as Z=>oa is equal to the 
constant value of the air-gap length g including the direction. In the 
W-plane this is the integration along a large semicircle^lfef-^•' '•
w = R-jf and dw = jR^f 60
Substituting these values in equation(4.1), gives:
az - I ■^>*,<■# ~ J H ?  ae 
( » ¥  - 1)
But as R s ^ o o  Z=^- jg and
X =■§: ......................4*2a
In the same manner crossing the air-gap as 7 - f ao is equal to g and in 
the W-plane is equivalent to the integration along a small semicircle;
and dw = j r &  d® giving that;
ab = 1 ......................
Substituting I in equation(4.1) gives:
« - *  ~ i t .
The solution for this equation is obtained as follows:
Let
Therefore,
2g (b + I)2 (b - 1) P2_ dp 
(1-P2) (b2 - P2)(b+P2)
.4.kb
.4.2c
Using the method of partial fractions and with the help of Dwights' tables,
2 - “ lHp| - 2 ..... 4.3
4.3
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The constant of integration is equal to zero by choosing the origin such 
that P = 0 at that point. Prom equation (4.3) when P = 0, Z is also zero, 
hut w = b indicating that the origin in the Z-plane is at the point B.
Values of b and a can be found by substituting w = a in equation (4.2c) 
giving that P =oo and putting this value in equation (4.3) gives:
Z *= jj? (¿-2 But at w = a Z = —s + o (Fig.4.1c)
Therefore T T  "
Solving this equation for b gives:
b „ ( 2  + (s/g)2) + | / ( 2 + (s/ s f f  - 4~ 
D 2 4.4
4.1.3 Slot flux-density distribution
The transformation from the VJ-olane where the field is shown to be 
circular to the^C-plane where the field is regular and parallel, ref.4 «1 , given by;
X " ! f 10®  .................... 4,5
«»*where V is the potential difference between two surfaces to be considered.
The flux density at any point between these two surfactes is given by:
B T o  |<2dZ
By using the mathematical chain-rule it is possible to show that:
V
B ■ M l J v 1.) J® | (w - a)* (w - b)*j ► •••• 4*^ 3-
The maximum value of this flux occurs at the air-gap "g” towards the comers 
D and E of fig.(4 .1c) where w - 0 and Js©giving uniform flux density (Bman^, 
The flux density at any point is therefore given by;
B - (w - 1 )
(w - af5  (w - b)*-
B max ............. 4 .6b
The full curve in Pig.(4.3) shows the flux density in the slot according to 
the above equation. *
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The amount of the drop of the flux at the slot is given by (ref.4.1) as:
400
' h  = £ Bmax - B) dx -
Using equations 4.6b and 4.1 in the above integration and with the help of 
Fig.(4.1d) it is possible to show that;
k  - » j f 1” b)i) «
Substituting equation 4«2c in the above eauation and integrating gives;
= If (.-^ T  (tan " tan ~1^ )  - ln ' ^ ) Bmax’ ,<4-6
where,
tan “JfS" - tan - "tan
and
% + _ o i  , 1 + - L4b 4g
Therefore equation (4.6c) becomes:
01 " « ^ m a x .................. 4*7a
where,
t(%) tan_1 tfi) ~ ln<1 + “ gj*)............... 4#7b
The flux in a slot pitch (t + s) is therefore reduced from the uniform 
value of (t + for a smooth air-gap to a new value (t + s -t g)Bmav
for the slotted gap, and the ratio between these two fluxes is known as 
the Carter coefficient given by:
K - (‘t + 8) •> 1 ................ 4.8ft
° It + s - ¿g) 7
The amplitude of the flux drop at the centre of the slot is given by:
B . 2 8 B „  .............................4«8bo r max
where, »*-
*  ' <0'5 ' T r r r q )  ......................4*fc
Values of p as function of s/g have been plotted in fig.(4»4) using 
equations (4*4) and (4.8c).
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The amount of the drop of the flux at the slot is given by (ref.4.1) as:
• h  - 1 * ' . ,  - b ) a« •
Using equations 4.6b and 4.1 in the above integration and with the help of 
Pig.(4»1d) it is possible to show that;
Substituting equation 4«2c in the above equation and integrating gives;
" If (tan ~ tan - ln ^b4B'1^')Bmax***4,6
where,
tan ~4fiT - tan = tan
and
(b + 1 ) 2 . sf2
4b “ + 4g
Therefore equation (4 .6 0 ) becomes:
A  ‘ ^ m a x .................4.7a
where,
* '  Cfj) - 1» ( 1 ♦ £ , ) * ) ............. 4.7b
The flux in a slot pitch (t + s) is therefore reduced from the uniform
value of (t + s)B for a smooth air^gao to a new value (t + s -Jf g)B max
for the slotted gap, and the ratio between these two fluxes is known as 
the Carter coefficient given by:
K - (t + 8) - » 1 ................4.8a
C (t + . - ^
The amplitude of the flux drop at the centre of the slot is given by:
B„ - 2 B B ............................ 4.8b
C r  RI8.X
where, rr-
B - (0 .5 - _ _ _ _ )  .......................4.8c
r  ( i + b j '
Values of j} as function of s/g have been plotted in fig. (4*4) using 
equations (4«4) and (4.8c).

4.1 .4 Magnetic a ir  gap conductance
It is shown in fig.(4.3) that the slot opening in the machine affects 
the magnetic distribution up to 0 . 7 5 from the centre of the slot where 
is the slot opening angle and it stays uniform above this angular distance.
Using Hellerd formula, ref.4*4, the magnetic induction density over the slot pitch 
in terms of the angular displacement can be approximated as:
B(*) = (1 - P “P cos Bmai 0 <  «<0 . 7 5 * . . ..4.9a
o
0.75«£<« ^d___4.9bB(*) = B,
where oCd is the slot pitch angle, and is defined in 4.8.C;
«< = (rad./sec. )
for diameter D.
Tije mean magnetic induction density over the slot pitch using these values 
of induction is given by:
0.5*1
BdK/B
Therefore B • (* ±  f) - JLSfa.ss (t + s) max
giving a new expression for the Carter coefficient as:
K . ____(t + s)
0 (t + s) - 1.5/s
.4.10
The flux density of a smooth air-gap between rotor and stator is given by:
B = Magnetic potential difference
But when the air-gap is not smooth, that is when one side of the air-gap 
or both are slotted, the air-gap is no longer uniform and the flux density
is given by: B(K) 1g(*) f(K)
assuming unit magnetic potential difference
The function f(X) is a periodic function with a period of cC, and has thed
values given in equation 4.9. If the number of the stator slots Jt z 
and the origin is taken at the stator slot axis, this function can be 
written in the Fourier series form css
f(X) " ao " I N n  cosnzoc................. 4.11a
where a = o
n=1 
0.50^
f(*0d*
k f
° -5e<a
k / tW  coa d*<
Therefore,
0.750Co 0.5«^
C / ( 1-/>-/Jc o s ^ r )doc+
0 ° 0.75*£
0 ,7 5 0c 0 . 5 * J
o ^ o i  )°°a ~ + J c o s ^ ^ d ^ B nax
0.75*
giving that
where,
a 0 - 1 /Kc.g (since Bmax - 1/g)
I  Pn< W
( . y ^ !
¿ ’K 0 5 *
Substituting these values in equation 4.11a, gives that:
But
f(*) " (g ^ g " g }  vn oosnz#0
n«1
f (*■) ■ 1 is the magnetio conductance.
«(•*5
The magnetic'conductance o f the air-gap is-therefore given by:
4.11c
4.2 Effective air gap length
The reduction in the air-gap flux can also be explained in terms 
of the increase in the physical air-gap length "g” due to slotting to a 
larger air-gap length known as the effective or magnetic air-gap length. 
This new air-gap length is given by:
In radial air-gap machines this ratio is constant along the active
but the tooth width is varying from a minimum at to its largest value 
at D2. Therefore the ratio t/s is varying as a function of the radius and 
consequently causing K in equation 4.10 to vary as follows:
” 2TTR - 1.5*f s
Therefore to calculate the effective air-gap length and to account 
for such a variation, the average value of the air-gap length has to be
.'4.12a
P  is shown to be constant for a given value of "s/g”, equation 4.8c, therefore 
Kc depends on the tooth to slot ration
length of the machine. In the experimental machine however the slot rldth 
is made constant along machine's active length in the radial direction.
since (t + s) - 2~gfR
From equation 4.10 Kc ** 27TR^ ~
- 1.5 s
2TT3
found as:
m m
75
V  T ---  f.D2 - Dl) J
2TTk
27TR
D / 2
. 5z^s -dR
giving that 5 =  K ,ce#i
’.There the effective Carter coefficient is given by:
I (1 5 z i s) ^ 2  ~ 1 •5z^ s) \
Koe _ l1 + 7nD2 - V  ln (^ D! " 1.5z^s) / ........4J2b
The second term in this equation represents the amount of the increase 
in the air-gap length through the factor fZ which is a function of s/g.
For a closed or semiclosed slot machine fZ is very small and therefore 
this factor falls to zero in the above equation making the effective Carter 
Coefficient almost equal to unity.
In the present machine the ratio s/g is quite large due to the 
requirement of the stator open slots and consequently the effective Carter 
Coefficient is expected to be much higher than unity. Fig.(4.5a) shows the 
variation of Carter Coefficient as a function of the machine's diameter 
for values of the physical air-gap length as parameter. Fig.(4 .5b) show 
the average Carter Coefficient as a function of the slot opening for a 
given machine diameter.
— Air-gap Permeance
The two stators of the experimental machine are designed with the 
slots completely open. Therefore in any flux calculation it is essential 
to include the deviation of the gap permeance from being uniform due to 
the slotting. Fig.(4 .6) shows a portion of the air-gap*#£ft£#'Wving a 
rectangular shape of radial length dR at radius R from the centre subtending 
an angle de(. The permeance of this element per unit machine's active length 
Is given by u .R.dR.dft 
dP,r - r
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Fig-.(4.5c) - Magnetic air-gap as a function of the machine's 
diameter for different air-gaps.
Tahle(4.l) - Values of F for the harmonics up to the fifth
°<ol*J. 
s/0 -rf; 1 2 3 4 5
0.1 0.295 0.282 0.262 0.235 0.203
0.2 0.564 0.47 0.328 0.221 0.0023
0.3 0.786 0.492 0.236 0.0425 -0.023
0.4 0.94 0.443 0.0576 -0.0323 0
0.5 0.9995 0.260 -0.0375 0 0.00175
0.6 0.9836 0.085 -0.0277 0.0128 -0.0067
0.7 1.12 -0.293 0.0109 -0.0056 0.00342
0.8 0.886 • -0.0646 0.0164 -0.00423 0
0.9 0.709 -0.0415 -0.00218 0.00545 -0.00205
1.0 0.5207 0 -0.112 0 0.00231

drt )
and g is the physical air gap of the machine( sum of both sides). 
Therefore,
P cosnze< ) RdR n
The total permeance can be obtained by integrating this equation between 
the limits D^/2 and givings
Pq(D2 -
8g ( (1 -
zs
tfU>2 + D1) -/ T . * . cosnz»c) ....4.13n=1
4.4 Air-gap flux
' Since the practical machine is operating in the additive mode, the
mmfs of the two stators are adding together and the magnetic circuit is 
similar to that in radial machines, with one difference that the flux lines 
cross the air gap four times to complete one magnetic circulation. The 
derivation of an expression which can represent the actual gap flux as near 
as possible is an essential task in machine analysis since the performance 
equations of any machine depend fully on the air-gap flux.
The analysis is similar to that employed by Gupta and Capaldi(4.S>1.5) 
in that it depends on the principle that the air-gap flux can be expressed 
as the product of the permeance of the gap with the mmf acting across it 
between the two stators. In the analysis the following general idealisations 
are made:
1. The iron laminations exhibit infinite permeability, hence the 
magnetic circuit is linear and effect of hystersis in the flux 
distribution is negligible.
2. The currents in each slot are concentrated at the intersection 
of the slot centre line and the stator surface.
L3. The effect of slotting is included by calculating the resultant
6. Since the machine is double sided
Therefore multiplying equation(4.1 3) by equation(3.5) term by term 
gives the air-gap flux as a function of time and the angle «f. This angle 
represents any position in the air-gap relative to the stator slot centre
axis of phase A carrying the current Icoswt
4 *  = C-lcos(p0< - wt) - D-I/^ ~ S' C03n2*<. cos(pK - wt
n=1
IOK6k + 1
co^6k + 1 )pK + wt)
\  K6k ± 1 2  £  Pn'k=1 n=1 cosnzo<.cos( (6k+l)p«<+ wt) ....4.14a
where,
3li (D? -  D?) NK, oC _ J V _ 2 ----LI---1 (1 ---_)
4TTg U V\T>2 + D1) ;
• _ W D2 ~
4TTg
The total flux per pole is therefore found by integrating betvreen
,the limits -7^2p to +TT/2p as:
^»_= coswt + DI^
nST.
2F
>(_(nz/p)‘
3fCK/-, * O
coswt + - .. ^ ' V e k + i  V co3Wt
■ / K1 k=1
D-IK, 2F6k + 1 ^2- ___________________
K1 k^ i" p((nz/p(6k+l))2 - 1)
coswt ......... 4.14b
It is shown earlier that the harmonic content of the stator mmf is 
small and can be neglected without introducing important effects in 
the calculations. Therefore considering the fundamental only, equation 4.14b 
becomes:
A  .  ( I I S .  ,  DI 5 “  ________" ■  )
’  t l  p ( W p ) 2 --) )
coswt ....4.15

The function is given by equation 4.11 as a function of (s/t+s) the 
slot opening/slot pitch ratio. This function has a constant value in 
radial machines, since the above ratio is constant along the machine's 
active length. In axiail field machines however this function is no longer
active length and its amplitude decays sinusoidally. Table(4.l) shows 
values of Fq up to the 5th harmonic. Comparing these values at slot 
opening angle/slot pitch angle in range 0.36 - 0.72 (which is the variation 
in this ratio along the experimental machine's active length) the following 
conclusions can be reached;
a. The amplitudes of the harmonics other than the first in the 
given ratio range are negligible.
b. The first harmonic has the same order of amplitude at this 
ratio range. It is therefore possible to simplify the problem 
by chosing an average value of 0.97 for this function.
Putting this value of Fn in equation 4.15, the total flux
constant due to the variation in the ratio (s/t+s) along the machine's
becomes:
V  (0 *((■/,)’-,'5 1 0,>' **
4.16
4TT«
The peak flux density at t = 0 is therefore given by:
B.P
where. A pole areaP 16
and B. )
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The flu* density- as a function of o( is therefore given by:
B = C^IcosCp*- wt) + 5^1 (^ cos ((s+p)«' - wt) + cos^(z-p)K+ wt)^...4.17
where, 8C
1 "  - D?>
and 5 . = 8D
1 (Di ~ V  ((*/p)2 - i)
4.5 Eouivalent circuit
The equivalent circuit for one phase of the machine is shown in 
fig.(4.7), together with its parameters for each rotor introduced in Table 
4.2, The power delivered to the air-gap by the stator windings (air-gap power 
Pg) can be interpreted in two parts, one as ohmic loss in the rotor and 
is "sPg" the other as the mechanical power developed by the shaft as
(l - £)Pg- The gross mechanical power at the shaft is>
p - if r2 ............ 4.18
To find the net output power it is necessary to account for the total losses 
in the machine. The circuit of fig.(4.7) can be simplified by omitting the 
resistance rQ which represents the iron loss and can be deducted as power 
loss.
The power of equation 4.18 is a result of the sum of torques 
developed due to the interaction of the current in each bar with the air- 
gap magnetic induction. By considering a small element<(r of a bar at 
radius R, the elemental e.m.f is given by:
e =» B|(. Ar . R(-sw8)
where (-8Wfl) i3 the speed at which the bars are moving backward relative 
to the rotating-field. The e.m.f of a complete bar is therefore given by:
Eb =
-■5w (D? - D*> / , / , . . ,
---------- —  ^(^1 cos( pif—wt) + D11 (cos (( ?,+p)K-wtJ + co3^(z-p'«+wtBP
Pig.(4.7) - Equivalent circuit per phase of the 
experimental machine.
r2(l-£)
r2(l-s)
r/ (rg/i) 2 + (xg + xm)2)+ ( (rg/i)(x2 + xjxm - x^rg/i) 
( (rg/s)2+ (Xg + *n)2)
x,( (rg/ i) 2 + (x2 -t- x^)2) + ( + (x 2 + x jx g x j-s 2
(  ( r g / s ) 2 +  ( x g  +  x ^ * )

Where, Wg = W/P
or Eb ---Sp (CcosCptf-nt) + ^  ^ ^  ^cos((z+p>(-wt} + cos^( z-p>(+wtjjjj
The impedance of each bar is taken to be = (r + jsx) and includes 
portions of the end rings joined to the bar.
The current in the bar is therefore given by:
XL- U,cos(p»(-©) +
* (U/p)
where Izj= ((r/h)2 + :
and tan^j = ^  is
r and x are the bar load resistance and reactance at standstill.
The torque on the element is therefore:
dT o 1^. ib. RdR
The total torque on a single bar can be obtained by integrating the 
above equation between the limits of D1/2 and D2/2 giving that
t°2 - °?>
b 8
Substituting values of B* and i^ ,
V Ab
^CIcos(p#<-wt) + — ^(®os(Jz + p)®C - wt) + cos^(z - p)K + wt^ •
cos(pK-f) + jr- - 1  - y (cos (( »+p)< - + CO r^ (z-p)«( + wt
,2,2
Tb = ' % l  cosp«.cos(pt(- ^ (°°3(P»<- -0 0 3 ( 2 + p)o( +
2
cos(pK- 6>).cos(z + p)(<) + ---— p— ; ( cospc(-cos((z + p)ef - 0 . )  +
/ pZt^z/p) -1) ' V W
2 2 ✓
cospX. oos((z - p)K - ©b\+ T T T T i - "\ 2 f cos((z+p)tf.- ©b)*cos(z+p)K +
pZb V a'p' -7 '
cos^(z+p)K - ©^coaíz-p)^ + cos^(z-p)c<-^)ycos(z+p)i(+ eos((z-p) * - 
cos(z-p)K^ ...........................................4.20
The peak torque is given by integrating equation 4.20
be tire en 0 and I t fp giving that
wl‘
But
Thus
cos <
b( p) pZb 2p ( C2 + 2D(£z/p)2-l)-) cos^
(ir/S)2+ x2)‘
wl‘
av. 2_
p Z b
( C2 + 2D ) £¿1
((z/p)2-l) (( r/S)2 + x2)
and the total torque for the machine of 2^  bars is:
pnbr
IF •
T _ (_*L.)2 ( c2 + ---22?____ \ . f V
* V b ) ((z/p)2 . 2ÍÍT Nm .4.21a
The total output power can be stated}.
pt * wr Tt wr = (1 - £)w
giving ■ (' O2 ( C2 + :--- 22---(l-s)nbr watts/ohase..
pZb V  ((z/P)2 -iy  “ i s
v ' .......4.21b
where m is the number of phases in the machine and I is the peak phase
current.
The power output of equation 4.21h calculated from the machine's 
parameters must be equal to the power output of equation 4.18 calculated 
from equivalent circuit parameters. Therefore by equalising the two 
equations, the turns ratio is found to be:
(.<C +T = r
tCC2+
C(z/p)2 - l)^  
2D2 f
(U/p)2 - i)
/± (4pI1K1) .... ,...4.22
Therefore the secondary parameters of the equivalent circuit rg, 
referred to the primary are given by:
r2 - T| r
T* 2 r ‘
where r and z are components of the bar load impedance and can be written 
as the sum of the bar and portion of the end ring as;
r " rb +
xb + ^ e
and shown in A- as a function of frequency,
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4.6 Saturation
The magnetization curves of the machine at three values of air-gap 
lengths are shown in fig.(4 .8). The straight line tangent to the lower 
portion of the curve is the air-gap line indicating the mmf required to 
overcome the air-gap reluctance. Under very 3mall saturation the air-gap 
line and magnetization curve would coincide. The departure of the curve 
from the air-gap line is an indication of the level of saturation* in the 
machine. Using the magnetization curve for 0.5mm air gap length at 220V, 
the magnetizing reactance is found to be 38.0-, while in the non-saturated 
region it is 50.4-O-. The average flux density is about 0,4 wb/m and the 
level of saturation is about 23/*. The saturation can be accounted for by 
expressing the performance equations in terns of the magnetizing reactance:
* level of saturation (ref.J.4). ■ Total mmf - air /tap mmf Total mraf
A -  B
A
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Fig.(4.8) - Magnetization curve of the motor operated 
with rotor 0 at three values of air-gap 
length.
CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL MACHINE AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES
5.1 Details of the Experimental Machine
Due to the single and double cage rotor production it is now possible 
to produce two sizes of the machine having the same external diameter of 240mm 
and axial lengths of 98 and 110mm respectively as shown in A5.
5« 1.1 Stators
The experimental machine consists of two similar stators each having the 
distributed winding shown in Fig.5*0. The respective phases in the stators are 
connected in series and the final phases are star connected. Each stator has 
the following details:
Inner and outer diameters — 8 3 and 170mm.
Total depth of the core - 33mm.
Slots — 24, Non skewed, rectangular completely open.
Slot depth - 19mm, slot width - 8mm.
Slot width/Tooth width - 0.615 at Dg
and 3*05 at
Core depth at the back of the slots —  1 4mm.
Winding — 3 phase, 4 pole, double layer, star connected,
20 turns per ooil, 5 / 6  chorded rectangular coils 
Resistance 0.77*/phase at 75°C
Each stator is made out of 33 meters length steel strip known as Losil 800 of
0.3mm thickness. This is a low silioon non-orianted steel material with 
comparatively low losses combined with good permeability characteristics for 
machine design. The strip is covered with a thin layer of inorganio material 
ohemically and thermally bonded on to the steel base. The ooating is heat and 
oil resistant and oan withstand the annealing temperature. One of the problems 
whioh occurred was the difficulty of getting the required strip width.
Therefore the required width had to be out from a 120mm width strip supplied by
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British Steel. The slitting of the steel to the required widths introduced a 
big problem especially that it is found that the slitting machines in use at 
a number of companies consulted can not handle such an amount of steel. After 
a long search the problem has been solved when the author modified an electric 
stamping machine existed in the department to a strip cutter, and good strips 
were cut to the required specification.
Bach stator is wound in the shape of a spiral spring around a steel 
disc using Jig W shown in Pig.(5.3). After finishing the winding, the strip 
end is soldered to the last turn and a steel ring is heated and dropped over 
the core. When it is cooled the ring shrinks and clamps the core. The inner 
disc and the outer ring are then machined down to the required thickness.
The steel coil is then transferred to Jig M of Pig.(5,3) for slot opening. 
Following this is the strain relief process which is achieved by annealing. 
Fig.(5.3b) shows one of the stators in Jig M after the slots have been cut.
5.1.2 Rotors
Four rotors have been made of the same steel strip in the shape of flat 
discs and they are designated A,B,C,and D all having the same diameter as the 
stators. Rotor A is a single cage with 20 normal slots made of three solid
cast iron rings inserted together to give thickness of 17mm and inertia of
20.0154 Kg.m . Rotor B is a double cage - each cage consisting of 20 normal
slots separated by thin steel bridge and having a total thickness of 28mm and
2inertia of 0.0215 Kg.m . Rotor C is a single cage of 18 slots skewed one slot
2pitch having thickness of 17.25mm and inertia of 0.015B Kg.m. Rotor D is a
single cage - with 20 normal slots extending radially, having a thickness of
217.25mm side to side and inertia 0.0161 Kg.m . A fifth rotor could be a 
reluctance rotor produced by machining the laminations at certain places of 
the rotor D to produce the saliency required. Three of the four experimental 
rotors are shown in chapter 2.
9:
9.2 I-Iechnnical design features
5.2.1 Skewing * ■
It is found, refi 1.5» that due. to the disc shape of the machine the skewing 
theoretically follows a curved line. In practice this is very difficult to 
achieve and consequently the skewing used in the present design is a linear 
skewing of one stator slot pitch (1 5 °) with the slots running straight from 
the outer surface of the rotor radially to its inner surface and tilted from 
the normal slot position.
To achieve such skewing, the rotor is adjusted vertically under the 
milling machine with the drill pointing towards the rotor centre. To produce 
the required skewing, the centre of the rotor is displaced along the horizontal 
axis a linear distance (R^ Sin ot) equal to the skewing angle required causing 
the drill to tilt relative to the first position by the skewing angle. This 
is shown in fig.(5.1 ) for one slot pitch in the 18—bars single cage rotor.
5.2.2 Fixing Techniques
In the experimental machine there are two parts which have to be fixed 
mechanically, these include the supporting of the rotor core carrying the cage 
on the steel shaft and the fixing of the stators in the end plates. Suitable 
fixing of the rotor on the shaft is a very important requirement in this type 
of machine and it can effect the construction of the rotor.
In a number of axial field machine designs which the author has 
encountered, special thought and design are always devoted to the method of 
fixing the rotor onto the shaft. In most of these designs, complicated methods 
involving a'lot of design efforts have been used. Moreover they often cause 
increases in iron loss and higher rotor inertia. The fixing technique used in 
the present design offers the following advantages:
(a) The technique is rigid enough to stand the expected axial forces on the 
rotor and to lunrwfc any bending caused by such forces.
(b) The technique is straightforward with no complications and the fixing
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means do not extend beyond the rotor surface in the axial direction, 
except at the central part of the machine.
(c) No external bolts or rings are required in the technique. These
bolts and rings can be serious sources of power loss and vibrations 
at different speeds.
The rotor fixing technique depends heavily on two parts of the rotor; 
these are the massive aluminium inner end ring and the inner surface of the 
core at the central diameter. The aluminium at the centre is bored out and a 
steel bush with a key way having a thickness just below the aluminium thickness 
is cooled in liquid nitrogen and dropped in . . As the bush expands it
becomes a tight fit in the aluminium ring.
A steel shaft is made to the required dimensions carrying on one side a 
round shoulder made as an integral part with the shafi; with diameter just below 
85mm and thickness of 4mm. The other side of the shaft is supplied with a 
similar shoulder movable on a thread on the shaft and clamping against the 
other side of the aluminium ring. The two shoulders are made to fit into the 
inner diameter of the rotor and enclose a key and are locked by a locknut at 
the back of the movable shoulder as shown in fig. (5*2a).
The fixing of the stator cores into the end-plates is another important
I
requirement. Unsuitable fixing of the cores can cause similar problems as in 
the case of the rotors. Therefore any fixing technique must fulfil the above 
requirements. The end-plates employed have a oup shape with dimensions just 
sufficient to accommodate the stator cores. Initially six radial holes were 
drilled and tapped in each end-plate and grub screws were used to press against 
the outer surface of the core and are located in recesses made in the outer 
ring of the core.
'•'hen the motor was given the first experimental run it seemed to be 
quiet, smooth and noiseless but after running for a period of time some noises 
started to appear and increased until rubbing between the stator and rotor 
occurred. It was noticed that the noiBe started at high voltages and increased
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g = 0.76mm
Fig. (3.7c) - Smoothing offoot of air C*P reluctance 
on tho pole flux, search coil 4.
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Fig.(3.8a) - Pole flux waveform at different
misalignments (g = 0), search coil 4»

The experiment showed that the perfect alignment is the position at 
which a north pole of one stator opposes a south pole of the other with the 
current and harmonics in the machine kept as small as possible. Fig.(3.7f) 
shows that harmonics in a pole pitch search coil when the stator are in 
perfect alignment and different gaps separate them with average phase input 
current of 0.68A at zero air gap lenth. Results of fig.(3.®) indicate that 
the harmonics increase sharply with the misalignment and so do the input 
currents. It was found that the minimum current position occurs at an align­
ment little different from the minimum harmonic position. It is decided 
therefore to use a position which gives both negligible harmonics and small 
balanced currents and this is the perfect aligned position. The harmonic in 
the resultant flux waveforms at the gap depends on the reaction between the 
magnetic circuit of the two stators. In the perfect alignment position the 
two waveforms are moving in phase giving rise to a resultant sinusoidal flux 
waveform. The misaligning of the stators causes the two waveforms to move 
out of phase with respect to each other by the misaligning angle arising in 
a waveform which is non-sinusoidal.
t
5.5 Fundamental Checkings
(a)
(b)
(c)
■e starting the harmonic measurements a number of checkings were 
n below:
The harmonics in the source voltage waveforms feeding the phases 
of the machine were checked by connecting two resistors of 23.3 K-rk- 
and 0.2 in series across each two phases and the voltage 
waveform across the 0.2 K-*”*- resistor is analysed and the highest 
harmonic found to be less than 17$ of the fundamental.
The current balance of the source is checked by feeding the three 
phases into a circuit of three equal resistors( 1 each) connec­
ted in delta through a three phase variac. Three ammeters connec­
ted between the variac and the resistors indicated currents of 1.46, 
1.43, 1.45A.
The current balance in the machine is checked by replacing the 
resistive loop in "b" by the three phases of the machine. The 
respective phases in the stators are connected in series and the 
final phases are star connected. The two stators perfectly aligned 
at zero air-gap and the currents recorded at the phases were 0.68, 
0.65, 0.71A.
arrying out such tests it is possible to segregate the machine's 
rom those caused by external sources.
220V.
50Hz.
.9a-Harmonic content of the 
mains waveform.
23-3i<-n- 0-2 K-n-
Freaucnoy
analyser
- Current balance in the three)c - Current balance in a
throe arms balanced resistii/' loop.
CHAPTER 4
Air gap flux and equivalent circuit
4.1 Conformal transformation
To understand a machine closely it is essential to make a close 
study of the conditions under which the flux exists in the air-gap. This 
air-gap is usually a complex boundary such that it is not possible to use 
simple analytical methods to solve for the flux. The analytical method of 
conformal transformation is the most powerful method to use for field 
analysis of different boundary shapes.
The Schwarz- Christoffel transformation (sC'f)reiii. 1,used in this work, 
applies to problems having closed polygon boundaries. The solution for the 
field starts with mapping the actual configuration of the air-gap in the 
Z-plane where the flux and equipotential lines are not regular, straight 
and parallel, to a portion of a uniform rectangular field in a complex plane 
called the jÇ-plane. The difficulty in this type of configuration, depends 
largely on the configuration's boundaries to be mapped, and mainly the 
number of right angles contained, since it is a technique involving right 
angles straightened up. It is found that two right angles is the maximum 
number of right angles which can exist in a configuration which involves 
no elliptic functions in the transformation, but only circular or hyper­
bolic functions. But when more than two right angles have to be straightened 
out, the integration nay be a combination of elementary and elliptic functions 
of one of three kinds.
4.1.1 The transformation
The developed diagram of the induction machine to be napped is 3hown 
in fig.(4 .1 ) in the stator-rotor-3tator configuration. It consists of two 
stators, each having a succession of completely open slots on each side of 
the rotor. The rotor is considered as a smooth plane surface opposing the
Pig. (4.1) - Conformal transformation
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slots. For the purpose of this transformation it is assumed that the slots 
are infinitely deep and only one slot has to be considered.
Fig.(4.2) by Coe(4.2) shows the variation of the flux-density at the
centre of a slot bottom with the ratio d/s (slot depth/3lot width) for values
above unity. It also shows that the drop in the flux gets sharper as the
ratio of the slot depth to width is greater than unity (>2 in the experimental 
machine). The second assumption exists in most electrical machines where the 
air-gap is small compared with the width of an open slot.
Due to the symmetry of the machine about the xx-axis, only one half of 
the figure has to be considered as in fig (4.1b). Applying the first assump­
tion, the configuration to be mapped is shown in fig.(4.1c). It consists of 
five corne-s with only two at A and B rectangular. After assigning values 
of w at 3 and D, there are remaining three more corners 'where values of w 
have to be fixed. Corners A and B can have arbitrary values 'a'and'b' with 
comer C having w = 1 . It is to be noticed that 'a' is between w = 0 and 
w = 1 and 'b' is between w = 1 and w = -too, Fig.(4.1c) - becomes a closed 
polygon by joining the ends at D and C where w = 0 and w = 1 , having five 
vertices ABCD3 with corresponding angles, 377/2, 3^/2,0,0 to be opened at 3. 
Using 3CT, the equation of transformation from the Z-plane to the upper half 
of the V/-plane is given by:
of (s/ g) as parameters. The figure show3 clearly that the flux drops sharply 
at the slot centre as d/s increases and it diminshes when this ratio increases
ratio s/g increases. Therefore,the first assumption is valid as long as the
4.1
4.1.2 Setomination of the constants
The constants I, a, and b can be found by crossing the oir-gnp at 
certain points in the Z-plane. This is eauivalent in the W-plnne to the
Fig.(4.1) - continue
-rOO
-rOO
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w = -oa
w = 0
w = +oa
e - %  - Plane
Fig.(4.2) - Flux density at the centre of a 
slot of finite depth by C o e / a
•ir*
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integration along large or small semicircles of a certain radius since this 
is a plane of semicircles. Crossing the air-gap as Z=>o a is equal to the 
constant value of the air-gap length g including the direction. In the 
W-plane this is the integration along a large semicircle^yef-M’-' '•>
w = R if and dw = jS^ d©
Substituting these values in equation( 4.1) , gives:
dZ - * ~ b): * ¥  R ( R ^  - O
de
But as R — yoo 3S and
• 4.2a
In the same manner crossing the air-gap as Z*^_ ^  is equal to g and in 
the W-plane ±3 equivalent to the integration along a small semicircle:
w = and dw = j r ^  de giving that;
ab = 1 ........................4.2b
Substituting X  in equation(4.1) gives:
dz (r -  t a -r - t i .*" w( w - 1 ) dw
The solution for thi3 equation i3 obtained as follows:
t2 - ^ ..................Let .4.2c
Therefore,
_ 2g (b + Q 2 ( b - l ) P 2
TT (1-P2) (b2 - P2)(b+P2)
dP
Using the method of partial fractions and with the help of Dwights' tables,
z = -£ = (  m i + p1 - p - In
b + P
lb - P _ 2 i ^ r l l .  taBr U U  >rr -To'
.4.3
•y
: - >•
TT7‘
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integration along large or small semicircles of a certain radius since this 
is a plane of semicircles. Crossing the air-gap as Z=>oo is equal to the 
constant value of the air-gap length g including the direction. In the 
W-plane this is the integration along a large semicircle,)fef4'•
w = Rit and dw = j R ^  d0
Substituting these values in equation(4.1), gives:
dZ
(h 4? - 1 )
d©
But as R ; 3g and
X --S. .......................4.2aA “ Tf
In the same manner crossing the air-gap as Z*^_ a*o is equal to g and in 
the W-plane is equivalent to the integration along a small semicircle;
£  d©- w = r ^  and dw = jr
ab = 1 ......................
Substituting if in equation(4.1) gives:
(w - a)* .(w -_b)J dw
** w - 1 )
The solution for thi3 equation is obtained as follows:
.........................
giving that; 
...4.2b
Let .4.2c
Therefore,
2g ( b + l ) 2 ( b - l ) P 2 
TT (1-P2) (b - P2)(b+P2)
dP
Using the method of partial fractions and with the help of Dwights' tables,
Z =■ |1 + Pt(lnF T - In
b + P - (b -1) . -1 P- 2 J----- - tan -- ’)■ .4 .3
The constant of integration is equal to zero by choosing the origin such 
that P = 0 at that point. Prom equation (4.3) when P = 0, Z is also zero, 
but w = b indicating that the origin in the Z-plane is at the point B. 
Values of b and a can be found by substituting w = a in equation (4«2c) 
giving that P =o<? and putting this value in equation (4.3) gives:
Z = Q-2 i<r 1 But at w = a Z = -s + o (Fig.4.1c)
Therefore b - 1 ,T F “  - s/e
Solving this equation for b gives:
. _ (2 + (s/g)2) + /(2 + (s/g)2)2 - I 4.4
4,1,3 Slot flux-density distribution
The transformation from the W—plane where the field is shown to be 
circular to the^C-plane where the field is regular and parallel, ref.4.1, given by;
X= 7r loS w 4.5
where V is the potential difference between two surfaces to be considered. 
The flux density at any point between these two surfactes is given by:
B = A >  |dZ
By using the mathematical chain-rule it is possible to show that:
/ V (w - 1) 4.6a
e I (w - a)* (w - b)1 ,
The maximum value of this flux occurs at the air-gap "g" towards the corners 
D and K of fig.(4.1c) where w = 0 and ^ ©giving uniform flux density (Bmaisr^ , ) 
The flux density at any point is therefore given by;
B (w -  1) B max ............. 4.6b
j(w - a)'2 (w - b)W  
The full curve in Pig.(4.3) shows the flux density in the slot according to
the above equation
The constant of integration is equal to zero by choosing the origin such 
that P = 0 at that point. From equation (4*3) when P = 0, Z is also zero, 
but w = b indicating that the origin in the Z-plane is at the point B. 
Values of b and a can be found by substituting w = a in equation (4»2c) 
giving that P =oc? and putting this value in equation (4«3) gives:
4.1.3 Slot flux-density distribution
The transformation from the W—plans where the field is shown to be 
circular to the^C-plane where the field is regular and parallel, ref.4.1, given by;
where V is the potential difference between two surfaces to be considered. 
The flux density at any point between these two surfactes is given by:
B = J*° |1 |
By using the mathematical chain-rule it is possible to show that:
The maximum value of this flux occurs at the air-gap "g" towards the corners
The full curve in Fig.(4.3) shows the flux density in the slot according to
Z = ^-2 But at w = a Z = -s + o (Fig.4.1c)
Therefore b - 1 s/g
Solving this equation for b gives:
b = (2 + (s/g)2) + /(2 + (s/g)2)2 - 4 4.42
4.5
D and E of fig.(4.1c) where w = 0 and ^ «©giving uniform flux density (Bma:x=^ 4 
The flux density at any point is therefore given by;
(w - a)^ ¡ 7 7 ^
the above equation
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The amount of the drop of the flux at the slot is given by (ref.4.1) as:
• h  = / < Bmax - B) dx
Using equations 4.6b and 4«1 in the above integration and with the helo of 
Fig.(4«1d) it is possible to show that;
Substituting equation 4.2c in the above equation and integrating gives;
j. 2g ( (b  -  1) - V -  ,  -1  1 \ , (b  + 1 )2 1„
= tr t A >nr ‘ (tan ~  tan Jff) “ ln
where,
tan -lb" - tan 1 = tan V  or-)WD 2g
and
(b + 1)2 _ 1 bf«
4b + 4g
Therefore equation (4.6c) becomes:
01 = ^ m a x ................. 4'7a
where,
1 ( % )  t » " 1 t f j )  -  i » d  * £ 2 ) 4 ) .................................t.n
The flux in a slot pitch (t + s) is therefore reduced from the uniform 
value of (t + s)B for a smooth air-gao to a new value (t + s g)B  
for the slotted gap, and the ratio between these two fluxes is knov/n as 
the Carter coefficient given by:
K = + g) -»1 ................ 4.3a
° (t + B - tf"s) ^
The amolitude of the flux drop at the centre of the slot is given by:
B = 2 B B .............................. 4.8bo r max
v;here, rt-
f> = (0.5 - _ _ _ )  .......................  4.8cr (1 + b)'
Values of p as function of s/g have been plotted in fig.(4.4 ) using 
equations (4*4) and (4.3c).
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Fig.(4.3) - Flux drop curve at the slot.
Full curve - Conformal transformation 
Dashed curve - Heller's formula
■V s .*•
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4.1.4 Magnetic air gar conductance
It is shown in fig.(4 .3) that the slot opening in the machine affects 
the magnetic distribution up to 0.750^ from the centre of the slot where 
is the slot opening angle and it stays uniform above this angular distance.
Using Hallerd formula, ref.4*4* the magnetic induction density over the slot pitch 
in terms of the angular displacement can be approximated as:
B<*) " <1 ~ P C0S o f e )  B,c
B(K) = B___
max 0<«<0.75C<___4.9a
0 . 7 5 ^ <  ^d___ 4.9b
where is the slot pitch angle, and ^  is defined in 4*8.C;
= 'f2 (rad./sec.)
«/ _ .i-Ci-f. sj
<d ~ D for any diameter D.
The mean magnetic induction density over the slot pitch using these values 
of induction is given by:
0.5<*d= k f iBdK
Therefore B = lt..± sl _^ j. gfti. B 
s Vt + s; max
giving a new expression for the Carter coefficient as:
K = ------........................  .................................4.10
c (t + s) - 1.5/Ss
The flux density of a smooth air-gap between rotor and stator is given by:
B _ Magnetic potential difference
g
But when the air-gap is not smooth, that is when one side of the air-gap 
or both are slotted, the air-gap is no longer uniform and the flux density
is given by: B («) = 1 = f(»o
assuming unit magnetic potential difference.
The function f(i<) is a periodic function with a period of and has th°d
values given in equation 4.9. If the number of the stator slots JS z 
and the origin is taken at the stator slot axis, this function can be 
written in the Fourier series form as:
f(X) = aQ a^cosnz*................. 4.11a
n=1
0-50^
where a = —r- 
° ^ /■f(K)d*
< W |
•» - %  «“  W
Therefore,
0.750C
m% ~ f * * y
0.75*o
n,75eC 0 . 5 ^
ln " 003 0$75* )co3 d* + J 009
0.75*_
giving that
where,
ao = l/Kc-g (since Bmax = l/g)
a = 5  F ( oC/pC)n g n o a
(nC$/*d)‘
Substituting these values in equation 4.11a, gives that: 
f(®0 = (t7_1 - - /  P cosns*)V g
n=1
but f(ot) - 1 is the magnetic conductance
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The magnetic 'conductance of the air-gap is-therefore given by:
g (p < )
1 (—
g  K
P cosnzK) n 4 .11c
4.2 Effective air gap length
The reduction in the air-gap flux can also be explained in terms 
of the increase in the physical air-gap length "g” due to slotting to a 
larger air-gap length known as the effective or magnetic air-gap length. 
This new air-gap length is given by:
g = KQg ................ '4.12a
P  is shown to be constant for a given value of "s/g", equation 4.8c, therefore
Kc depends on the tooth to slot ration "s/t'i
In radial air-gap machines this ratio is constant along the active 
length of the machine. In the ozneriraental machine however the slot width 
is made constant along machine's active length in the radial direction, 
but the tooth width is varying from a minimum at to its largest value 
at D2. Therefore the ratio t/s is varying as a function of the radius and 
consequently causing Kc in equation 4.10 to vary as follows:
since (t + s) = 1
Prom equation 4.10 27T3/22ZZSz 1.5 s
_ 2 n r s ________
2TT3 - 1.5z^s
Therefore to calculate the effective air-gap length and to account 
for such a variation, the average value of the air-gap length has to be 
found as:
* “( V  0«> JV 2Kc.g.dRV 2
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tV= 22------  (--------- 2n __________
5 (D2 - D1 ) I 27771 - 1.5z^s
D/2
-dR
s = Kce-ggiving that
'./here the effective Garter coefficient is given by:
K 1 . O . S s J s )  I n  (7rD2_~ 1 - 5z ^ 3) •4.12b'7T(D2 - D,) in (ZrDl _ 1.5z^s) / ....
The second term in this equation represents the amount of the increase 
in the air-gap length through the factor fi which is a function of s/g.
For a closed or semicl03ed slot machine P  i3 very small and therefore 
this factor falls to zero in the above equation making the effective Carter 
Coefficient almost equal to unity.
In the present machine the ratio s/g is quite large due to the 
requirement of the stator open slots and consequently the effective Carter 
Coefficient is expected to be much higher than unity. Fig.(4.5a) shows the 
variation of Carter Coefficient as a function of the machine's diameter 
for values of the physical air-gap length as parameter. Fig.(4.5b) shows 
the average Carter Coefficient as a function of the slot opening for a 
given machine diameter.
4.5 Air-rran Permeance
The two stators of the experimental machine are designed with the 
slots completely open. Therefore in any flux calculation it is essential 
to include the deviation of the gap permeance from being uniform due to 
the slotting. Fig.(4.6) 3hows a portion of the air-gap**##^ "having a 
rectangular shape of radial length dR at radius R from the centre subtending 
an angle d$(. The permeance of this element per unit machine's active length
13 giVen by u .R.dR.dKj n / O
r g( S )
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Fig (4.5a) - Carter's coefficient as a function of the 
machine diameter for different values of 
air-gap.
Fig.(4.5b) - Average Cartor' 3 coefficient as a function 
of machine's 3lot-opening for different 
values of air-gap.
Pig.(4.5c) - Magnetic air-gap as a function of the machine's 
diameter for different air-gaps.
Table(4.1) - Values of P for the harmonics up to the fifth
oq u  
*/{*■*
1 2 3 4 5
0.1 0.295 0.282 0.262 0.235 0.203
0.2 0.564 0.47 0.328 0.221 0.0023
0.3 0.786 0.492 0.236 0.0425 -0.023
0.4 0.94 0.443 0.0576 -0.0323 0
0.5 0.9995 0.260 -0.0375 0 0.00175
0.6 0.9836 0.085 -0.0277 0.0128 -0.0067
0.7 1.12 -0.293 0.0109 -0.0056 0.00342
0.8 0.886 • -0.0646 0.0164 -0.00423 0
0.9 0.709 -0.0415 -0.00218 0.00545 -0.00205
1 .0 0.5207 0 -0.112 0 0.00231
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where
11— I
and g is the physical air gap of the machine( sum of both sides).
Therefore.
The total permeance can be obtained by integrating this equation between 
the limits D^/2 and giving:
4.4 Air-gap flux
Since the practical machine is operating in the additive mode, the 
mmfs of the two stators are adding together and the magnetic circuit is 
similar to that in radial machines, with one difference that the flux lines 
cross the air gap four times to complete one magnetic circulation. The 
derivation of an expression which can represent the actual gap flux as near 
as possible i3 an essential task in machine analysis since the performance 
equations of any machine depend fully on the air-gap flux.
The analysis is similar to that employed by Gupta and Capaldi(4.5,1.5), 
in that it depends on the principle that the air-gap flux can be expressed 
as the product of the permeance of the gap with the ramf acting across it 
between the two stator3 . In the analysis the following general idealisations 
are made:
1 . The iron laminations exhibit infinite permeability, hence the 
magnetic circuit is linear and effect of hystersis in the flux 
distribution is negligible.
2. The currents in each 3lot are concentrated at the intersection 
of the slot centre line and the stator surface.
Ftr
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3. The effect of slotting is included by calculating the resultant 
conductance of the air-gap.
4. Flux crosses the air-gap axially in straight lines and continues 
circumferentially in the stators.
5. Due to the machine's construction, the magnetic surfaces of the 
rotor and stators are parallel,
6. Since the machine is double sided, the flux is crossing the gap 
twice at each side giving rise to a larger effective air-gap in 
this type of machines.
Therefore multiplying equation(4.13) by equation(3.5) term by term 
gives the air-gap flux as a function of time and the angle tf. This angle 
represents any position in the air-gap relative to the stator slot centre 
axis of phase A carrying the current Icoswt.
The air-gap flux is therefore:
K6k + 1 C03((6 k ±  1)P«+ wt))
k=1 n=1
r— - u»/
\  \  Fncosnze(. C03( (6k ± 1) poi+ wt)
k=1 n=1
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oO
= C-I-cos( p«< - wt) - F cosns*. cos( pK - wt)
n=1 n
■
/  eo^( 6k ± l)p«+ wt)
I*OK^  e>Qok + 1 ---
k=1
, . 2 2 :+ K ,  >K. 6k + 1 /  F cosnz#<.oos( (6k + l)p#< + wt) .... 4.14a
k=1 n=1 n
where.
3u (d| - D?) NK. ,g„ ro' 2 1 1 /. 3rzs \
c " 4Trg u  X d2 + D1))
_ W p2 - V  ^ i P
4TTS
The total flux per pole is therefore found by integrating ^  da< between 
the limits -7^2p to +7T/2p as:
^»_= coswt + DI*^
YVb \
2F
coswt +
”p((nz/p)2 - i) K
ICX6k± 1 ^ r _  
K1
p( 6k+1) coswt
D-IK,’6k + 1 y  oo
X  X
2P
p(( nz/p( 6k+1))2 - 1)
coswt ..........4.14b
It is shown earlier that the harmonic content of the stator aunf is 
small and can bo neglected without introducing important effects in 
the calculations. Therefore considering the fundamental only, equation 4.14b 
becomes:
+T- (“ - ♦ « £
2F
n=1 P ( (nz/p) “ - l)
coswt ....4.15
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oO
tipfo = C-I-cos(p«< - wt) - D-I^ F coana<. cos(pK - wt)
n=1
/  co4 6k + l)pK + wt)
IOK, ^ . oo 6k + 1 ---
k=T
; I _  K V
K, 6k + 1 /  P oosnz^.ooai (6k + l)p#< + wt) .... 4.14a
k=1 n=1 n'1
where,
(D2 - D2) NK. ,«
C - —  (1 v t d 2 + D,'))4TT g
q( D2 - D?> i^P 
4TT^
The total flux per pole is therefore found by integrating 4^d«< between 
the limits -T^2p to +17"/2p as:
. 2IC nT^- 2Fn<fc> = ---coswt + DI >^T- P Z_ --------
YU=
ICK,
coswt + 6k+ 1
'p((nz/p)2 - l) K k=1
p( 6k+1) C03Wt
D-IK6k + 1 2Fn
K1 i ^ T - p((nz/p(6k+i ))2 - 1)
coswt .......... 4.14b
It is shown earlier that the harmonic content of the stator mmf is 
small and can be neglected without introducing important effects in 
the calculations. Therefore considering the fundamental only, equation 4.14b 
becomes:
DI
2F
y  -------- 2_________ \
n=1 p ( (nz/p)2 - 1) y
coswt ....4.15
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The function Fn is given by equation 4.11 as a function of (s/t+s) the 
slot opening/slot pitch ratio. This function has a constant value in 
radial machines, since the above ratio is constant along the machine's 
active length. In axial field machines however this function is no longer
active length and its amplitude decays sinusoidally. Table(4.l) shows 
values of F^ up to the 5th harmonic. Comparing these values at slot
in this ratio along the experimental machine's active length) the following 
conclusions can be reached;
a. The amplitudes of the harmonics other than the first in the 
given ratio range are negligible.
b. The first harmonic has the same order of amplitude at this 
ratio range. It is therefore possible to simplify the problem 
by chosing an average value of 0.97 for this function.
Putting this value of Fn in equation 4.15, the total flux
constant due to the variation in the ratio (s/t+s) along the machine's
opening angle/slot pitch angle in range 0.56 - 0.72 (which is the variation
becomes:
P v(z/p) - 1 ;
2 . 91 jxJ»1 -  p ^ in c ,
4.16
where, 5
A T S
The peak flux density at t = 0 is therefore given by:
where, pole area
and B 81 ( C + D )
* V' *
•wS#~ ♦
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The flux density* as a function of o( is therefore given by:
B = C^Ico3(p#<- wt) + C^I ^cos ((z+p)e<- wt) + C 0 3 ^ ( z  -p)K + '.itfj ...4.17
where,
r _ 8C
1 ( 4  - D?>
and C. 8D
(fi| - D^) ((z/p)2 - l)
4.5 Equivalent circuit
The equivalent circuit for one phase of the machine is shown in 
fig.(4.7), together with its parameters for each rotor introduced in Table 
4.2. The power delivered to the air-gap by the stator windings (air-gap power 
P ) can be interpreted in two parts, one as ohmic loss in the rotor and 
is "sP " and the other as the mechanical power developed by the shaft aso
(1 - 1s)Pg* The gross mechanical power at the shaft is >
— t2 / 1 — 3\ P - I2 r2 ( "S ) .4.18
To find the net output power it is necessary to account for the total losses 
in the machine. The circuit of fig.(4.7) can be simplified by omitting the 
resistance rQ which represents the iron loss and can be deducted as power 
loss.
The power of equation 4.18 is a result of the oum of torques 
developed due to the interaction of the current in each bar with the air- 
gap magnetic induction. By considering a small element d it of a bar at 
radius R, the elemental e.m.f is given by:
e = B^. Ar . R(-sw ) s
where (-swg) i3 the speed at which the bars are moving backward relative 
to the rotating field. The e.m.f of a complete bar in therefore given by:
-aw (D2 - D2}
—  ( ^ I  cos(prf-wt) + DjI^con^s+pJK-vt) + cos(/ z-p'# +wt]
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Where, w  = w/ d  s ' ^
or 3. ~ ~ p (Ccos(pK-*t) + y  (^cos((z+p>(-wt) + cos^( z-p)t<+v;t^
The impedance of each bar i3 taken to be Zfc = (r + jsx) and includes 
portions of the end rings joined to the bar.
The current in the bar is therefore given by:
h  = (CcosCp*-^ ) ----- ^ -(co s((z+p )*-<| ) + c o s ( (z -p k -© )j  ..4. 19
inhere |zj= ((r/s)2 + x2)
i
and tan = is the bar load impedance phase angle
r and x are the bar load resistance and reactance at standstill.
The torque on the element is therefore:
dT = By. ife. RdR
The total torque on a single bar can be obtained by integrating the 
above equation between the limits of D1/2 and D2/2 giving that
(D2 - B2)
Tb ■ 8 BK-ib
Substituting values of and i^,
T^ = ^ CIcos(p«(-wt) + ^  2— \^cos(j(z + p)o( - wt) + cos^z - p)K + wt^ •
C c o s ( p K - ^ )  + ^  / ) 2  ^ ( c o s ( ( z , p ) <  -  + CO r ((z -p )«  + 4
07
2 2
T, = — ß-- C03BC<-C0s(-D<t-b pZ. •
2
Ç) + --- 7 ^ ---( C03(p o( - G) -COoCz + p)o< +
pzb ((z/P r - i )  \
2
cos( pK- G )» cos( z + p)o()+---7— -— ô— : ( cospfl(.cos(( z + p)rt - 0.) +
'  pZb [(z/p)^-1j \ V b'
2 2 /
• cos^( z - p)«( - ---ï2_î— _— . I cos((z+p)e<.- o A  • cos( z+p)K
' P2b((z/p) “V '
cospX
cos (( z+p) K - © b^  cos(z-p)6( + cos (f«-p)K-^J •cos(z+p)t(+ cos ((z-p) <K - &A}* 
cos(z-p)*^ ............................................. 4.20
The peak torque is given by integrating equation 4.20
between 0 and77/p giving that
T , . = -JLÏ--- -3E_ ( c2 .
b(p) P2b 2p 1 C
2D'
(^z/p)2-l)
) cos©
But
Thus
!<t = r/s
(¡-A)2*
wl
av. 2-P z.
( c2 + 2D ) - r/s
"b ((z/p)2-l) ((r/S)2 + x2)
find the total torque for the machine of bars is:
T .  . ( - S I - f i o 2 * ,— ¡4 ------- - , ) •
* pZb V  ((,/p)2 - l)/
The total output power can be stated;
Pt = wr Tt
giving c2 +
> 1)/ 2SW
—  Nm
w = ( 1 r - &)w
2D2 \ ( 1 -s)n
^(z/p)2 - 1^ / 2ms
machine and I is the
,4.21a
watts/phase... 
....... 4^21b
current.
The power output of equation 4.21b calculated from the machine's
parameters must be equal to the power output of equation 4.18 calculated 
from equivalent circuit parameters. Therefore by equalising the two 
equations, the turns ratio is found to be:
C +
T = r
(?lc2+
-------2____ A
( 4pI1K1 ) sjn/r^ .............. 4.22
2D
((z/p)2 _ i)y
Therefore the secondary parameters of the equivalent circuit rg, Xj 
referred to the primary are given by:
r2 = T| r
x 2 = Tr x
where r and x are components of the bar load impedance and can be written 
as the sum of the bar and portion of the end ring as;
r = rb + - K
x = xb +
and shown in as a function of frequency.
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4.6 Saturation
The magnetization curves of the machine at three values of air-gap 
lengths are shown in fig.(4.8). The straight line tangent to the lower 
portion of the curve is the air-gap line indicating the mmf required to 
overcome the air-gap reluctance. Under very small saturation the air-gap 
line and magnetization curve would coincide. The departure of the curve 
from the air-gap line is an indication of the level of saturation* in the 
machine. Using the magnetization curve for 0.5mm air gap length at 220V, 
the magnetizing reactance is found to be 38.0- while in the non-saturated 
region it is 50.4-0.. The average flux density is about 0,4 vib/m and the 
level of saturation is about 2 The saturation can be accounted for by 
expressing the performance equations in terms of the magnetizing reactance:
X =  4 H K . W  (C +
III 1
D
* level of saturation (ref.J.4) Total mmf - air gap mraf Total nmf
A - B 
A
Pig,(4.8) - Magnetization curve of the motor operated 
with rotor D at three values of air-gap 
length.
CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL MACHINE AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES
5.1 Details of the Experimental Machine
Due to the single and double cage rotor production it is now possible 
to produce two sizes of the machine having the same external diameter of 240mm 
and axial lengths of 98 and 110mm respectively as shown in A5.
¿ 2JjL1__Stators
The experimental machine consists of two similar stators each having the 
distributed winding shown in Fig.5*0. The respective phases in the stators are 
connected in series and the final phases are star connected. Each stator has 
the following details:
Inner and outer diameters — 85 and 170mm.
Total depth of the core — 33mm.
Slots - 24» Non skewed, rectangular completely open.
Slot depth — 19mm, slot width - 8mm.
Slot width/Tooth width - 0.615 at
and 3.05 at
Core depth at the back of the slots - 14mm.
Winding - 3 phase, 4 pole, double layer, star connected,
20 turns per coil, 5 / 6  chorded rectangular coils 
Resistance 0.77*/phase at 75°C
Each stator is made out of 33 meters length steel strip known as Losil 800 of 
0,5mm thickness. This is a low silicon non-oriented steel material with 
comparatively low losses combined with good permeability characteristics for 
machine design. The strip is covered with a thin layer of inorganio material 
chemically and thermally bonded on to the steel base. The coating is heat and 
oil resistant and can withstand the annealing temperature. One of the problems 
which occurred was the difficulty of getting the required strip width. 
Therefore the required width had to be cut from a 120mm width strip supplied by

Briti3h Steel. The slitting of the steel to the required widths introduced a 
big problem especially that it is found that the slitting machines in use at 
a number of companies consulted can not handle 3uch an amount of steel. After 
a long search the problem has been solved when the author modified an electric 
stamping machine existed in the department to a strip cutter, and good strips 
were cut to the required specification.
Each stator is wound in the shape of a spiral spring around a steel 
disc using Jig W shown in Fig.(5.3). After finishing the winding, the strip 
end is soldered to the last turn and a steel ring is heated and dropped over 
the core. When it is cooled the ring shrinks and clamps the core. The inner 
disc and the outer ring are then machined down to the required thickness.
The steel coil is then transferred to Jig M of Fig.(5,3) for slot opening. 
Following this is the strain relief process which is achieved by annealing. 
Fig.(5.3b) shows one of the stators in Jig M after the slots have been cut.
5.1.2 Rotors
Four rotors have been made of the same steel strip in the 3hape of flat
discs and they are designated A,B,C,and D all having the same diameter as the
stators. Rotor A is a single cage with 20 normal slots made of three solid
cast iron rings inserted together to give thickness of 17mm and inertia of 
20.0154 Kg.m . Rotor B is a double cage - each cage consisting of 20 normal
slots separated by thin steel bridge and having a total thickness of 28mm and
2inertia of 0.0215 Kg.m . Rotor C is a single cage of 18 slots skewed one slot
2pitch having thickness of 17.25mm and inertia of 0.0158 Kg.m. Rotor D is a
single cage - with 20 normal slots extending radially, having a thickness of
217.25nm side to side and inertia 0.0161 Kg.m . A fifth rotor could be a 
reluctance rotor produced by machining the laminations at certain places of 
the rotor D to produce the saliency required. Three of the four experimental 
rotors are 3hown in chapter 2,
P
5.2 liech-inical design features
5.2.1 Skewing
Tt is found, refl1.5, that due to the disc shape of the machine the skewing 
theoretically follows a curved line. In practice this is very difficult to 
achieve and consequently the skewing used in the present design is a linear 
ikewing of one stator slot pitch (15°) with the slots running straight from 
the outer surface of the rotor radially to its inner surface and tilted from 
the normal slot position.
To achieve such skewing, the rotor is adjusted vertically under the 
milling machine with the drill pointing towards the rotor centre. To produce 
the required skewing, the centre of the rotor is displaced along the horizontal 
axis a linear distance (R^ Sin oC) equal to the skewing angle required causing 
the drill to tilt relative to the first position hy the skewing angle. This 
is shown in fig.(5.1 ) for one slot pitch in the 10-bars single cage rotor.
5.2.2 Fixing Techniques
In the experimental machine there are two parts which have to be fixed 
mechanically, those include the supporting of the rotor core carrying the cage 
on the steel shaft and the fixing of the stators in the end plates. Suitable 
fixing of the rotor on the shaft is a very important requirement in this type 
of machine and it can effect the construction of the rotor.
In a number of axial field machine designs which the author has 
encountered, special thought and design are always devoted to the method of 
fixing the rotor onto the shaft. In most of these designs, complicated methods 
involving a'lot of design efforts have been vised. Moreover they often cause 
increases in iron loss and higher rotor inertia. The fixing technique used in 
the present design offers the following advantages:
(a) The technique is rigid enough to stand the expected axial forces on the 
rotor and to Jivirvit any bending caused by such forces.
(b) Tho technique i3 straightforward with no complications and the fixing
a — Skewed bar rotor
Drill
b - '¿’lie proooou of skewing
moans do not extend beyond the rotor surface in the axial direction, 
except at the central cart of the machine.
(c) No external bolts or rings are reauired in the technique. These
bolts and rings can bo serious sources of cower loss and vibrations 
at different scoeds.
The rotor fixing technique depends heavily on two carts of the rotor; 
these are the massive aluminium inner end ring and the inner surface of the 
core at the central diameter. The aluminium at the centre is bored out and a 
steel bush with a key way having a thickness just below the aluminium thickness 
is cooled in liquid nitrogen and dropped in , . As the bush expands it
becomes a tight fit in the aluminium ring.
A steel shaft is made to the recruired dimensions carrying on one side a 
round shoulder made as an integral part with the shaft; with diameter just below 
85mm and thickness of ¿1mm. The other side of the 3haft is succlied with a 
similar shoulder movable on a thread on the shaft and clamoing against the 
other side of the aluminium ring. The two shoulders are made to fit into the 
inner diameter of the rotor and enclose a key and are locked by a locknut at 
the back of the movable shoulder as shown in fig.(5.2a).
The fixing of the stator cores into the end-olates is another imcortant 
requirement. Unsuitable fixing of the cores can cause similar oroblems as in 
the case of the rotors. Therefore any fixing technique must fulfil the above 
requirements. The end-plate3 employed have a cup shace with dimensions just 
sufficient to accommodate the stator cores. Initially six radial holes were 
drilled and tapped in each end-olate and grub screws were used to pres3 against 
the outer surface of the core and are located in recesses made in the outer 
ring of the core.
'•Tien the motor was given the first experimental run it seemed to be 
ouiet, smooth and noiseless but after running for a oeriod of time some noises 
started to appear and increased until rubbing between the stator and rotor 
occurred. It wa3 noticed that the noise started at high voltages and increased
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Pig. (5.2a) A - Complete rotor with solid shaft 
B - The fixing assembly
Pig.(5.2b) - Stator Core fixed into end-olate.
1. - Stator laminated core.
2. - Hardened steel screw for fixing the stator core into the end-nlate.
3. - Aluminium end-plate.
4. - Bearing.
5. - Outer and inner steel retaining rings.

rapidly with the voltage to an extent that it was impossible to run the motor.
A careful and continuous study of the noise by the author showed that due to 
the fixing technique used in fixing the stator core on to the end-plate, there 
is a possibility that the core can move axially inside its housing. At high 
voltages where the air-gap field is high one of the cores or both suffer a 
certain movement giving rise to noises due to magnetic pull. This magnetic 
pull urges the pulling out of the core until touching between the surfaces 
occurs. To cure this problem the six radial holes at each end plate are 
extended radially into the laminations to cross to the inner edge of the 
housing as shown in fig.(5.2b). Special steel screws have been prepared for 
this purpose. The screw are heated and quenched in oil for hardening and to 
form a skin of oxide which can help in insulating them from the laminations.
This technique was found to be successful even if it can affect the iron
loss.
5.2,3 The Jigs
In order to manufacture the two stator3 and the four rotors properly, 
it is necessary to use two steel jigs. These jigs are called as W and M 
according to their functions.
Jig W - fig.(5.3a) is designed for winding the 3teel strips using the 
lathe. It consists of a shaft with a disc shoulder welded to it having three 
equi-spaced tapped holes. Two end plates of diameter larger than the core 
diameter each having three holes to match those in the shoulder were prepared.
The end plates are designed to fit on the shaft and are separated from each 
other by a central bush having a length equal to the required thickness of the 
core to be -wound. This technique of using a central bush provides the means of 
freely winding any core by only changing the bush. To start winding the strip 
a cut is made in thé bush to accommodate the starting end of the strip which is 
thinned down and soldered to the bu3h. This jig is al30 used for carrying end
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A - Jig W (winding jig)
B1 - Jig M (slot cutting jig)
B2,4 - Stator core after slot cutting 
B3,5 - Solid inserters and fixing screw

supporting the rotor core during radial hole opening.
Jig M is designed for slot milling across the stator face to produce the 
required slot number in each stator. This jig has a cup shape shown in fig.(5.3b 
It consists of a central hub to fit into the inner diameter of the stator core 
and an external rim in which the outer surface of the core is fitted. It is 
also supplied with a single slotted cover to clamp over the core and expose the 
area at which the slotting has to be done. It is also helpful to insert some 
rectangular steel pieces in every slot opened to provide rigidity to the coil 
after removing it from the jig.
5.2.4 Ventilation
The process of cooling a machine is a matter of first importance, as the 
rating of any machine depends greatly on proper ventilation especially if it is 
a continuously rated machine. Cooling is a process of heat dissipation within 
a machine by conduction, convection and radiation and it can be an art rather 
than a science. It depends on the shape and the size of the machine and the 
ambient at which it has to be operated. The ventilation method used in this 
machine is a combination of radial, axial and circumferential ventilation acting 
on the back of stator cores, the faces of laminations exposed at the air-gap 
and on the winding overhangs. Such type of ventilation is illustrated by the 
design shown in fig.(5.4). It consists of two parts: Firstly passage ways in 
the end plates allow cold air from outside to pass into the hot parts of the 
machine, and secondly the rotor carries ten aluminium blades which in rotating 
circulate the air very efficiently. The rotation of the blades causes the air 
to circulate radially and circumferentially. On the left hand side of the 
motor, the blades draw air through the left hand vents at the back of the 
stator core. The air at this inlet divides in four paths passing through 
channels 4mm deep cut in the end plates underneath tho core. Two paths extend 
radially towards the inner and outer overhangs and the other two go circumfer­
entially.

All these air-currents cone out at openings in the overhangs to circulate 
inside the motor and rush out through openings in the case. The fans also draw 
air through the ca.se openings and pass it over the interior stator and rotor 
surfaces. The passageways through sta.tor slots can provide additional venti­
lation by increasing the volume of the cooling air passing through the machine. 
Tho air in these passageways is in a direct contact with the windings making 
the cooling process more effective. The case and end plates help the cooling 
process by dissipating heat by radiation and convection.
5.3 Experimental Equipment and Treasuring Techniques
5.3.1 Soeed
The use of mechanical tachometers and stroboscopes has been avoided 
since it is necessary that the speed readings must be accurate and straight­
forward. An electronic stroboscope was designed to give a direct reading of 
the speed as the machine is loaded. It consists of an aluminium disc with 
sixty equally spaced slots fitted to the shaft of the motor. The disc runs in a 
split cut in a plastic block between a source of light and a light sensitive 
photo—transistor. The passing of successive slots produces output pulses which 
are amplified and used to trigger a digital counter.
5.3.2 Torcue
A modified ASEA ring torductor has been used for accurate torque measure­
ments after calibrating against applied weight* It consists of a stator of 
three rings of windings each having four poles distributed around the steel 
shaft acting as a solid rotor. The central ring is excited with alternating 
current and acts as the primary of a transformer with the outer as secondaries. 
'.Tien torque is applied to tho shaft, principle stresses at 45° "to "the axis of 
the shaft are created. Those cause an increase in permeability in the direction 
of tension, and a decrease in permeability in the direction of compression. The 
change in the permeability of the shaft material causes distortion in the 
symmetrical distribution of the magnetic field at the primary in proportion to th
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applied stress and the resultant fluxes through the coles induce secondary 
voltages. This is very useful device for shaft torrrue measurement, since it 
is very rigid and recuires no diroct contact to the rotating shaft. Fig.(5*5) 
shows the calibration curve of the device.
5.3.3 Air-gao Flu:-:
This is calculated by measuring the induced e.m.f. in a full pitched 
search coil of two turns of thin wire placed in the slots at the air-gao face. 
Search coils are also used on a single tooth and at the core for flux measure­
ments and harmonic analysis, search coils 2, 3i 4 of fig.3.5»
5.3.4 Temperature
A number of NiCr/N.Al thermocouole sensors are inserted at different 
spots of the stator core and the temperature is recorded continuously during 
the tests. The sensor must be put at ooints away from any air-draughts and 
at the hottest ooints of the machine. It is difficult to reach the thermo­
couple at the central part of the machine which is believed to be the hottest 
spot inside the machine. The temperature of the winding at the bottom of a 
slot at the outer overhang is measured and to account for the temperature of 
the centre, 20°C is added to every temperature reading to determine a safety 
limit (130°C) within which the machine can operate. The enamelled copper wire
y
employed in the stator winding is 1 .25mm diameter (bare) and is covered with 
insulation of class F and grade M.
5.3.5 Inertia
The moment of inertia I is measured by fixing the rotor between two 
centres and allowing it to rotate on a horizontal axis. A weight "m" is 
hanged at height "h" on a thread wound round the shaft and allowed to fall 
freely. The moment of inertia (ref.5*1) is given by:
T 2 N gt2 I = mr _____ /
N + n N2h
5-1
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where N - number of revolutions the rotor turns after the 
weight "m" has reached the floor.
n - number of revolutions the rotor turns before the 
weight reaches the floor
r - radius of the shaft
t - time taken by the weight to reach the floor
g - Acceleration due to gravity.
The effect of the friction at the two ends is considered in the formula 
by counting number of revolutions the rotor turns after the weight has reached 
the floor
5.4 Unbalanced Magnetic Pull (UMP)
5.4.1 Introduction
It is necessary that wide studies of UMP should be made for any motor 
to understand how the machine’s characteristics can be improved. In 1965 
Von Kaehne(5.^,) reported in his survey on unbalanced magnetic pull that an 
increase of 1.5 KW in output has been achieved in a 2-pole 15 Bf induction 
motor by bettor understanding the UMP. By carrying on such an investigation 
it is also possible to detect the amount of change in size and weight which 
can be obtained by changing some of the motor's dimensions and the type of 
materials used in the design.
Knowing the magnitude of the pull it is possible to obtain sufficient 
information about the required stiffness of the mechanical assembly, in 
particular the shaft, necessary to limit the deflection caused by the pull to 
a safe value. In the experimental machine if the shaft or the shoulders 
which support the cage on the shaft are too weak, the deflection can cause 
rubbing between the rotor and stator faces. But on the other hand if they 
are too stiff, the physical dimensions and weight of the machine will be 
excessive. The magnetic pull caused by the eccentricity of the rotor in the 
air-gap is one of the important areas of study in this machine. The word, 
eccentricity used in this text means^xial eccentricity^*7 The suoporting
1^5
area of the rotor on the shaft is very limited causing the UMP due to this 
type of eccentricity to be very effective. There are a number of possible 
reasons for eccentricity of the rotor. The mechanical reasons include inaccurate 
positioning of the rotor with respect to the stators, rough surface finish of 
the stator, shaft deflection due to weight of the rotor or external pull and 
overhanging weight and finally abnormal wear of sleeve bearings and other 
bearing failures. These causes give rise to stationary eccentricity. Rotating 
eccentricity can exist as a result of unbalance of the rotating assembly due 
to rough surface finish and non-vertical mounting of the rotor on the shaft 
through the key-way. There are electromagnetic reasons also for this type of 
eccentricity, such as, non-suitable combinations of stator and rotor slots and 
unbalance due to a fault in the supply or in machine windings (this include, 
un-symmetrical supply, short-circuited turns or coils which cause dissymmetries 
in the magnetic circuits).
In the experimental machine only static eccentricity is expected since 
the two sides of the rotor under test can be skimmed to a true finish surface.
In radial machines static' eccentricity occurs when rotor and stator axes are 
not coincident. This occurs in axial field machines when the line passing 
through the middle plane of the rotor perpendicular to the shaft does not fall 
in the central plane of the air-gap between the two stators.
5.4.2 Unbalanced Magnetic Pull Calculations
When the air-gap3 on both sides of the rotor are not in electromagnetic 
equilibrium, the magnetic attraction between the rotor face and the stator at 
the smallest air-gap side per unit area is given by equation(A4.5) ass
5.2a
where jir - is the relative permeability of the laminations 
%  - is the flux density in the air gap (gQmm) on each side of the
motor given on page 83 as:
Considering an elemental radial portion dR of rotor face at radius Rf sub­
tending an angle of width diX, the force on this element is therefore given by:
If any eccentricity is introduced in conjunction with rotor position in the
But fig.(5.6) shows that the flux density is inversely proportional to the 
air-gap length for the same magnetising current. Therefore the flux density 
on the side of the larger air-gap length is given by:
and the flux density on the side of the smaller air-gap length is given by:
Prom equation (5*3) the attraction force on the larger gap side is given by:
Subtracting equation (5.4a from equation (5.4b) gives the one side magnetic
f = _j£ (1 - _1 ) RdR de(
%  fr
5.3
air-gap as shown in Pig.(5.7a), the air gap g^  on one side becomes smaller 
than the air gap g^ on the other side.
The small air gap length g1 = go(1 - e) 
and the large air gap length g^ =< go( 1 + e) 
where e = Larger air-gap - Smaller air g;ap
Sum of air gaps
or e = ^2 as shown in Pig.(5.7a)
2go
F, = B2 (1 - _1 ) RdR d* ...................... 5.
2fo Pr
4a
and the attraction force on the smaller gap side is given by
5.4b
pull on the elemental area "Rdfldj<" as:
Pi
g.
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The total one side magnetic pull on the element can be found by integrating 
the above equation between the limits D1/2 and D2/2f given that:
F ~ ( 1
16i (1-e)'
1 ) (1 - 1 ) b* d*
(1+e)2 ^
•5*5
/o ' • / r
The total one side magnetic pull on the rotor is therefore found by integrating
equation (5.5) between the limits - -jj- to + -jf a3:
2P 2P
2p
giving that
(P2 - D?> (1 _ J_ )
+ 7L.
+ 2P
16i
4e j2
A  <1-*2>2
^(C^cospjc + C(cos(z-p)e{+ cos( z+p^2dX
P = 2 p l ^ 2 - V 4e
l6hc
ft 2x2(1 - e )
'SL2P
7T (C2 + 2C2) (1 - _ [  ) I2
2p H
4J(1 - 1 )
J»r
Fo<D2 - D?)
(c2 + 2DC ) 4e
(z/p)2 - 1 ) 2 (1 - e2 )2
where C.jt C^, C, 5 and D are given in Chapter 4, pp.81, 83. 
Equation 5 .6 can be expressed in terms of the line voltage as:
.5.6
4rr( 1 - JL)
P P r
(D2 - D2)
*(C2 + 2D
/ V D2
5) 4e
( 7 P)2 - 1) 27 d - e 2)2
2V2
3z2
.5.7
where zt is the impedanoe per phase of the machine under no load and V is 
the line voltage.
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5*4«3« Analytical results and Discussion
The magnetic pull has been studied at two different air-gaps for different 
applied voltages with the eccentricity as parameter. Fig.(5»7a) shows the 
one-sided pull as a function of the applied voltage, for eccentricities 
(0.05 — 0.9) and air-gap length of 0.5mm. The magnetic pull is proportional 
to the square of the applied voltage. It is possible to see that the UMP 
increases more sharply as the eccentricity increases. This means that for a 
given applied voltage the pull approaches00 due to any sudden increase in the 
eccentricity. This caui be observed more closely by comparing the two curves 
of eccentricities 0.1 and 0.6 noticing that the increase in the oull when 
eccentricity changes from 0.1 to 0.2 is less pronounced thain that when eccen­
tricity chatnges from 0.6 to 0.7.
Fig.(5«7b) shows the one sided pull for twice air-gap length and the 
results are considerable reduction in the pull. In practice the behaviour is 
expected to be as follows: At low magnetic inductions the pull increases with 
the square of the applied voltaige. As saturation commences the UMP becomes 
linear for a short while, since saturation limits the flux density in the iron 
in the region of smallest gap length. At a critical induction at the knee of 
the saturation curve, the UMP reaches its maximum values and then decreases 
for higher values of applied voltage due to the sharp reduction in the permeabil­
ity. Previous investigators accounted for saturation by considering an effect­
ive increase in the aii>-gap and using the new air-gap in determining an 
equivalent eccebtricity which in turn replaces the actual eccentricity in the 
formula for UMP. In the present calculation the effect of saturation is taken 
account of by introducing the relative permeability of the magnetic material 
in the formula for UMP. Using the flux density in equation (5.2b) means 
including the effect of the slotting. Slotting reduces the air-gap flux but 
concentrates it over the tooth region.
PiS*(5 »7c,d) shows the pull drawn as a function of the eccentricity for a
(Theoritical Curves)
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constant air-gap flux or a constant applied voltage at two air gap lengths.
For a voltage of 220 Volts and air-gap 0.5mm the pull is linear up to 
eccentricity of 0.4 and the rate of increase is linear. The pull is then 
increased more than linear at higher eccentricities approaching infinity.
When the voltage is increased to 310 Volts the pull increases linearly 
up to eccentricity of 0.3 and then deviates and approaches infinity. Comparing 
the pull at two different air-gaps at the same voltage and eccentricity, it 
is found that the increase in the air-gap length by a factor of two causes 
a reduction in the pull by a factor of four. By considering the pull equation 
and results of fig.(5*7) it is possible to see easily that as "e" increases 
the one side magnetic pull increases rapidly and it reaches very large values 
as eccentricity approaches unity.
All these considerations indicate the essential need for a rigid rotor 
design and a satisfactory fixing method. At the same time it demonstrates 
the requirement for a stator core rigidly housed in end plate. Any looseness 
will cause unacceptable magnetic effects. There is no comparable problem in 
radial machines, due to the closed cylindrical features of the stator.
5.5 UMP Measurement
Any type of unbalanced magnetic pull existing in the machine no matter 
what its origin is, will cause the rotor to suffer bending towards one side 
of the air-gap, so that any mechanical measurement of the force must Btart 
with the rotor.
A number of measuring methods have been attempted by the author as 
follows:
(1) Force measurements at the rotor surface using strain gauges attached 
to the rotor face at different places in the air-gap and talcing the 
output through the shaft to slip-rings. This method was found to be 
impractical due to the following disadvantages and difficulties:
4
, . Eccentricity
PiS»(5»7c) - Unbalance magnetic pull as a function
of the eccentricity for constant applied voltage (g-0.5ram)
(Theoritical Curves)
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heating at the rotor face can alter the guage outputs giving 
false readings; effect of the alternating field on the guage wire; 
and finally the output is taken from the guages through slip rings 
fixed to the shaft which causes high noise to signal ratio.
(2) Use of the capacitive effect between rotor and stator surfaces;
The stator and rotor behave as two parallel plane surfaces, a 
structure which directly initiates the idea of using the change of 
capacitance between the two planes as a function of their separa­
tion. A number of problems exist making the apllication rather 
difficult. It involves the use of two conductive circular copper 
plates attached to the rotor and stator surfaces and consequently 
there exists the problem of passing current to the rotor plate. 
Heating of the plates and other alternating field effects gives 
ri3e to difficult problems.
Therefore owing to the difficulties involved in the two methods mention­
ed above it has been decided to measure the force exerted on the rotor mechani­
cally using a transducer. The transducer designed for this purpose is shown in 
fig.(5.8). It consists of a central steel shaft which is pressed continuously 
in a direction opposite to the applied forces by a fine retaining spring. The 
shaft has on one end a fine ball-bearing which is in continuous contact with 
the rotating surface whose magnetic pull is to be measured. The bearing is 
free to rotate in the same direction as the surface. The advantage expected 
from the use of the bearing is to reduce the friction between the shaft and the 
rotating surface. On the other end of the shaft is attached a sharp adjustable 
head pressing against a thin steel strip supporting a strain guage on it3 oppo­
site side. Therefore by using this transducer it is possible to transfer any 
mechanical force exerted on the head by the rotor to cn electrical signal.
The transducer gives an output signal whichever way the rotor bend3 . The zero 
adjustment can be achieved by adjusting the 3harp head on the 3haft and a fine

P 
;
N-
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resistance on the electrical bridge used for imbalance detection in which the 
working strain gauge is one arm. No experimental measurements could be made 
due to time shortage, but it is proposed to persue this work in the future.
5.6 Single sided applications
One of the most desirable features of the machine is that it is suited 
very well for applications requiring a flat shaped motor, esoecially when it 
is operating as a single sided-machine. Some of th -.a include the use of the 
machine as a single phase driving pump motor, or to directly drive the brush 
in a floor polishing machine. The removal of one of the stators provides the 
space required for coupling the load to the rotor face including the magnetic 
return path and at the same time to keep the motor to the required thickness.
The use of single phase winding and the removal of one stator reduces the oower 
output and increases the UMP considerably. The power output can be increased 
using a double cage rotor and employing more copper in the stator by increasing 
the number of the coils per pole and also increasing the number of turns per 
coil. The problem of increased UMP can be overcome by the following techniques:
(a) Mechanically; using a rigid shaft rotating in a bush bearing supported 
by a thrust bearing.
(b) Magnetically; The one sided magnetic pull can be partially reduced by 
producing a force acting directly on the rotor in opposition to it.
Rustecki (ref.1.4) used a set of electromagnet poles arranged in a 
circle on the stator end plate opposite to the rotor, with the 
magnets magnetised axially (this is known in magnetic levitation as 
the normal flux system). Simple calculations on the motor showed 
that the motor can produce a thrust force of about 160N and that the 
ferro-magnetio attraction force on the rotor is in excess of 2KN.
It is therefore required that the repulsion force produced by any 
technique must have the same order of magnitude as the ferro-magnetic 
attraction force and the drag must be much below the motor thrust 
force, (perhaps in the order of 2($)giving rise to a lift/drag ratio
m
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of about 60. The above arrangement can give rise to a drag force 
much greater than the thrust force causing the motor to stall.
As an alternative the author suggests the arrangement shown in Fig.
5»9a using permanent magnet poles. The system employed is known as 
the "null flux" system in which the rotor rotates between two magnetic 
pole arrangements of figure 5»9a. It has been shown (ref.5«3, 5*4) 
that this system can give enhanced lift/drag ratio over the normal 
flux system. These references showed also that by using high 
coercivity magnets, small separations and suitable conducting ring 
thickness, it is possible to arrive at a "null flux" system having 
low drag force and considerable lift force which can be attractive 
in the present work. Extensive experimental investigation is re­
quired to explore the effects of different types and shapes of 
permanent magnets, the separations and the different aluminium ring 
thickness with respect to the skin depth. The experimental invest­
igation can be improved by employing a copper ring instead of alumin­
ium and it can yield a system operating at low drag force and reason­
able lift force below the characteristic velocity (the velocity at 
which the maximum drag force occurs, shown as Vo in figure 5 .9b).
5.6.1 Forces acting on the end ring
It is well known, ref.(5.3,5*4»5»5) that there are two types of forces 
acting on the end ring. These are the repulsion force described above and 
the drag force which trieB to slow the rotor down. The repulsion force is 
the lift force in electro-magnetic suspension systems used in transport 
applications. The drag force varies in a rather complicated way with the speed 
of the conducting surface, and is suited for the present application with 
some precautions. Fig«(5 *9b) shows the two forces as a function of speed.
The drag increases rapidly at starting and reaches a maximum value at relatively
I
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Mean diameter of the rotor cage 
outer end ring where the centre 
of the permanent magnet poles are placed.
Fig.(5.9a) - The arrangement for counterbalancing the single side 
pull on the rotor.
Fig (5 9b) - Drag and lift forces as function of the speed of rotation.
low sneeds. It then decays sharply. The lift increases linearly with speed 
at starting and then increases less than linearly until it reaches an almost 
constant value at high speeds. Therefore it is possible to conclude that at 
full soeed the force acting on the end ring is mainly replusive in opposition 
to the Ul-IP direction which acts on the laminated core of the rotor.
The precaution needed to be considered is at starting where the drag is 
maximum, even if there is a good possibility that the motor can overcome 
such a drag. If it is difficult to start the motor under the drag, it is 
advisable to consider a design in which the magnets are movable in the axial 
direction. Therefore when starting the motor the magnets are pulled out until 
the motor passes the critical speed of maximum drag and then pushed home and 
locked for minimum distance from the end ring.
CHAPTER 6
Experimental results
6.1 Introduction
The results in this chapter are introduced in three main sections 
covering different tests and studies on the motor. It is hoped to introduce 
a brief insight into the general practical behaviour of the motor in connec­
tion with iron loss, performance characteristics with different rotors and 
changes and improvements achieved by introducing a number of factors such 
as relative position of the stators, number of cages, cage resistance, 
skewing and KSW. The functions of skewing and MSI/ are investigated by 
studying their effect on the performance characteristics, harmonic content 
and noise level of the machine.
6.2 Iron loss and Friction and windage loss
It is useful to have some insight into the iron losses occurring in 
different parts of the motor and the way they can be changed. The shape of 
the motor and its construction provide a number of possible tests for iron 
loss under different conditions. It is possible to measure the static iron 
loss(iron loss with no rotational movement) in the two stators from minimum 
air-gap to any required value in a manner similar to the transformer tests. 
The transformer in this case is the two stators with either air in between 
or a rotor core of magnetic material. The test started with no rotor 
between the stators and with a certain air-gap. Recordings were made of the 
input power, current, flux density and temperature of the winding up to the 
rated voltage. The iron loss is taken as the input power less the total 
ohmic loss, talcing into account the resistance change with temperature rise. 
The test is then repeated with the rotor core without conductive cage 
inserted between- the stators leaving an air-gap on each side half that used
in the stator-stator configuration. The static iron 1 0 S 3  in the rotor 
alone is therefore found from the difference between the two power readings 
at each voltage. Following the sane testing method the power loss in each 
rotor is found. This method can also be used to detect any change in the 
magnetic properties of the rotor core material by measuring change in its 
iron loss due to any external processing done on the material such as 
annealing and to decide whether it is beneficial or not.
6.2.1 Driving test
In this test the experimental machine is coupled to a 3 kw d.c motor 
the .joint being made with a hollow steel shaft which is part of the torductor 
unit, and is supported at the middle by a self aligning bearing arrangement. 
The field and armature windings of the d.c motor are fed from a 240V d.c 
supply. The test consists of running the set once with the rotor without 
cage and again when the cage is inserted to find the increase in friction 
and windage losses due to the conductive cage together with the fan blades. 
The test can be used to find the fundamental frequency and high frequency 
losses. This can be done by running the set again with the a.c motor 
energised at the rated voltage, recording the a.c input to the a.c motor 
and the d.c input to the drive motor. Substracting the copper loss and the 
friction and vrindage from the a.c input gives the curve shown in fig.6.3a 
at rated voltage and mains frequency. It is not possible to obtain the 
exact behaviour at synchronous speed. At this speed the a.c input falls 
since the only input power is due to the stators losses and the pulsations. 
The power taken by the driving machine increa-cs abruptly. In practice such 
behaviour is very difficult to notice due to the small changes in the power 
such that an accurate and sensitive arrangement is essential.
6.2.2 Results
Tests on the stators alone showed that iron loss depends heavily on 
the relative angular alignment between the two stators. It is therefore 
necessary to optimise the most suitable position for the stators to give 
as small iron loss as possible, negligible harmonics and smallest balanced 
currents in the three phases. The transformer test method was found to be 
a suitable tool for such experimental optimisation.
Fig.(6.l) shows the iron loss as a function of the misalignment between 
the two stators with an air-gap of 0.6mm and no rotor present, (in (a) the 
power loss is plotted as a function of the gap flux density at three different 
misalignment angles. In (b) the gap flux density is kept constant at a 
voltage of 100 Volts and the misalignment is increased in steps of 2° up to 68° 
every time recording input power, currents and winding temperature. It is 
shown that the loss is increasing with increasing misalignment, fluctuating 
between large values when slots in the stators oppose and smaller values 
when teeth oppose slots, but the loss is increasing continuously with mis­
alignment compared with the perfectly aligned position.
Fig.(6.2) shows the iron loss in the stators and rotors for perfect 
alignment as a function of gap flux density for different air-gaps. The 
iron loss in the stator at rated voltage and air gaps of 0,0.4,0.6mm is shown 
in (a) to be 42, 62, and 80 watts respectively. The increase in the loss 
could be due to a reduction in the flux leakage as the two stators separate 
causing an increase in the useful flux and naturally an increase in the iron 
loss. In (b) the losses in the single cage laminated and solid cores are 
shown to be 16.5 and 120 watts respectively. It is found that the loss in 
the rotor laminated core is always less than that in the stator cores and 
that the loss in the solid core is considerable compared to those in the 
stator and rotor laminated cores. These are losses in the rotors when they
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Fig.(6.1a) - Stator iron loos an a function of the gap flux 
density for fixed misalignment angle (g = C
123 y
Flux density (Tesla)
slot-slot positions
tooth-slot positions
Misalignment angle 
(degrees)
Fig.(6.1b) - Stator iron loss as a function of misalignment 
angle for constant flux density.
(g = O.bmm, V = 100 Volts)
Fig.(6.2a) - Stator iron loss for different gap lengths 
and perfect alignment (.0= 0)
1
Fig.(6.2b) - Iron loss in the single cage laminated and 
solid rotor cores.
m1^5
are stationary, but "hen the cores run near synchronous speed (slip of 0.08) 
these losses decrease dranatically since they depend on the square of rotor 
frequency. Some results of the driving test are shown in fig.(6.3). In (a) 
the friction and windage losses with the single cage laminated core is shown. 
The F & W curve is almost proportional to the speed. In (b) results for the 
double cage rotor are shown.
6.3 Annealing
Winding the steel strip into a spiral spring, dropping the inner and 
outer steel rings around the cores, holes and slot openings through laminated 
layers are all sources of a complex system of stresses applied to the metal. 
This type of cold metal work in addition to changing mechanical properties 
also changes the physical properties of the metal such that there is a 
detrimental effect on the magnetic properties. Therefore it is always 
required to restore the undeformed, relaxed condition after processing.
There is an energy barrier which opposes such a relaxation which can be 
overcome by heating the metal to a suitable temperature, for a certain 
period of time under specified conditions in a process known as annealing.
The second aim in annealing in the present work is that it is hoped that by 
heating the laminations it might cause the individual layers to displace from 
each other thus helping to break the shorting between layers which occur 
during machining and consequently reducing the iron loss. The type of steel 
stripes used is coated with a thin heat resistive layer which stand the 
annealing temperature. The cost of the strip is found to be almost twice 
that of the non-coated strip of the same magnetic properties. It is there­
fore worthwhile to carry out an experimental investigation to show how 
necessary is the thermal coated layer on the strips especially that there 
is no clear answer to this problem as far as the author is aware. The 
experiment performed is a comparison test of the iron loss in one magnetic
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material at different conditions and it is accroached as follows:
6.1.1 Eyoorimentel assessment
The exoeriment is a. modified form of the Epstein square test. It 
consists of a square made of four identical magnetizing coils each in the 
shace of a solenoid 0.19m long vround with 635 turns of heavy gauge enamelled 
wire connected in series to form the crimary winding, fig.604s.. Each criraary 
coil has on its centre, a single layer coil of thin enamelled wire of ^>00 turns.
These coils are connected in series to form the secondary winding. The
magnetic material used in the test consists of strips of the same steel 
employed in the prototype machine having (0.0005 x 0.5 x 0.25 m) dimensions 
with no coating layer. The strips were arranged in four bundles, eaoh of 
fourteen steel strips, assembled in the shape of a complete square to form 
a closed magnetic circuit with the corners overlapped and clamoed to give 
minimum reluctance. The electrical circuit used in the tests is shown in fig. 
6.4b.
The renuirement of a constant flux (V/f = Const.) throughout the test is 
achieved by using the generalised machine set available at the laboratory. It
consists of a slip ring induction machine mechanically coupled to a d.c.
machine, the speed of which can be controlled from (1500-3000) rev/min. The 
windings of the induction machine are connected to give a two-pole, three- 
phase machine of 240V rated voltage. By controlling the speed of the d.c. 
motor, an output with a frecuency range of (0 - 100)Hz is obtained at 
the slip rings. The condition (v/f = Const.) i3 achieved by taking the out­
put through a variable autotransformer, ’•'hen the frequency (f) is changed the 
output voltage (V) at the secondary terminals has to be adjusted to give the 
same ratio. The test is repeated three times under exactly identical condi­
tions with respect to the constant flux and the volume of the air-gap inside 
the coils, but with different combinations of steel strips. Comparing the 
iron loss as a function of the frequency which is conducted as follows; 
a - The fourteen stria3 in each bundle are uninsulated and pressed 
together to be in complete contact in a single bundle and with
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others in the neighbouring bundles.
b - (a) is repeated with the strips insulated completely from each 
other.
c - The fourteen strips in each bundle are now replaced by a solid 
rectangular bar of steel having the same volume as the fourteen 
strips pressed together.
The conditions in (a) and (b) simulate the nractical conditions in the 
stdp wound rotor or stator in respect of eddy current loss. The waveform of 
the alternator output is checked continuously and is found to be reasonably 
sinusoidal except at frequencies below 12 Hz.
6.3 .2 Results
The curves in fig.(6.4) show the total input power to the square as 
a function of the frequency. The ohmic loss in the coils is neglected in 
tests 'a' and 'b'. In test 'c' the temperature of the coil is recorded 
continuously and the copper loss is deducted from each power reading.
Fig.(6.4c) - shows the loss curves at two constant values of flux
when the strips are not insulated and in complete contact.
Fig.(6.4d) - shows the results for completely insulated strips under 
the same conditions as in the previous figure.
Fig.(6.4e) - show's the results when the strip bundles are replaced by 
equivalent solid bars.
Comparing figures 6.4e and 6.4iWshows that to reduce the eddy current power 
loss in a solid element, it has to be laminated into thin layers parallel to 
the magnetic field. The reduction in the peer is found to be of the order 
of twenty times at 100 Hz and seventeen times at 50 Hz. Comparing figures 
6.4^(fand 6.4c shows that there are no big discrepancies in the power loss in 
the experimental frequency range. This is of great importance in connection 
with the cost of the machine since the cost of the non-coated steel strip is
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Pig.(6.4) - Iron Ions ns a function of the frequency atconstant flux showing effect of the insulation 
betviecn tho 3teel strips.
1------1----- 1- ■ |------(--  Frequency ( Hz )
20 40 60 80 100
Fig.(6.4f) - Comparison between the iron 
loss curves of figure (6.4 c,d,e)
barely half the cost of the coated steel employed in constructing the 
experimental machine. This similarity in results could be due to the oxide 
layer formed on the strip which acts as a good insulator or because the 
strips are not in a perfect contact or a mix of both. In this machine it 
is advantageous to use as thin strips in core winding as possible whereas 
in conventional machines the sheets of steel have got to be thick enough 
to stand the stamping and cutting processes. Using thin strips reduces 
the loss in individual strip considerably and provides much easier winding 
and more rigid cores and at the same time it reduces the mechanical and 
magnetic stresses. Fig.(6.4e) suggests also that the use of a solid rotor 
made of cast iron involves high power loss. To reduce the power loss the 
rotor is constructed of three solid rings of 0.14, 0.14» 0.145m radial 
thickness inserted together. It is expected that such a design is accept­
able in reluctance type machines.
6.4 Performance test
This section of the work is aimed to investigate the effect of a number 
of factors on the machine through the study of the performance characteristics 
and detecting the changes occurring. It is required to study the efficiency, 
output power, power factor and starting characteristics with each rotor and 
to investigate the effect of changing the air gap, cage resistance and some 
other factors shown later. The performance characteristics are studied by 
performing a load test with each rotor, using a Ward—Leonard system. The 
complete test rig together with the electric circuit used in the test are 
shown in fig. (6.^a,b). The disc motor was loaded by a d.c. machine which 
can be operated as a motor or a generator, with its output balanced against 
another d.c. machine which can be made to generate or motor by controlling 
the field current. By using this arrangement it was possible to control 
the loading very smoothly and over a wide range. The overloading of the 
motor is avoided as much as possible to prevent any damage to the winding 
since the motor is required for further tests and studies in the
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Fig.6.5b — Circuit diagram of the exneriraent*! rig of figure 6. ^  
1 — 3 —  Phase variac.
2abc — Klectric bulb, slotted disc and oho
3 — Digital counter.
4 — 3 —  Phase induction motor (experimental machine)
5,6 - Tordllctor and Torque-meter.
7,8 - d.c. motors (240V., 6Kw and 6.75Kw)
near future. No work has been done on the reluctance type machine and the 
work is concentrated on the induction machine only since the production of 
a good induction machine means indirectly the possibility of having a satis­
factory reluctance motor. The load test was performed on every rotor at 
three air gap lengths of 0.5» 0.7 and 0.9 nun. The exact air gap length is 
obtained by using ready made space washers of specified thickness. The 
friction and windage loss was measured every time the air gap required 
changing to compensate for any change in this power when the motor is 
disassembled. To take any set of readings the system is allowed to run for 
a few minutes to reach the steady state before readings are taken. When the 
rated values are required the motor is continuously loaded and the steady 
state temperature of the winding is recorded until a loading is reached which 
causes a temperature rise near the safe limit (see p.102) of the winding in­
sulation. The values of the current, power output and torque are then taken 
as the rated values of the motor. The same arrangement of fig.(6.5) is used 
to measure the starting characteristics. This has been done by locking the 
hollow shaft possing through the torductor in a place between the torductor 
and the loading motor. The torque, current and temperature rise were 
recorded as the voltage was increased step by step as high as possible.
6.4-. 1 Test results
Fig.(6.6) shows the performance of the motor fitted with rotor D at 
three air gaps. This includes curves for efficiency, power factor and output 
power as functions of the speed. Only the speed range (1000 - 1500 rev/min) 
is shown, since it covers the range of the experimental study. It shows 
the maximum values attained and moreover it simplifies the plotting. The 
rated current of the machine is found to be about 6.25A which is equivalent 
to a current density of 5A/mm * Increasing the gap is found to reduce the 
magnetizing reactance and has no effect on the other parameters. The machine 
parameters at the three air gaps are measured for the same rated current for
132
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T?i_ (5 j) . Performance characteristic", of the experimental 
* motor operated with rotrr 11 at different air gap
lengths.
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a specified rotor. The theoretical results are obtained by calculations based 
on the equivalent circuit of chapter 4, using the machine parameters given in 
table 4.2. The effect of the temperature rise on stator and rotor windings, 
iron loss and F & Vi loss in each case, stator copper loss and rotor loss are 
included in these calculations. Results of fig.(6.6) are typical for induction 
motors, having a maximum efficiency of 69^ at a slip of 0.08 and 0.5mm air gap 
length. It offers a rated output of 1.11kw and consequently a power/weight 
ratio of 60 watt/kg.
Fig.(6.7) shows the torque/speed and the phase current/speed curves.
These curves fit very well with the theoretical results in the experimental 
range. To complete the torque curve, the starting torque is measured at 
voltages below the rated voltage and the curve is then extrapolated to give 
the starting torque at rated voltage as shovm in fig.(6.8). By knowing the 
turning point of the curve and the starting torque it is possible to complete 
the torque curve as shown. In most of the load tests, values of the torque 
were obtained as near the turning point as possible indicating the range of 
maximum toroue. Following a similar procedure and assuming that the starting 
torque is proportional to the square of the current, the complete phase current/ 
speed curve is obtained. Fig.(6.9) shows the torque/speed curves at three air 
gaps showing that the starting torque and the maximum torque are falling with 
increasing air gap lengths.
Fig.(6.10) 3hows the performance results of the motor with rotor C v?ith 
skewed bars at 0.5mm air gap length and three cage resistances. The change in 
the cage resistance is achieved by machining parts of the two end rings. By 
doing so, parts of the radial bars in the axial direction are machined also 
giving rise to an effective method of resistance change. Fig.(6.10a) shows 
the results before any machining (r2=2,41-i^at 75°C) giving a maximum efficiency 
of 69f: at a slip of 0.093 and rated power of about 0.9kw. Fig.(6.10b) shows 
the results when 4mm is machined from each end ring (^=2.72-^) giving a maximum 
efficiency of 68£' at a slip of 0.093 and an output power of 0.85kw.
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F ig . (6 .7 ) -  Torque/speed and phase current/speed curves of the
experimental motor operated with rotor D at three
d ifferen t a ir  gap lengths.
135
F ig .(6.7) -  Torque/speed and F^aae current/speed curves of the
experimental motor operated with rotor X) at three
d ifferen t a ir gap lengths.
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Pig.(6.7) - continued 
| Phase current (A)
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Pig.(6.8) - Starting torque as a function of the applied voltage 
for the experimental motor operated with rotor D.
P ig .(6.9) -  Torque/speed curves of the experimental motor operated
with rotor D measured at three a ir gap lengths.
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Calculated
Fig.(6 .10) -  Performance characteristics o f the experimental motor operated
with rotor C fo r  a fixed a ir  gap length (0.5mn) and three values
of cage resistance.
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Fig.(6.10c) shows similar results after Tram is machined (r^= 3*2.O-) giving 
a maximum efficiency of 65.5# at a slip of 0 .12 and an output power of 
0.68 kw. All the three output powers given above are taken at a slip of 
0.08. It is considered that the power output is reduced compared to that 
with rotor D due to the lower number of bars employed in this rotor. But 
the most significant is that the motor operated with rotor C runs 
smoothly and quietly compared to that when it is operating with rotor D 
due to the skewed bar effect, causing a reduction of about 9 dBA in the sound 
level Sound level is the weighted rms combination of sound intensities of 
different frequencies actually existing,measured by using sound-level meter 
at a distance of about one meter from the motor). Following the same technique 
the complete torque/speed and phase current/speed curves are shown in figs. 
(6.11, 6.12). These figures show that the torque and phase current are falling 
as r2 increases, but the starting torque increases and starting current de­
creases. Fig.(6.11) shows also that the maximum torque decreases as r  ^in­
creases and it occurs at a larger slip. Test results on the motor fitted with 
rotor A are shown in figs.(6.13, 6.14). Maximum efficiency obtained at 0.5mm 
gap length is 56$ at a slip of 0.12 and an output power of 0.8 kw is obtained 
at a slip of 0.08.
Fig.(6 .13) shows the torque/speed and phase current/speed curves of the 
motor, showing that it has high starting torque and high starting current. It 
is found also that the motor has low rated current and consequently lower 
rated output power compared to the above rotors. The rest of the test is con­
cerned with work on the motor operated with rotor B. This rotor consists of 
two single cages on a common core axially separated by a laminated bridge and 
electrically connected at common end rings produced in the casting process. 
Therefore when the two cages are connected together through these end rings, 
the rotor behaves as an effective single cage of relatively low resistance, 
but when the end rings are separated, the rotor behaves as two single cage 
rotors mechanically coupled back to back having higher effective cage resist­
ance. The separation of the end rings by cutting through each common ring 
causes a reduction in the axial depth of the bars
140
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Kig.(6.11a) - Measured torque/speed curves of the experimental motor
operated with rotor C for a fixed air gap length (g=0.5mm) 
and three values of cage resistance.
i
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Fig.(6.11b) - Calculated torque/speed 
curves of fig.(6.11a)
Fig.(6.12) - Phase current/speed curves of 
the experimental motor operated with
Phase current (A)
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Phase current (A)
Fig.6.13) - Toroue/speed and phase current/speed curves of the
experimental motor operated v;ith rotor A ( g = 0.5mm)
F ig .(6.14) -  Performance characteristics of the experimental
motor operated vith rotor A (g  = 0.5mm).
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and in the ridth of the end rings giving rise to a larger effective cage 
resistance. Test results on the motor before separating the end rings 
(r2 ~ 1-47-^-at 75°C) are shown in figs (6.15.6.16). The first set of 
figures gives a maximum efficiency of 71 .9T at a slip of 0.07 end an output 
power of 1.5 kw at a slip of 0.8. The rated current is 7.7A and rated 
power is increased to 1 .45 kw compared to that with rotor D giving rise to 
a power/weight ratio of 71 watt/kg. Pig.(6.16) shows that the starting 
torque is increased by about 1Cfu and maximum torque by 2?,j at 0,5mm gap 
and the same slip. Pigs.(6.17, 6.18) shows similar results when the end 
rings are separated causing the effective cage resistance to increase to 
1.585 at 75°C. The first set of results show a maximum efficiency of 
6 9 . at a slip of 0.07 and an output power of about 1 .385 kw at a slip of 
0.08. The rated current is decreased to 6.95A and rated power to 1 .25 kw 
making the power/weight ratio to be 62 watt/kg. Results of the second 
figure show an increase in the starting torque and a decrease in the maximum 
torque compared vrith the previous case. Generally it is possible to see 
that the two cases of rotor B offer very much improved performance charac­
teristics compared with the first two rotors.
Fig.( 6 .15) -  Performance characteristics of the experimental motor
oporated v;ith rotor B at d ifferen t a ir  gap lengths.
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P ig .( 6 .15) -  Performance characteristics of the experimental motor
operated with rotor B at d ifferen t a ir gap longths.
1 4 5
3
Fig.(6.16) -  Torque/speed and Phase curront/3peed curves of the
experimental motor operated with rotor B at three
d ifferen t a ir gap lengths.
'ig.(6 .16) -  Continued
Torque ( IJm)
Speed (rev/min)
Torque (Nm)
Speed (rev/min)
F ig .( 6 .17) -  Performance characteristics of the experimental
Torque (Nm)
Fig.(6.18) - Torque/speed and phase current/speod curves of the 
experimental motor operated with rotor B after the 
tvo cages have been completely separated ( g = 0.5mm)
6.4.2 Comparison of the machine performance
The relevant figures of the experimental machine tested with the four 
rotors (A,B,C and D of table 2.3) arc comarod with those introduced by Caoaldi 
in ref.1.5»* By doing so it is oossible to observe directly the extent of 
improvements achieved in the experimental machine as a result of this research 
and development work. Two achievements may be born in mind, namely, that it 
is possible now to produce both single cage and double cage motors and that 
the motor has a loi%' sound level such that it is difficult to notice it running 
in an ordinary laboratory. Table (6.1) shows a comparison of results of the 
experimental machine and Caoaldi's machine operated as a double stator motor.
6«5 Performance of skewing and MSI"s
The harmonic study technicue outlined previously ha3 been used in study­
ing the harmonic content of the motor operated with different rotors and 
finally with the stator filled with M E ’ s. Pig. (6.19) shows the flux harmonics 
in the case of rotor D at three values of torque 0. 3.3, 6.6 Hm. The harmonics 
increase slowly with the load due to tooth tip saturation and the increase 
in slip. Experiments showed also that operating the motor with the non-skewed 
rotors A, B, D is always accompanied with a continuous whistling noise. It 
is shown in chapter 3 that skewing the rotor bars can reduce the slot harmonics 
and conserruently reduce the noise considerably. This has been verified 
practically in rotor C of 18 bars each skewed by one stator slot pitch 
shown in fig. (6.20). The performance study and harmonic checking of 
figs. (6.19, 6.20,a,b) revealed the following important characteristics:
a. Skewing the rotor in this manner can help very much in reducing 
the harmonics. The slot harmonics 11 and 13 are found to be
reduced considerably
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Table (6.1)
Motor
1 2 3 4 5
Diameter mm 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0
Length mm 98 98 87.75 1 1 0 1 1 0
2Rotor inertia Kg.m 0.0161 0 . 0 1 5 8 0.0154 0 . 0 2 1 5 0 . 0 2 5
Power output (rated 
Kw
) 1.11
'B m 6.081
0.9
•s = 0.093
0.8
s = 0 . 6 8
1.45
S  ss 0 . 0 8
0.6
s - 0 . 0 8
Efficiency (Max)
*
69
s > 0.081
69
'b  = 0.093
56
's = 0.12
7 1 . 5
s - 0.08
65
13 as 0 . 0 8
Power factor 
at rated output
O . 6 9
'B m  0.081
O . 6 5
^ - 0.093
0.78
'B - 0.08
0.76
s - 0.08
0.5
6 - 0 . 0 8
Weight Kg 1 9 18.93 18.85 2 0 . 4 22.5
Power/Weight
Watt/Kg 60 47 42.4 7 1 55
1 - Experimental motor operated with the single cage rotor D.2 _ n ii •* h n ft M W C.
J  _  t *  I I  f t  I I  f l  I I  I I  H  A l
4 - " " " ii ii double cage rotor B.
5 - Capaldi's axial induction motor (ref.1.5)
In all cases the motors are operated with double stators and with a total 
air-gap length of 0.5mm.
Efficiency (^)
Pig.(6.19) - Performance characteristics of motors 
1f2,3,4 and 5 of table 6.1, showing the efficiency,
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Flux per pole wavefor: 
T = 0 N.m
T = 3.3 ’Tm
6.6 Km
F ig .( 6 . 19a) -  A ir gap flux waveform in the cnee o f non-akewod
rotor D a t three values of torque and {p=0.5r.m.
JFig.(6.19b) - Harmonie analysis of the flux waveform in the 
case of rotor D at three values of torque and 
C -  0.5mm. _
1 52
19c) - Air gap flux waveform in the case of rotor D 
and stator slots filled with MSW at three
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Fig.(6.19d) - Harmonic analysis of flux waveform in the case 
rotor 7) and KSW at three values of tonus r.r.d
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Fig.(6.20a) - Air gap flux waveform in the cane of skewed
rotor 0 at three values of torque and g=0.5cm.
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r’ig.( 6.20c) - Air gap flux waveform in the caae of rotor C and 
stator alota filled with MS’./ at three value3 of 
toraue and g = 0.5mm.
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b. There is a small improvement in the efficiency of the motor for 
the same air-gaps used with rotor D.
c. Skewing reduced the sound level by about 40^.
The advantages (a) and (c) provide the possibility of reducing the 
air-gap giving rise to further increases in the efficiency and power output.
In virtue of chapter 3, magnetic wedges of 2 x 7*8 x 43 mm have been prepared 
and fitted into the stator slots. The harmonic study in the motor fitted with 
MSW and operated with rotors D and C is shown in figs.(6.19, 6.20,c,d). It is 
clear that there is an increase in the harmonics including the appearance of 
the third harmonic and its multiples. On the other hand it is found that the 
motor is running very quietly and smoothly when operated with any of the 
non-skewed rotors with the sound level reduced by about 60$. The new harmonics 
are due to the fact that the magnetic slot wedges are suffering saturation 
much greater than the rest of the magnetic circuit, starting at an earlier 
stage, and causing the flux waveform to approach a square shape having 
pronounced third harmonics. This saturation is load dependent causing the 
harmonics to increase with the applied load. The performance tests showed 
that reactances (x^, x2, x^) of the new motor are increased for all the 
rotors with no considerable change in the resistances. Theoretically !
closing the slots reduces the effective air-gap and consequently increases 
the efficiency. But this does not happen due to the increase in the harmonic 
content of the machine which counterbalanced the increase in the efficiency 
giving the same order of efficiencies. It is therefore worthwhile to invest­
igate different designs of the wedges introduced previously using different 
thicknesses and different materials and to study their effects on harmonic 
content and the motor's performance.
I
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CHAPTER 7
Low inertia axial field d.c motor
7.1 Introduction
In the last decade certain demands in motor requirements initiated 
work in a new type of d.c motor known as the disc-armature or axial field 
motor. In 1957 a patent was registered in U.K by A.E. Corbett of the 
University of Warwick claiming the invention of a new type of electric 
motor(*7.l), suitable for certain applications due to its special features 
and characteristics. The first application appeared at the University a 
few years later, when it was used in developing a d.c motor to operate an 
electric lawn-mower.
The present prototype of this motor has been built especially for
an application which demands a high torque/inertia ratio. It is required
-4 2to accelerate an inertia of 4 x 10 Kg.m from rest to a speed of 6000 
rev/min in less than 300 ms, and to stop it in less than 200ms. A solid 
steel disc having such an inertia coupled to the motor shaft has been 
used as a load.
The most unusual feature in this type of motor design is its constr­
uction which gives the special flat shape shown in fig.( 7.1). The magnetic 
field is provided by eight magnetic poles on each side of the armature, 
fixed to mild steel end plates which act as flux return paths. The magnetic 
circuit is designed such that the highest air-gap flux can be obtained.
To fulfil this purpose the air-gap is kept as small as possible and rectan­
gular toroid shaped magnets are U3ed to give an air-gap flux density more 
than 0.8 Tesla. The choice of the permanent magnet material i3 an important 
factor in connection with the motor size and weight. Since high flux 
density is essential in this application, a high remanence material, Columax 
has been chosen. This is a metal alloy with high flux density and relatively
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uction which gives the special flat shape shown in fig.( 7.0. The magnetic 
field is provided by eight magnetic poles on each side of the armature, 
fixed to mild steel end plates which act as flux return paths. The magnetic 
circuit is designed such that the highest air-gap flux can be obtained.
To fulfil this purpose the air-gap is kept as small as possible and rectan­
gular toroid shaped magnets are u3ed to give an air-gap flux density more 
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low coercitivity. Because of these magnetic properties the axial length of 
the motor has to be extended to accommodate the full length of the polos 
and the poles have to he magnetized in situ every time the motor is dis­
assembled. The choice of the magnetic material affects also the armature 
windings since the output torque depends on the air-gap flux and the 
winding's current. Consequently the choice of low flux density magnets for 
certain applications must be compensated by using higher armature current 
and therefore increasing the size of the wire and thickness of the armature. 
VJhere the cost or short axial length is important the ceramic ferrite 
(Feroba III) is to be preferred. Using this material will keep the cost 
and size down, but at the same time it will reduce the flux to half or less. 
Therefore it is disadvantageous to use this type of magnetic material for 
high torque/inertia motor.
The main important feature in the present motor i3 its low inertia 
armature which consists of a set of coils each as shown in fig.(7 .2).
The coils are arranged in a flat, disc shape such that their ends project 
into the centre and are connected to a face-type commutator. The required 
number of coil3 are prepared using a rectangular wooden former designed to 
give the coil shape required. The coils are rectangular in appearance and 
kept uniformly to one wire thickness by using strips of thin tape. The 
inner and outer edges of each coil are bent out of the plane of the active 
conductors to provide extra mechanical rigidity and to give a neat mechanical 
assembly. After connecting the wire ends to the commutator the whole 
assembly together with the commutator and the central aluminium bush are 
encapsulated in epoxy resin. The motor is expected to provide the following 
improved characteristics:
1 . The elimination of magnetizing windings from the stator by
employing permanent magnets; the elimination of the iron from 
the armature and consequently the elimination of any unbalanced
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magnetic pull on the armature, and small air-gap. All these 
new features are expected to give rise to high motor efficiency.
2. The high power/weight ratio and the short axial length make3 it 
suitable for applications such as electric vehicle, lawn mower 
and some domestic applications such as vacuum cleaners, coffee 
blenders and floor polishing machines.
3. The ironless thin armature has a low inertia which gives rise to 
a small mechanical time constant and consequently fast response 
to step inputs. This characteristic is useful for direct drive 
capstans for magnetic tape, paper tape and photographic film.
The motor can also be a potentially serious competitor for clutch 
brake systems in fast response mechanisms and can cause the 
elimination of the clutch.
4. The elimination of the iron and the magnetic slots from the 
armature and the less amount of wire incorporated in armature 
windings are expected to lead to small armature inductance and 
therefore provide good commutation and extended brush and armature 
life.
The author was engaged for a long time in research works in d.c axial 
field motors. Some of these works appeared in a paper (7.2) published jointly 
with his supervisor. He introduced a number of modifications in design
with the aim of improving the design of the low inertia motor.
In this respect a commutator design method has been introduced to replace 
the old design method which did not give satisfactory results. The new 
method demonstrated very effective results in producing the first armature 
in a very satisfactory condition. This method makes it possible to produce 
the complete commutator before joining it into the armature and reduces the 
production cost by increasing the design reliability.
A method is developed for studying the dynamic performance of the
motor by measuring the time required fo r  i t  to accelerate the load from rest
to its top speed and the time required for it to stop. The times measured
are found to be vieil within the expected range.
7.2 Design Details
Brief details of magnetic circuit and armature winding are given
below:
7.2.1 Magnetic circuit
Permanent magnet material Columax
Magnet length m 19 x 10 -3
Magnet area 2m 681 x 10 -6
Thickness of steel ring m 9 x IQ' 3
Total air gap length m 2.55 x 10' 3
Pole arc/Pole pitch 0.75
Number of poles 8
Bm tesla 1 .25
Hm AT/m 42500
Total flu*/pole wb 0.000735
Useful flux/pole wb 0.000565
7.2.2 Armature winding
Number of parallel paths 4
Number of coils 46
Number of turns/coil 7
'.'ire gauge n 0.4 x 10-3
Method of winding Duplex wave
Disc armature thickness n 1 .17 x 10-3
coil pitch 1-7
Effective armature resistance 
(2rbru3hes)
ohm 0.78
Number of commutator segments 46
Commutator pitch 1-13
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7.5 Dynamic Performance
7.3.1 Practical dynamic performance
In this section it is aimed to study the ability of the motor to 
accelerate and decelerate an inertia load in short periods of time. This 
has been done by using the speed of the shaft as the main element of study. 
The speed was measured by using a slotted disc with fifty slots attached 
to the shaft and held vertical between a small electric bulb and a sensitive 
photo-diode. As the shaft starts rotating, the photo-diode detects every 
slot by receiving a pulse of light. The waveform of the series of pulses 
is recorded in similar manner to the harmonic study of Chapter 3 and 
analysed by using a computer sampling method. A sample of such waveform 
is shown in fig.(7.3). This optical method is preferred in such work since 
it reduces the noise especially if it is compared to the magnetic pick-up 
methods. For the acceleration test the d.c voltage of 90 Volts from a set 
of batteries is suddenly applied across the motor terminals and the building 
of the slot3 speed waveform is recorded until the steady 3tate is reached. 
For the deceleration test, the machine is running at maximum speed and its 
terminals are suddenly switched across a short circuited causing the machine 
to slow down under self braking effect.
The test has been carried out with two values of inertia supplied to 
the motor. Fig.(7.4a,b) shows the deceleration and acceleration curves of
_4the experimental motor when it is running under its own inertia 0.7 x 10 
2kg.m coupled to the slotted di3C used in speed measurement, giving rise to
A 2
a total inertia of 1 .85 x 10- kg.m . Curve-a gives the stopping time and 
the mechanical time constant of the motor as 56 and 10 m3 respectively.
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Fig.(7.4) - The dynamic performance of the experimental motor 
under total inertia J = 1 .85 x 10-iScg.m2.
Speed (rev/min)
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Pig-(7.4) - The dynamic performance of the experimental motor 
under total inertia J = 1.85 x 10_iScg.m2.
Speed ( rev/min)
Curve—b shows that the time required by the motor to reach speed of 6000 
rev/min ana the mechanical time constant are 14 and 9*9 ms. Fig(7»4 c.d) - 
introduces similar curves when a solid steel disc of inertia 3 - 9 8  x 10~^Kg.m2 
is coupled to the motor making the total inertia 9*83 x lO'^Kg.m^. Ourve-c 
gives respective times of 274 and 46 ms and curve-d gives times of 43 and 34 ms.
A similar test is repeated on the printed circuit motor as shown in 
fig»(7»5). Fig.(7»5a,b) - shows the deceleration and acceleration curves of
the motor running under its own inertia 1.63 x 10-4!Cg.m^ , coupled to the 
slotted disc giving rise to a total inertia of 2.78 x 10-^Xg.m2. Curve-a 
gives a stopping time and mechanical time constant of 96 and 2 5 ms and curve-b 
shows that the time required to reach a speed of 6 0 0 0 rev/min and the mechan­
ical time constant to be 36 and 37 ms.
Fig.(7»5cid) shows similar curves when a solid steel disc of inertia 
3 . 9 8  x 1 0—^¡Cg.m^is coupled to the motor making the total inertia 6 . 7 6  x 1 0   ^
Kg.m . Curve-c gives respective times of 273 and 59 ms and curve-d gives 
respective times of 48 and 47 ms. The deceleration curves 7»4a,c and 7»5a,c 
start with an interval of time before the braking is applied to make sure that 
the complete deceleration curve is obtained. For any time measurements this 
interval of time is deducted from the total time.
7.3.2 Dynamic performance using the equivalent circuit
Since the motor incorporates permanent magnets, the field is therefore 
constant. Assuming the armature to have inductance L and effective resis-SI
tance R the dynamic equation of the motor is given by:ef f
. _ _ die + 1 R __ + L __aa a off a ..at
7. 1
where the effect of the friction and damping is neglected, and
tfa and R are the motor's induced e.m.f. and the motor's effective resistanceerf
(0.78-^)
tepr.’ ’ *
-  - -  « * ’  ■
Speed (rev/min)
Pig.(7.4c,d) - The dynamic performance of the experimental motor 
under total inertia of J = 5.83 x 10~^ Kg.m^
Speed (rev/min)
Speed (rev/min)
Fig.(7.5) - The dynamic performance of the printed circuit
-4 2motor under total inertia of 2.78 x 10 Kg.m .
Speed (rev/min)
Time (m.soc)
Speed ( rev/min)
Time(m.see)
pig.(7.5) - The dynamic performance of the printed circuit 
motor under total inertia of 6.76 x 10-4Kg.m2.
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The torque:
T = Ki = j4r~ ................. 7.2aa at
nnd e = K w ......................... 7.2ba
where K i3 the motor's constant in ( N . m/Amp), J is the total inertia 
and w is the instantaneous angular velocity of the motor shaft.
Putting equation 7.2 in equation 7.1 gives:
L J .2 R ...J dw V.-S.1- + eff______. w _ _t 7 ,
K2 dt2 K2 dt " K ....
The armature inductance La was measured using an a.c bridge when the motor 
is complete and fully magnetised. Lq was found to be of the order of 40 joH 
which is ignored and the previous equation simplifies to:
J'Reff dw It
k2 dt W " K ................. 7’4
which has the solution:
w = w (1 - e ~ ^ 7m) ................... 7.5s
where, w = It Final steady state angular velocity
3 K
"^•®ef fT = ---r—  Mechanical time constant.... 7.6m k2
= 90.0 Volts - Step input
The constant K for the experimental motor and the printed circuit motor 
calculated from the torque/current curves are found to be 0.127 and 0.094 
Nm/Amp respectively. The mechanical time constant of each motor is found 
to be 3.4 and 13.84 ms respectively.
When the experimental motor is coupled to the slotted disc of inertia 
1.15 x 10 4 Kg.m2, Tm = 9.0 ms and when the solid disc of inertia 
3.98 x 10"4 Kg.m2 is added, Tm = 46.34 ms When the printed circuit is
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coupled to the slotted disc T = 23.6 ms , and when the solid disc isin
added T = 57.4 mj m
7.4 Commutation
7.4.1 Introduction
Cne of the important limiting factors on satisfactory operation of 
a d.c machine is the ability to transfer the necessary armature current 
through the brush contact at the commutator without excessive sparking and 
heating of the brushes and commutator. These could be due to some electrical 
characteristics like bar-to-bar voltage and reactance voltage, or due to 
mechanical difficulties in maintaining a homogenous commutator surface.
Also some external effects such as ambient operating conditions can lead 
to unsatisfactory commutation. Commutation in general is the process in 
which successive coil sides pass from under the effect of one pole to that 
of another, suffering a reversal of current, which stays constant as long 
as each coil side is under the main pole. The flow of the current in coils 
embedded in slots creates a leakage field in which magnetic energy is stored. 
The reversal of the current there causes the field to suddenly collapse and 
rapidly rebuild again in the opposite direction. Such a rate of current 
change in a coil can give rise to a considerable reactance voltage in the
II
coil undergoing commutation in the form . This voltage is usually
calculated assuming a linear rate of current change. But in practice 
because of the coil self and mutual inductances the commutation is not 
linear. In the present prototype since the inductances are very small, the 
commutation is expected to be almost linear. One of the most important 
problems in commutation is sparking which is a result of high current densi­
ties accumulated at portions of the brush in non-linear commutation.
Sparking causes destructive blacking, pitting and wear of both commutator 
and brushes, conditions which rapidly become worse and lead to burning the
copper and the carbon. Therefore any type of sparking can be considered 
as a sign of non-healthy commutation since it represents some form of 
energy dissipation.
Commutation study in the present work is base on the following:
Visual check of the commutators of a number of old armatures already existing 
in the Department and used in tests for many years. The check concentrated 
on the surface finish and the insulation between segments, continuous watch 
for any sparking while the motor is under operation, and finally the amount 
of power loss due to commutation is found by separating the total loss 
calculated from input and output power into its different components within 
the motor.
1 M  The Commutator
The face type commutator is used to pass current to the rotating 
coils through brush contact and to occupy as small a space as possible in 
the axial direction. The segments are situated radially and their number 
in a motor can be altered without effecting the axial depth of the commu­
tators. The brushes extend axially through one of the end-plates. The use 
of a cylindrical commutator i3 accompanied with a number of problems. Some 
of these include the limitation in space available in the axial direction 
and the need for brush gear radially disposed on the stator and consequently 
the need for a closed brush assembly.
7.*1.3 Commutator design
Considerable work has been done to improve the making of the commu­
tator, since the problems involved limited the production of the motors greatly 
at this University. The final shape of the existing commutator i3 arrived 
at as follo:rs:
a. A suitable piece of high conductivity copper to B.S. 2874/C101,
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i3 machined to the essentially hollow cylindrical shape of the 
commutator.
b. The cylinder is slotted at its wider face to produce the required 
number of segments.
c. The commutator is then joined to the windings through wire slots 
cut into each segment such that the wire is a tight push fit.
The segments are made longer than the cylinder width by extending 
outside the cylinder at both diameters.
This method of commutator design has some disadvantages:
1 . It is not possible to check the integrity of the windings before 
encapsulation due to the 3horting of the segments at the solid 
conducting side.
2. Due to the open slots between the segments, it is possible that 
some molten solder will flow into the slots no matter how much 
care is taken.
3. During joining the wires to the individual segments, it has to 
pass over a number of segments and unless the wire is completely 
insulated, it will short out some of the segments.
The first disadvantage could be very serious since it means that the 
only possiblity of checking the armature is by machining the solid side of 
the commutator after encapsulation. Checking the winding at this stage is 
a useless process since nothing can be altered after encapsulation. There­
fore due to this limitation a large number of armatures have been found to 
be faulty during the course of the study. It is essential therefore to 
introduce a new design procedure which can avoid such a limitation and 
provide a direct checking possibility before any encapsulation is done.
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7.U-.U- Modified Commutator design
The new construction procedure does not differ greatly from the above 
procedure. It follows the previous design up to the point "b" where the 
segments are produced at the wider side of the cylinder. The commutator is 
then encapsulated in epoxy resin by using the same steel mould employed in 
winding encapsulation. The commutator encapsulation gives the following 
important advantages:
1. It provides electrical insulation and mechanical rigidity between 
the segments by filling the slots, separating them electrically 
and moulding them together.
2. It produces an insulating layer over the segments at the wire 
side of the commutator which can be machined down to the required 
thickness. The conducting end of the commutator is now machined 
down until the segments are exposed to the surface and electrically 
separated. A hollow disc of tufnol having the same dimensions as 
the machined part and four tapped holes on its surface is fixed
by araldite in place of part ju3t machined to act as the part of 
the commutator which has to be fitted into the mould during encap­
sulation of the winding. The vrire slot3 are now cut at each segment 
giving a complete commutator which can be checked fully before 
the winding is encapsulated.
7.S' Brush assembly
This in general consists of two main parts, the carbon brush and the 
holder. It is always necessary to know the size of the brush since this is 
related to the size of the machine and tho commutation process. The size of 
any shaped brush is defined by the dimensions of the rectangular prism which 
will contain the whole brush. Pig.(7.6a)- shows the shape and dimensions of 
the brushes employed in the machine compared with cvlindrical commutators.
Brush details in the experimental motor
T , T 2 = 5.5, 4.4 mm 
w, L = 4, 10 mm
2
P( pressure/brush) = 300<^7cm
T, , T2 - Brush thickness
w - Brush width 
L - Brush length
r (coefficient of friction) = 0.08
V, (Brush voltage drop) = 1.45 VoltsD
Cylindrical Commutation
Fig.(7.6a) - Relative dimensions of the brush in cylindrical 
and face type commutators.
Commutator
Steel end plate
Tufnol bush
Brush lead
^ V -;-? » < • i \ ? " ^ -Brass channelWfiwiiiwMiiWiin:,j . ... and nut
Fig.(7.6b) - Brush Assembly
Too small or too large brushes ere not recommended since the first means 
good contact with the commutator but it is weak and fragile, and the second 
provides robust brushes but the contact with the commutator is ususally not 
so intimate as with smaller brushes. A size in between these two sizes and 
comparable with the machine size should be quite satisfactory. Sharp 
edges in the brush surface contact is not recommended and the brush can be 
chamferred with a standard chamferring angle of 45°. In the experimental 
motor the current is reaching the face type commutator from the external
d.c supply by the brush assembly shown in fig.(7 .6b). The brush holder is 
of the slide type made of brass and consists of a channel at the centre 
having a shape and dimensions suitable to receive the brush and to allow it 
to slide freely.
Such an arrangement is expected to have a disadvantage in that at high 
speed, especially with small armatures, axial vibration or wobbling can be 
amplified at the brush contact causing it to rise at some places and conse­
quently causing the current to fluctuate, giving non-stable performance 
characteristics. Therefore for high speed applications it is worthwhile to 
proceed with performance studies using a cylindrical type commutator even 
if some modifications are required. This type of commutator is more rigid 
due to the firm setting of the commutator on the shaft eliminating any axial 
or radial vibrations. Moreover this can simplify the commutator design also.
7.i Performance Teats
The first set of tests on the motor are aimed to measure the different
mechanical losses. The motor is run free to a maximum of 90 Volts, recording
the applied voltage, input current and the speed. The input current of the
motor operating with two and four brushes is shown in fig.(7.7). The effect
of the brush friction on the mechanical loss is studied by running the
printed circuit motor alone at first and then running it coupled to the
experimental motor with no brushes, with two brushes and finally with four
2brushes. The mechanical loss is obtained by subtracting the I R loss at 
every current from the recorded power input. The curves obtained for currents 
and mechanical power loss versus voltage are shown in fig.(7.8-1 ,2), The 
friction losses due to bearings and the windage losses in experimental motor 
together with total mechanical loss in the braking dynamometer as a function 
of the speed is shown in fig.(7.8-3). The important test in this series is 
the load test 3ince it gives the performance characteristics of the motor 
from which any unknown source of power loss in the motor can be detected 
using method of loss segregation into its known components. The load test 
was performed on the motor operating with 2 and 4 brushes and it was also 
performed on the printed circuit motor using the swinging frame dynamometer 
as an external load. The load test results are shown in fig (7.9) for the
three cases.
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Fig.(7.7) - Running light test in experimental motor
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Fig.(7.8) - Driving teat
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Fig.(7.9a) - Torque and speed as function of input 
current for constant voltage of 45.0V
a,b - Experimental motor rith 4 and 2 brushes 
c - Printed circuit motor
Output power (vratt) (E ff ic ie n cy ^ )
Fig.(7.9b) - Efficiency and output power as function of 
input current for constant voltage of 45.0V
a,b - Experimental motor with 4 and 2 brushes
c - Printed circuit motor
7.7 Results and Ccr.clusicrs
7.7.1 Dynamic performance
The total motor inertia in equation 7.6 car. be expressed as the 
sun of two narts as follows:
J = JK + JL
where Jj. - T.otor inertia only
JT - Any other inertia applied to the shaft.
Therefore it is nore convenient to write the ecuation as:
T = n
<JK * JL> "eff
if
When JT= 0, this gives the nechanical time constant of the motor under itsll
own inertia, and is found to be 3.4 and 13.8 m.s for experimental and 
printed circuit motor respectively.
The time required by the experimental motor to reach speed of 6000
. - 4 2  - 4 2rev/min at extra inertia 1.15 x 10 Kg.m and 5.13 x 10 Kg.m“ are 14 and
43 ms respectively. Comparing these two values shows that the time is
increasing linearly with inertia such that the time required to accelerate
inertia of 4 x 10-  ^Kg.m2 is expected to be 30 ms. The stopping times
under similar conditions are 56 and 274 ms. This increases more than
-4 2linearly with inertia and the stopping time for inertia 4 x 1 0  Kg.m is
expected to bo about 160 mo. The times required by the printed circuit to
_4 -4 2accelerate extra inertiao 1.15 x 10 and 5.13 x 10 Kg.m to a speed of 
6000 rev/min are 36 and 48 ms, and the corresponding stopping times are 96
and 288 ma.
It w/ts shown earlier that the mechanical time constant of the 
experimental motor is leao than a quarter of that in printed circuit motor, 
giving rioo to much faster response to step inputs. This could be explained
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The total motor inertia in equation 7.6 can be expressed as the 
sum of two carts as follovrs:
J ~ JM + JL
where Jj. - I'.otor inertia only
JL - Any other inertia applied to the shaft.
Therefore it is more convenient to write the eauation as:
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When JT= 0, this gives the mechanical time constant of the motor under itsll
own inertia, and is found to be 3.4 and 13.8 m.s for experimental and
printed circuit motor respectively.
The time required by the experimental motor to reach speed of 6000
rev/min at extra inertia 1.15 x 10 ^ Kg.m^ and 5.13 x 10"^ Kg.m^ are 14 and
43 ms respectively. Comparing these two values shows that the time is
increasing linearly with inertia such that the time required to accelerate
inertia of 4 x 10-f Kg.m is expected to be 30 ms. The stopping times
under similar conditions are 56 and 274 ms. This increases more than
-4 2linearly with inertia and the stopping time for inertia 4 x 1 0  Kg.m is
expected to be about 160 ms. The times required by the printed circuit to
_4 -4 2accelerate extra inertias 1.15 x 10 and 5.13 x 10 Kg.m to a speed of 
6000 rev/min are 36 and 48 ms, and the corresponding stopping times are 96 
and 288 ms.
It was shovm earlier that the mechanical time constant of the 
experimental motor is less than a quarter of that in printed circuit motor, 
giving rise to much faster response to step inputs. This could be explained
by the low inertia of the motor compared to the printed circuit motor 
(less than half) and larger torque produced by the motor for the same 
input current giving rise to higher motor constant, bearing in mind that 
the two motors have the same order of effective armature resistance.
Moreover the good correlation between the theoretical and practical results 
indicates the validity of neglecting the armature inductance.
The experimental motor does not suffer any hysteresis losses and 
saturation. This permits the use of high peak currents. Under 90V d.c 
the motor draws 50A and when it is braked it gives a peak current of 90A.
These currents can cause considerable heating of the motor if they last 
for a long tine. It is found by experiment that an average of 15 start/ 
stops per minute can rise the case temperature by 80°C. Moreover high 
peak currents can cause demagnetisation of metal alloy magnets.
7.7.2 Performance characteristics
The running light test of fig.(7.7) showed rather unusual behaviour 
when the input current is plotted against voltage. It starts with the 
current increasing linearly with the voltage, but at a certain voltage it 
changes very little for a wide range of voltage. Eventually it increases 
linearly again. The driving test of fig.(7.8-1,2)sho’-s considerable brush 
friction loss, which i3 higher than the theoretical value by a factor of 
six. The performance test on the motor operating with 2 brushes shows 
very desirable characteristics. The speed falls slowly as the load increases. 
The torque is directly proportional to the input current in the loading.
The efficiency is very high giving a maximum of 81/u.
The total loss at each loading can be segregated into its expected 
loss components as follows:
From fig.(7.9b) at I = 1.5A
Power output (Pq ) = 38.5M 
Power input (Pin) = 67.5<l
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Therefore the total measured power loss (PL^) = 29V/. This loss is theore­
tically expected to be divided as follows:
Mechanical power loss at the motor(ML) = bearing friction and 
windage loss + brush friction loss.
The bearing friction and windage losses has been taken from the experimental 
curve of fig.(7.8c). This is a reasonable way of accounting for these 
losses, since the bearings available were not in a condition which allows 
calculation of these losses theoretically. These losses are found to be 
9.0 watts. The brush friction losses are calculated using the formula 
(P^ = 26n x lO-"’watts), where 'n' is the speed of rotation in rev/min.
The loss calculated from this formula is 1.017 watts. The mechanical loss 
ML = 10.017V/. The swinging dynamometer mechanical loss (DML) = 9.5V/f 
The motor total I^R = I2R + 2IV. where (R = 0.57 ) is the armature
Si D a
resistance with no brush effect included.
Therefore,
I2R = 1 .281/ a
2IVb = 4.351/
2making I R = 5.63V/.
The sum of these losses gives rise to (PL£) = 25.15 Watts.
This procedure of loss segregation is applied at each loading and 
the final results are shown in table (7.1a). Similar results are shown in 
table (7.1b) for the motor operating with 4 brushes. The first table shows 
a good correlation between the measured losses(PL^) and the losses calcu­
lated (PL^). This indicates that almost all the losses at the motor under 
these conditions are known and expected. But when the motor is operated 
with 4 brushes under similar test conditions the results are less satisfac­
tory. The efficiency dropped by at least 1 at an input current of 6A.
The results of table (7.1$ are most important, showing no correlation 
between the measured and calculated losses. This indicates that there is
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Table(7.1) - Power loos segregation
Ob-2- brushes
Amp. reyiiin Watt
I N pe PI PL1 ML DHL i2r PL2 lPL2?Lil
1.5 3925 38.5 67.5 29 10.017 9.5 5.63 25.15 3.85
2.0 3885 60 90 30 9.009 9.4 8.08 26.5 3.5
3.0 3818 103 135 32 8.0 9.2 13.81 31 .02 0.99
4.0 3770 143 180 37 7.8 9.0 20.72 37.52 0.52
5.0 3680 183 225 42 7.56 8.5 28.75 44.8 2.8
6.0 3615 220 270 50 7.44 8.4 37.92 53.76 3.76..
7.0 3545 256 315 59 7.42 8.2 48.23 63.85 4.82
8.0 3480 287 360 73 7.2 7.95 59.68 74.83 1 .83
>-4- brushes
2.0 3880 40.0 90.0 50.0 9.42 9.4 7.8 26.62 23.4
3.0 3820 54.5 135 80.5 8.99 9.15 13.2 31 .34 49.16
4.0 3770 99.0 180 81 8.96 9.0
—
17,45 35.41 45.6
5.0 3710 144.5 225 80.5 8.83 8.75 27 44.6 35.9
6.0 3660 187 270 83 8.8 8.55 35.4 52.75 30.25
7.0 3600 230 315 85 8.67 8.4 44.8 61.87 23.13
8.0 3545 269 360 91 8.54 8.2 55.2 71 .94 19.06
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a certain amount of unexpected power dissipated somewhere within the motor. 
This could be due to the shorting of coils by two similar polarity brushes 
which would alio;: circulating currents to flow if the e.m.f is not zero as 
it should be ideally. It is therefore very essential to consider this 
result in the motor design in progress at this University for an electric 
vehicle project using a similar armature construction with four brushes.
It was very difficult to do any performance tests on the motor at 
90 Volts, due to the continuous fluctuations of the readings. This could
be due to the lifting of the brushes at high speed. Therefore it is perhaps
worthwhile to change to harder spring brushes or to employ the cylindrical 
commutator design as pointed out before. The performance test on the 
printed circuit motor at similar applied voltage of 45V, showed satisfactory 
results. The speed is higher and falls down faster than that of the experi­
mental motor at any load, but the efficiency at input current of 6A is
lower by &, than the experimental motor operating with 2 brushes and it is 
higher by \Cf/~ when the experimental motor is operating with 4 brushes.
O TIA p 'T 'T 'o  0 
Hnner-I Concl ucj o.i:-
The evolved design procedure gave a reliable flat—shamed 3 chase a.o. 
motor with good performance and high mower/-,"eight ratio. The easting method 
in rotor oroduction was found to he successful. It provided answers to many 
problems and gave rise to many other advantages, suoh as ease of ventilation, 
fixing of the rotor on the shaft and the possibility of making single cage 
and double cage rotors. The rotors produced have lower weight and inertia 
and are more rigid and compact than that of the orevious orototyme built at 
'larvick University. The smallest rotor weight and inertia were found to be 
3.35 kg, 0.0154 kg.m- and the largest 4 .7 1 kg, <and 0.0215 kg.rii for single and 
double cage rotors respectively. The centrifugal casting employed was found 
to bo the most suitable for cage production with the help of grain refiners. 
Due to the balanced structure of these rotors, it is oossible to achieve a 
small balanced air gap on each side of the rotor, an essential requirement in 
reducing UMP. The respective ohases in the two stators were connected in 
series and the final ohases are star connected giving a three-phase, four-pole, 
double-stator, axial-field disc motor. The load tests were carried out with 
the machine started by a regulated supply through a three phase variac. It 
is found also that the machine can start satisfactorily by direct switching 
to the sumply.
Four rotors have been tested with the same pair of stators and these 
included rotor D-single cage non-skewed laminated core, rotor C-single cage 
skewed laminated core, rotor A-single cage non-skewed solid core and rotor B— 
double cage non-skewed laminated core.
The rated power and rated current of the machine with each rotor was 
measured by running the machine under load and recording the steady-state 
temperature of the external overhang of the stator winding until a loading 
is reached which causes a temperature of 110°C at the external overhang. It
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i;' found that the temperature at the internal overhang exceeds that o.f the 
external overhang by about 20°0. Therefore the above temoerature measurement 
at the external overhang can indicate the snfty limit of the stator winding.
he starting tor-rue and starting current of the machine wore measured 
by locking the motor shaft (0.1 3?) and recording input current, torque and 
•winding temperature as the applied voltage increased uo to half the rated 
voltage (i.e. 110 volts) and the values at rated voltage were found by extra­
polating the curves obtained.
Tests on rotor D at 0.5mm air gao, gave rated cower of 1.11kw at a slio 
of 0 . 0 8  and consequently a cower/weight ratio of 6 0 watt/kg, maximum efficiency 
of 6 9 ,^ projected starting torque and starting current of 6 . 5  M.m. and 14.8A 
respectively giving rise to starting torque/rated torque and starting current/ 
rated current ratios of O . 8 4 and 2.37. Tests on the double cage rotor showed 
an increase in the rated power of 30'' at the same slip for an increase in 
weight of 7> giving rise to a power/weight ratio of J1 watt/kg and the same 
order of efficiency. Tests on rotors A,B and D revealed a share noise which 
could not be reduced no matter how balanced the air gaps were, but could be 
reduced effectively by increasing the gap length.
Tests on the skewed bar rotor C showed small improvement in the efficiency 
compared to rotor D, and a rated power of 1.067 kw at a slip of 0.117 and 
phase current of 6.5A. The effect of increasing the rotor resistance on 
machine oerformance is demonstrated on this rotor by machining portions of 
the end rings in two steps. Machining the end rings by 4mm reduces the cross 
section area of the end ring by 28/ and the radial bars at each end by about 
12"* and consequently increase the total resistance of the cage effectively. 
Increasing the cage resistance ’"educes the efficiency, output power and power 
factor. It also increases the starting torque, reduces the maximum torque 
and moves it towards larger slip. In all these tests a good correlation 
between the calculated and the measured results is obtained except in the 
case of efficiency. This can indicate the existence of certain power los3 
which is not accounted for and this could be due to non-perfectly aligned gaps 
on the rotor sides. Some tests has been done on the motor with only one
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stator energised and the other used as a magnetic return oath. The tests 
showed very promising results for using the motor in single side applications.
.armonic study furnished results •.;hich wore used successfully in noise 
reduction, P.otor shewing and magnetic wedges in the stator are the two 
techniques found to reduce the noise effectively giving the oossibility of 
using smaller air gap and consequently improving the oerformance character­
istics. The iron powder magnetic wedges are used for the first time having 
such dimensions in small motors and especially for noise reduction purposes.
It was found that skewing the rotor bars can reduce the sound level by 40-"% 
while using magnetic wedges in the sta.tor slots gives rise to more than 60  ^
reduction, but the first gives rise to lower harmonic content. The harmonic 
results can be summarised as follows: The largest mmf harmonic is the
fifth having amplitude P"* of the fundamental at a total gap of 0.45mm. This 
can be reduced to 0.67^ by expanding the gap to O.Tyzm, demonstrating the 
filtering effect of the gap reluctance. The alignment of the two stators has 
considerable effect on the harmonic content, magnetic balance and consequent iy  
iron loss. 3y increasing the misalignment at stages of 15, 30 and 45° at 
zero air gap it is found that the fifth harmonic increased by 2 ,^ 3p and 6"'.
The harmonics in the core flux are found to be negligible. Insertion of the 
rotor D betvreen the stators increased the gap flux and at the same time 
increased the harmonic content. These harmonics are found to be load dependent. 
Insertion of the skewed bar rotor C Ghowed the same order of gap flux and a 
considerable drop in harmonic content compared with that in rotor D. These 
harmonics are also less load dependent. Most important is the considerable 
reduction in the noise. Similar tests on the two rotors after inserting the 
magnetic .'edges showed considerable reduction in the existing harmonics and 
the creation of new harmonics due to early saturation of the wedge material. 
This was accompanied by a noise reduction of about 6y' in the case of rotor D 
but no significant improvement has been noticed on the other performance 
charact s rustics.
Tests on a now low-inertia d.o motor operated with two brushes revealed
that the motor duo to i t s  permanent magnet stator and ironlesa thin armature,
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h?s vo",7 lev power losses and consequently high efficiency. From the results 
at 45 volts and input current of 3A, the meed is ’/ISO rov/otns, out out 
v'v.'C"* : '■ att and efficiency 81^ in r , frame si'e of 150m diameter P.nd 60mm 
length. It is found also that the rotor can reserve a respectable nlace in 
fast response amplications as its time constant is 3.4 ms.
8.1 fycectcd a.oolica.tions in the market
The flat sha >e of the a..c. motor, the high cover/weight ratio obta.ined 
and the satisfactory 'performance characteristics together with the imerove- 
ments in manufacturing technique introduced could make the motor attractive 
for a number of industrial applications. The first -practical apolication 
is expected to be in using the motor to drive directly the brush of a floor 
polishing machine. It is required fo^ these polishing machines to be slim 
enough to enter freely under desks and tables. Applying the radial motors 
shoved that the machine failed to demonstrate such a requirement satisfactorily. 
The author is expected to engage in further work in applying the new design 
to these machines after some modifications. The exoocted motor is a single- 
phase motor operating by one stator, while the removal of the stator from 
the other has to be used to lock the brush assembly to the rotor face.
The same design principles can be used to improve the pump-drive 
motors produced by SMC for small single chase and large three ohase pump 
drives. The rotor can be produced by aluminium casting on a laminated core.
The impeller can be produced by eooxy encapsulation on one side of the rotor.
8.2 Suggestions for future work
The following are some of the suggestions to be considered in any 
further improvement of the motor:
a. Laminated layer separation:
Using the same manufacturing technique it is worthwhile to think 
of a method which can help effectively in separating the strips 
after the radial holes and slots are made as follows; The core 
after being annealed is drqjped at its centre on a steel cylinder 
filled with liquid nitrogen and allow to cool down. The layers 
nearest to the centre start to freeze early and shrink causing 
each individual layers to separate from others.
b. Unbalance magnetic pull:
The study on UKP should be continued and investigated practically 
in the experimental machine using the transducer of fig.(5.8).
This transducer is designed to be used in the first prototype 
machine. Therefore to use it in the present motor some modifications 
are required. Special attention must be given to the single side 
motor and the techniques of magnetic pull reduction already suggested 
must be investigated fully.
e. Core design:
There is always a fundamental difference between the rotor and 
stator in that the stator is stationary while the rotor is rotating. 
Therefore the stator manufacturing method does not necessarily have 
to be suitable for rotor manufacturing also. Therefore it is logical 
to think of different design methods for rotor and stator core 
manufacture. A new stator core manufacturing method worth investi­
gating involves the making of a steel mould of the exact shape and
dimensions of the stator core. The core is then produced by 
encapsulating iron powder and resin under high pressure. The 
iron powder must be of very high concentration (more than 97/- by 
volume) and the resin has to be thinned to allow mixing,ytf.%1- 
Investigations and tests are reouired to examine the suitability 
of the method for stator core production and then could be extended 
to considerations on rotor core production.
d. The work must proceed with more tests on the motor with only one 
stator, covering performance studies and UUP investigations. It 
is required to proceed with a feasibility study on producing a 
single phase, single side motor using the sane manufacturing 
tech nique.
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A1 - Stress Analysis in aluminium care
It is useful to obtain a rough idea about the mechanical rigidity of 
the aluminium cage produced by the casting method of Chapter 2. This can be 
achieved by carrying out a stress analysis by considering the cage as a solid 
disc having the same radii R 1 and R2 as the cage. It is assumed that the 
principal stresses on this disc are the radial stress ?r and the circumfer­
ential stress Pc> J * is the specific gravity of aluminium and w the uniform 
angular velocity of rotation. For the calculation of the stresses on the disc, 
the total stress on a small element of the disc is calculated and then equated 
to the centrifugal stress. Considering an element dR of the disc in the 
radial direction at radius R having thickness t and subtending an angle d6 
at the centre and using the method of stress analysis • it is possible
to show that the relation between the two main stresses is:
Using the 3train/stress principles in the same reference, it is possible to 
show that:
... .A1.1
,A1 .2a
A1 .2 b
It is assumed that the aluminium is mechanically isotropic, and
u - the radial movement due to radial stress
u/R - the circumferential strain
du/dR - the radial stress
1/m -  is  the poisson's ra tio E -  Young's modulus
Putting equations A1,2a and A1.2b in equation A1.1 and solving the second
order equations using the complementary function method, i t  is  possible to
show that;
2 2
Pc (.(3m + 1) (R2 + R2 + " ^  ) - (b  + 3)R2) .... A1.3a
R
Pr =‘a T  ( i3m + D  (R1 + R2 " ~L~2L - R2)) ............. A1*3bR
Substituting R^ = in these equations;
2 4r4
Po = ”^ -  ((3 + ) (5R2 + — \) - (1 + 3V)H2) .............. A1.4a
R
Pr ((3 +i) (5R2 - ^  - R2) ) .................. A1.4b
Pig.(8.1) shows the curves of the two stresses as a function of the radius R. 
Pq has the largest value at R = R^  and Pr has its maximum value at R =V2R^. 
These values of stresses are calculated using:
R1 = 42.5mm, n = 1500 rpm, ">)= 0.33, = 2700 kg/m5
and are found to be:
Pc(max) = 0.42 N/mm2
P (max) = 0.05 N/mm2 * r
The proof stress -  PS (the stress beyond which the metal deforms
p las tica lly ) and the ultimate tensile strength -  UTS (the maximum stress
necessary to rupture the metal) o f the two aluminium samples of f i g . (2.6)
found to be:
Putting equations A1 ,2a and A1,2b in equation A1.1 and solving the second
order equations using the complementary function method, i t  is  possible to
show that;
Pc s4ta“ ((5m + 1> (R? + 4  + 3)R2) .... A1.3a
p JteE-r 8m
R
2 2
((3m + 1) (R2 + RR - -!— £■ - R2)) ............. A1.3b
R
Substituting 1*2 = 2R^ in these equations;
Pc ((3 +V ) (5RP + — ~) - (1 + 3li)H2) .............. A1 ,4a
p - * £  r 8
it
( (3 +~J ) (5R? - "~o ” r2) ) .................. A1.4D
Fig.(8.1) shows the curves of the two stresses as a function of the radius R 
Pc has the largest value at S = 3^ and Pr has its maximum value at R =V2R^ . 
These values of stresses are calculated using;
R, = 42,,5mm, n = 1500 rpm, "V= 0.33, = 2700 kg^m^
and are found to be:
4
P (max) = 0.42 N/mm2 c
P (max) = 0.05 N/mm^ r
The proof stress -  PS (the stress beyond which the metal deforms
p la s tic a lly ) and the ultimate tensile  strength -  UTS (the maximum stress
necessary to rupture the metal) o f the two aluminium samples of f i g . (2 .6 )
found to be:
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Putting equations A1,2a and A1,2b in equation A1.1 and solving the second
order equations using the complementary function method, i t  is  possible to
show that;
Pc ((3m + 1) (R2 + R2 +
2 2 R7 RZ
- (m + 3)R2) A1 .3a
k(3m + 1) (R^ + R:
2 2 R2 R2
A1 .3b
Substituting R^ = 2R^ in these equations;
Pc ((3 +1) ) (5R2 + — \) - (1 + 3ii)R2) ,A1 ,4a
A1 .4b
Pig.(8.1) shows the curves of the two stresses as a function of the radius R.
P has the largest value at R = R, and P has its maximum value at R =V2R. . c i r 1
These values of stresses are calculated using:
R1 = 42.5mm, n = 1500 rpm, "))= 0.33, = 2700 kg/m5
and are found to be:
P (max) = 0.42 N/mm2 c
P (max) = 0.05 N/mm2 * r
The proof stress -  PS (the stress beyond which the metal deforms
p las tica lly ) and the ultimate tensile strength -  UTS (the maximum stress
necessary to rupture the metal) o f the two aluminium samples of f i g . (2 .6 )
found to be:
Putting equations A1,2a and A1.2b in equation A1.1 and solving the second
order equations using the complementary function method, i t  is  possible to
show that;
2 2R; R
((3m + 1) (R2 + R2 + -2. ) _ (n + 3)R2) A1 .3a
k(3m + 1) (R2 + R:
2 2 R2 R2
A1 ,3b
Substituting R^ = 2R^ in these equations;
Pc ((3 +1) ) (5R2 + — $) - (1 + 3V)R2) .............. A1.4a
R
Pr = ^ f- ((3 +i>) (5R2 - ^ -5 - R2) ) .................. A1.4b
R
Fig.(8.1) shows the curves of the two stresses as a function of the radius R.
P has the largest value at 3 = R, and P has its maximum value at R =V2R. . c i r i
These values of stresses are calculated using:
Rt = 42.5mm, n = 1500 rpm, V =  0.33, = 2700 kg^m3
and are found to be:
P (max) = 0.42 If/mm2 c
P (max) = 0.05 N/mm2 * r
The proof stress -  PS (the stress beyond which the metal deforms
p la s tic a lly ) and the ultimate tensile strength -  UTS (the maximum stress
necessary to rupture the metal) o f the two aluminium samples of f i g . (2 .6 )
found to be:

x 0.015 198
x 0.015
Fig,(8.1 ) - F.adial and circumferential stresses as a 
function of the radius.
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99. %  pure A1 - 0.2^ PS = 10.47 IT/inm2 
UTS = 32.72 N/rom2 
Grain refined A1 - 0.25» PS = 23.00 U/mn2
UTS = 69.27 N/mm2
The speed nc of the cage at which the aluminium begins to loose its elasticity 
is found by equating the value of the PS to the P^imax) from equation A1,4b 
giving that;
nQ = 32000 rpm
The bursting speed n^ can be found in similar way by equating the UTS to
P (max) giving that; r
= 96000 rpm
This theory is an approximate approach to the practical situation and 
it can give a rough idea about the cage rigidity. The true values of the 
speeds are expected to be lower than the calculated value.
A2 -  S lot combination
The slots in the motor can cause harmonics having a number of poles 
2(p/2 + m), where m can represent the number of 3tator or rotor slots or the 
difference. The number of poles of the slot harmonics in the experimental
machine of 4-poles are expected to be:
24 slots/stator produce 52,-44 poles n Number
poles
18 3lots/rotor nroduce 40,-32 poles
1 4
20 slots/rotor produce 44,-36 poles
3 12
4 slots difference(24/20) produce 12,-4 poles
5 20
6 slots difference(24/18) produce 16,-8 poles
7 28
9 36
11 44
13 52
17 68
19 76
21 84
The above table shows the stator winding'3 number of poles.
By comparing the number of poles due to slot harmonics produced by each rotor 
or their differences by the nearest number of poles in stator winding, it is 
possible to check the differences in number of poles as follows;
18 slots rotor gives always differences of 4-poles.
20 slots rotor gives no pole differences.
4-slot3 difference - gives no "ole differences.
6-slots difference - gives differences of 4 poles.
This brief study shows that all the pole combinations produced by the harmonic 
fields do not show any 2-poles differences. Therefore the motor i3 expected not 
to suffer from unbalanced magnetic pull due to 2-pole differences in the 
air-gap fields.
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A3 - Effective reactance and resistance of the care
Effective reactance and resistance of the bar
By changing the rotor resistance and reactance it is possible to 
secure a wide range of performance characteristics. The first is achieved 
by changing the bar cross sectional area or its material while the second 
is achieved by changing the shape of the bar. The size and shape of the slots 
can therefore affect the performance through changing the reactance, the air 
gap reluctance and magnetizing current. The thickness of the rotor in the 
experimental machine is affected by the shape of the slots. In the low 
resistance cage, an elongated shape bar in axial direction is used, i/hile in 
the high resistance cage the axial depth of the bar is reduced and its 3hape 
approaches a circular slot reducing the thickness of the rotor. But the 
rotors cannot be designed too thin due to mechanical rigidity requirements 
and saturation effects arising in a limit on the smallest bar size which 
can be produced. There is also a limit on the width of the bar imposed by 
the central circumference of the rotor. The variation of the effective 
impedance of a deep bar has been studied by many investigators (Field (8.3), 
Bruges (8.4), and Swan (8.5) ) employing different methods of analysis.
The present analysis move3 closely with that introduced by Swan using Poisson's 
equation for expressing the current distribution in the bar. The shape of 
the bar3 and slots in the experimental machine can be approximated to the 
rectangular 3hape shown in fig.(8.2) having semiclosed opening 1 and width 
and height of a and b respectively. It i3 assumed al30 that:
1 . All the flux goe3 straight acro33 the slot and the bar is in a 
uniform field.
2. The iron hn3 infinite permeability.
3. The flux lines are tangential to the conductor surface at slot
opening.
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4. Eddy currents in the laminations are-neglected and the bar fills 
the slot completely.
5. No proximity effect.
To express the current density in the bar, the following formulae are
used:
induction law Cur IS = ............. A3.1a
Ampere law CurlH = J ............. A3.1 b
Ohm's law J =6,3 ............. A3.1c
Using these equations it is possible to show that:
CurlJ = - ¿ o f *  ..........
2 *2v  j  = j x j  ...................
A3.1 d 
A3.1 e
/O _ is the material resistivity 
w - Angular frequency
But the bar in fig.(8.2b) is a two dimensional problem, for which equation 
A3.1e becomes:
' V
lx2 + V
A3.1 f
The current in thi3 model flows in the Z—direction and varies with both x 
and y, and can be represented as:
J Y(y)
Putting equation A3.2 in eq. A3.1f gives:
+ l ix l
XU) Y(y)
¿'of
A3.2
A3.3 a
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This equation can ba separated into two equations as:
'*<*> - K? X(x)...........................i3-,b
\ y )* ^  X(y>...................A3.3C
where and are constants and,
4  = (¿9? " K?) .......................... A3.3d
These two equations can have similar solutions as;
X/ \ » AsinhK.x + BcosK,x ................. A3.4a(x) 1 1
= CsinhK^y + DcoshKgy ................A3.4b
Boundary Conditions
As shown in fig.(8.2b), due to the symmetry of the bar about the 
y-axis ( J(-x,y) = j(x,y), A = 0 ). Due to the infinte iron permeability 
assumption, the magnetic intensity is diminished everywhere inside it. The 
tangential component is continuous at the copper/iron boundary and is zero 
at the surface of the conductor at all points on this boundary giving the 
following boundary conditions;
H = 0 y = 0 ............... A3.5a
H = 0 x = +a/2 ...............A3.5b
y “
Hx = 0 y = b .................A3.5c
-a/2 «  x ^  -l/2 
l/2 s  i s  a/2
H =~~—  -l/2 x S  l / 2 ............ A3.5dx 1
y = b
1
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H = - —  ( 1 + 2  7 " G C03-n2'~^~'~) ..............A3.6ax a n a
n=1
where, G _ sin nffl/a ...................... A3.6b
Equations A3.1d can be written as two equations as:
g  - ............... •»•7*
g - S&y ...............«•7b
From equations A3.7a and A3.3c and the boundary condition A3.5a, C = 0 and
J = B.D.coshl^x. cosily................. A3.8a
From this equation, boundary condition A3.5b and equation A3.7b, K1 sinhK1 a/2=0 
giving that
K1 = i ~ jp" ........ (n=0 ,1 ,2.... ) .. .A3 .8b
and K* = ft? + (-^^p1) 2 .................... A3.8c
Using K2 = U + jVn , completing the square and separating real and imaginary 
parts:
U2 _ v2 = (2 ^ ) 2  
n n a
2UnVn =
Solving these two equations for real V and gives;
= +-£HlL (/l + ( ^ — )~ + 1 )" .......... A3.9an —  a 2n
V = + +( & A - ) 2  . 1 )" ...........
n “  a 2n
The last two equations give the variation in over the upper surface of
the bar as a periodic function and this can be written using Fourier 3erie3
as;
A3.9b
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From equations A3.9 and A3.8 it is possible to show that;
J = E cosn -SSL2 cosh(U + jV )y ............A3.10an a n n *
The sun of all the solutions for J gives the final solution as;
°° -
J = \  E cosn cosh(U + jV )y ...... A.3.10b/  n a n n
n=0
Prom this equation and the boundary condition A3.5d and equation A3.7a:
X  3n(Un + 003 ^ f ' Si“h(V n)b = &  i  (1 + 2^ r  GnC0S
n=0 n=1
and putting n = 0 in this equation gives;
S = j  .......... ............  .......... A3.11a
° 8 (Uo+jVo)-sinh(Uo+jVo)b
and putting n = 0 gives;
2G
E = 1  .......... ......................... A3.11b
n 3 (U +jV ).sinh(U +jV )bn n n n
Substituting these two equations in equation A3.10b gives;
-2 I , co3h(Uo+jVo)y y -  eos(-Sr S)-co"h(Un+JV )y
J _ a 1 (U +jV )-sinh(U +;jV)b n (U +jV ) • sinh(U +jV )b
0  0  O  O  n = i  n  n  i i  I I
The potential difference per unit length of the bar at any point along the 
slot opening is given by;
I(R 0 + jX0) = J
and the d.c resistance per unit length of the bar i3 R ^ c = ^ a . b
Joining the last three equations together gives;
H + jX_ - coth(U +JV )
■ &  < w  » 2R
f 2- coth(U +jV )b
H  ■ >
n=1
(u + jV)n n
Separating the real and imaginary parts gives;
d.c
C< b / sinh-UtK+sin-jgbrt 
^ 2" ' cosh'll ti-cos-12 bS:
CV3
2-Î2^T
(U sin2V b + V sinh2U b)n n n n \ . _------------------------  )...A3.l2a
fel n(u2+v2) (cosh2i£b - cos2V b)
and,
Q( b / sinh>f2 bfrf-sin~f2bK ïfôfo G un~jinh2^hb ;n5in2 ' nb;
45” co3h'fS'bR-cos-f?bSc n ^2.^2) (cogh2U b _ cos2v b)
n=i n n n n
.A3,12k
where,
and,
Uo + JV
Ü + i l k
4 T
i  - ' T T
Pig.(8.3) shows the variation of X and R with frequency for semi-q e
closed and completely open slots rotor. It can be seen clearly that Xg is 
increasing with slot opening having a minimum value for completely open 
slot (l/a =1, Gn = 0) and maximum value for completely closed slots (l/a=0, 
Gn = 1 ) . This explains the reason for the increase of x1 , x2 when Sl-V.-l are 
inserted in the stator. The change of the resistance with slot opening is 
negligible. The change of the resistance with frequency i3 small also, 
especially at frequencies not more than 50Hz. On the other hand the change
in X ns a function of frequency i3 pronounced and is almost linear.o
Fig.(8.4) shows the variation of X as a function of 3lot opening for0
constant frequency and values of b/a a3 parameters. The change in the ratio 
b/a i3 achieved by uoing b = 16mm and changing a. As a is changing the shape
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Pig.(8.3) - ^  &  R0 ao a function of frequency for slot
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of the bar is changing continuously. The change of X e with 3lot opening is 
nost narked for a square conductor with b/a = 1. It is possible to see that 
the curves approach the Seine value of X 0 for the completely open 3lot and that 
this value is increasing with the frequency as 0.13, 1.2 and 2.0 for values 
of frequency equal to 5, 50 and 100 Hz. The sane approach can be used in the 
case of the stator slot filled with wire by assuning uniform current distri­
bution taking l/a = 1 and consequently G =0.
The variation in the reactance and resistance of the end rings with 
frequency can be obtained by adopting the arrangement shown in fig.(8.5) 
having aluminium ring and one iron boundary, employing the same approach 
used in ref.(1.i)
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A4 - Magnetic null
The operation of electromagnetic apparatus depends on the mechanical
force which is exerted on the iron part when the magnetic field is in operation. 
The calculation of such mechanical force is often difficult. There are a 
number of methods for calculating the total force at the boundaries, such as 
equivalent pole or current distribution or a combined method of both, virtual 
work method and Maxwell's stress method. These methods give different 
surface force distributions but most give the same total force. The last 
two mentioned methods are considered here briefly and the virtual work method 
is used in force calculations.
a - Maxwell1 3 stress method
The total force due to field sources can be calculated by drawing 
closed surfaces around then and integrating the Maxwell field stresses in 
vacuo over tb£ s u r f a c e j g J - T h e s e  stresses consist of a tension along 
the direction of force of magnitude -J- H* and an equal pressure at right 
angles. The component of the stress directed away from the surface can be 
resolved into the normal and tangential components as:
Assuming that the flux lines cros3 the air-gap normally (i.e to say that the 
tangential flux(radial) is very small compared with the normal component
A4.1
A4.2
(H. = 0) and integrating equation A4.1 for a pole pitch the total normal
force can be found.
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b - Concent of virtual work
This method of force calculation depends upon the change in the total 
stored magnetic energy due to a virtual displacement, and it gives simple 
results when applied to eauipotential boundaries. Considering a magnetic 
field H with flux density B existing in an air-gap of length g and cross- 
sectional area A, the total magnetic energy stored in this gap volume is 
given by:
Using the virtual work concept, assuming that due to some mechanical force
This extra energy is supplied by the work done in expanding the air-gap 
against the resistance of the attractive force:
Joules
F the air—gao i3 increased to (g +Ag), keeping the gap flux constant, the 
new total magnetic energy becomes:
dw = t  JL'^S +A. g)H2 j
giving rise to a change in the magnetic energy by the amount
J
Therefore when there is no magnetic material in the air-gap,
B',2F A4.3
But when there i3 steel core in the gap, the force on the steel is a result 
of the air-gap flux modification due to the existence of the steel compered 
with the air. Therefore the attraction force becomes:
214
where Lr is the steel relative permeability.
The force applied on the steel due to the external field is.
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a - Single cage motor assembled
A5o/ P^ ig .(8 .6 ) - The experimental axial f ie ld  a.c motor
b - Double cage motor assembled
c - The motor opened
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THE DISC-ARMATURE D.C. MOTOR AND ITS APPLICATIONS *
A.E. Corbett and M.T. Mohammad
Engineering Department, University of Warwick, UK.
INTRODUCTION
The disc-armature d.c. motor is an axial air yip 
machine with a multipolar, permar.ent-magmet field 
system, and a disc-shaped, wire-wound armature which 
is encapsulated in a plastic material such as epoxy 
resin. An example of the machine is shown in Figure 
1. It differs from conventional machines in that the 
airgpp flux is predominantly axial, and the active 
armature conductors are radially disposed with respect 
to the shaft. Most oomnonly the armature is iron-free, 
but if required, iron can be introduced by mixing iron 
powder with the encapsulating material (1).
Research and development on this type of machine be^ ua 
at Warwick University in 1967, and since that time 
several prototype motors for various applications have 
been built and evaluated. The work was initiated by 
the desire to build wheel motors for a battery car, 
and the patent specification (2) makes reference to 
this application. But the first prototype to be built 
was a lawrmower motor (3) rated at 12 V, 900 W, 2900 
rev/min which was successfully tested in a 24-inch cut, 
ride-on lawnmower.
later a motorised wheel uiit (4) was developed using 
a disc motor with a design rating of 36 V, 1.86 kW, 
10900 rev/min and incorporating a two-stage epicyclic 
gearbox of ratio 16 : 1. TWo prototypes were built 
for testing in an electric vehicle, but unfortunately 
faults developed on both machines during bench testing 
and the work was discontinued.
During the same period a fan motor (5) was developed 
for car radiator cooling. This unit is rated at 14 V, 
90 W, 2730 rev/min and has an axial length of only 
30 am.
The latest prototype to be completed is a low inertia 
motor which is described below.
IPW INERTIA DRIVE
Description
A low inertia disc-armature motor has been built to 
satisfy a requirement for rapid acceleration and 
deceleration in an industrial application. A high 
torque/inertia ratio is required, and the design 
philosophy adopted is to make the rotor as ligit as 
possible and to use the higiest airgAP flux density 
attainable with commercially available permanent 
magnets.
Figure 1 illustrates the construction of the prototype 
motor. The field system conprises sixteen segnents of 
permanent nagyiet material (Colimx) which are fixed to 
the mild steel end plates by epoxy resin adhesive.
The segments are magnetised with alternate polarity to 
produce an 8-pole axial magnetic field in the airgap. 
TO obtain maximum field energy with this type of 
magnet material it la essential to magnetise after 
assenbly of the motor, and fbr this purpose a few 
turns of copper are wound a r o w d  each magnet segment. 
These are left in place so that the motor can be 
readily renagietised should the motor be dismantled 
for any reason.
The armature consists of a double layer dip lex wave
winding with 46 coils having 7 turns per coil and 
would with polyester enamelled wire (class F) of 
0.4 mm diameter. The coil ends are connected to a 
46-segment face-type commutator and the whole is 
encapsulated in a high temperature grade of epoxy 
resin using a moulding technique. The objects in 
moulding are to provide adequate mechanical strength 
and to keep the disc thickness as near as is prac­
ticably possible to the thickness of the winding 
itself. In the low inertia motor the disc thickness 
in the active region is only 1.2 urn. It is also 
important to ensure that the armature disc runs truly 
perpendicular to the shaft so that minimum 
clearance can be allowed between the disc and magnet 
fhces. The airgap between maggiet faces in the proto­
type-is 2.5 tm, giving a nominal clearance on each 
side of the disc of 0.6 mm. Since the armature 
contains no iron, it is the airgpp between masiet 
faces which determines (almost completely) the axial 
length of the magnets necessary to establish the 
required flux density in the gap. Tb use a material 
like Ooluirax most effectively requires that the r-agr-et 
length should be approximately 20 times the length of 
the airgrp, which emphasises the importance of keeping 
the air^p down to the absolute minimum.
The mechanical design is largely influenced by the need 
to maintain small axial clearances between the disc 
and the magnets, and special attention is paid to the 
bearing arrangement. The brushgear is quite con­
ventional. Provision is made for 4 brushes in the 
prototype but much testing has in fact been carried 
out using only 2 brushes. The application demands 
that the rotor frame should be totally enclosed.
Tfeat Results
Steady-state performance. Figure 2 shows the perform- 
ance characteristics of1 the rotor on test with a 
supply voltage of 45 V. The characteristics are 
typical of disc-armature rotors in that the torque is 
directly proportional to armature current; the speed 
falls only Blightly with increasing load; and the 
efficiency ia fhirly constant at a higi value over the 
normal operating range.
Transient performance. A flywheel was coupled to the 
rotor shaft to represent the load inertia. A voltage 
of 90 V  was applied to the rotor terminals and the 
time taken to reach 6000 rev/min from standstill was 
recorded. Ignoring the effects of friction and of 
armature inductance (which is extremely small), the 
motor speed, u at time, t after application of the 
sipply to the motor at rest is given by
»1 = u_ (1 - exp (-t/T )). .(1)
where 1^  is the final or maximum speed and is the 
motor time constant. But
JRa/km‘ .(2)
where J  is the moment of inertia of  the rotor-plus- 
load, Ra  is the armature resistance, and k^ is the
rotor constant given by the slope of the torque/ 
current characteristic.
The actual time recorded was higfier than the
Presented s.t the I.E.E. conference Do.136 on "Small. E lectrica l Machines",
London, March, 1976.
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theoretical figure calculated flora the above simple 
theory, and this is accounted for by several factors, 
one of which is the voltage dip caused by the source 
impedance. However, the measured time was found to be 
well within the specified limit.
OTHER APPLICATIONS
In addition to the motors already described, desigis 
have also been produced for several other applications.
Domestic Appliances
Che important field of application is domestic 
appliances, A rectifier must, of course, be employed 
to provide a d.c. sipply from a.c. mains, but this is 
hardly a significant factor considering the reliability and low cost of diodes nowadays.
The disc-armature motor is very suitable for those 
appliances, such as vacuum cleaners, which 
traditionally employ the 'universal' series commutator 
motor as a means of obtaining speeds higher than that 
obtainable from an induction motor operated at mails 
frequency. Using the disc-armature motor, higi speeds 
can be obtained with good commutation. High power/ 
weight ratios can therefore be achieved which, together 
with the 'pancake' shape, can lead to benefits in the 
overall design of the appliance.
The ease with which the speed can be controlled also 
makes the motor suitable for those applications which 
require either continuously-variable or step-change 
speed control.
Figure 3 shows a sectional view of a motor designed 
for an output of 300 W at 17500 rev/.-nin when operated 
from 2HO V a.c. mains with a full-wave rectifier.
Barium ferrite (Perofca III) permanent magiets are used 
instead of the metal alloy magiets used in the low 
inertia motor, Fferrite magiets provide a much lower 
airg^p flux density than the alloy types, but this 
disadvantage is offset by their higher coercivity which 
is extremely important in disc-armature motors since it 
permits efficient desigi of machines with large airgips. 
Ferrite magnets also offer the advantage of not 
requiring to be nagietised after assent) ly of the no tor, 
thus obviating the need for built-in magnetising coils. 
Not least In importance, ferrite magiets are cheaper 
than alloy magiets fbr a given energy and, unless there 
are good reasons for specifying alloy magnets (e.g. as 
in the lew inertia motor), ferrite magiets are to be 
preferred in general.
Automotive Accessories
Another important field of application is automotive 
electrical equipment and accessories. The require­
ments of particular applications differ but, in general, 
lew cost, compactness, reliability, and high efficiency 
are all important.
A fan motor (5) for radiator cooling has already been 
mentioned. The desigi offers the same benefits as any 
electrically driven, thermostatically controlled fen, 
and in addition occupies very little space in the 
engine compartment.
A fan motor has also been desigied fbr driving a car 
heater blower. Figure H shows the motor coupled to 
twin impellers. In this application the size of the 
whole installation is considerably reduced owing to 
the space saved by the short axial length of the motor. 
The motor uses barium ferrite nagiets and is desigied 
to develop 66 W at H200 rev/min on a 12 V supply.
Other obviois applications in the automotive field are 
window winders and rear window wipers fbr estate-type 
vehicles which can accommodate the motor neatly within 
the space between the rear door panel and its trim.
Battery Electric Drives
Reference has already been made to a lawnmower motor 
(3) and a motorised wheel fbr battery electric cars 
(H). fbr battery propelled vehicles and equipment to 
be successful, the motor must provide higi efficiency 
on account of the low energy densities obtainable flora 
existing batteries, and higi efficiency will remain 
important even when improved batteries become available.
Desigi studies show that very high efficiencies can be 
achieved by disc-armature motors using alloy magiets 
(e.g. Hyconax III) of the type with B - H character­
istics intermediate between those of Oolumax end 
Fteroba III.
Of all the applications considered, the traction motor 
is the most difficult owing to the heavy currents drawn 
by the motor on accelerating and ascending gradients. 
When a series motor is used, the problem is to some 
extent alleviated by an increase in the field strength 
under these conditions, but with the permanent-magiet 
disc-armature motor, the torque is strictly pro­
portional to armature current. The problem is 
aggravated by the low thermal capacity of the armature, 
and these factors dictate that the motor must be care­
fully rated in relation to the application. Fbr many 
duties it is advisable to incorporate a current limit 
facility in the control circuit and forced cooling 
should also be considered.
A 72 V, H.5 kW, 2500 rev/min motor ha3 been desigied to 
drive a snail electric car and it is planned to build a 
prototype in the near future. Further development of 
the motorised wheel is also planned.
COMMERCIAL PROSPECTS
The work described in this paper is a brief account of 
the development of disc-armature motors undertaken in a 
university engineering department over a period of 
eigit years. Much of the work has been done with 
industrial support and there has been no lack of 
potential users of the motors, but it h a 3  proved 
difficult to persuade manufacturers to take up 
commercial production. The main obstacle has been the 
inorthodox production techniques required to wind and 
encapsulate disc-type armatures. However, this 
obstacle has been surmounted and a limited range of 
motors is now being produced commercially (6). It 
seems likely that in the next few years the use of 
disc-armature motors will become quite significant in 
those applications where its special characteristics 
offer distinct advantages.
Perhaps a parallel should be drawn with the two types 
of axial air&p motors which have already been in 
production fbr a number of years, namely the printed 
circuit motor (7) and the disc-type induction motor 
(8). Production of both machines requires morthodox 
techniques, but manufacturing facilities have been 
developed, and today both machines hold a significant 
market.
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THE DISC KOTOR AS A CONTROL SYSTEM ELEMENT *
A.E. Corbett and M.T. Mohammad 
(University of Warwick)
1 INTRODUCTION Direct-current disc motors are available in two
distinct constructional forms, namely printed armature and wire-wound 
armature. Fig. 1 shows examples of the two forms in exploded view. The 
two motors share a common basic geometry and operate according to the 
same principle: torque is produced by radial currents interacting with 
axial magnetic flux.
CONSTRUCTION
2.1 Magnetic circuit Both motors use permanent magnets to estab­
lish a stationary multipolar field system; the main components of which 
are parallel to the axis of rotation. For this reason the machine is 
sometimes called an axial field (or axial airgap) motor, in contrast to 
conventional machines in which the main components of flux are radial.
In Fig. 1 the printed motor employs circular section magnets while the 
wire-wound machine is fitted with segmentally-shaped magnets. This is 
in no way connected with the armature type but is a question of 
economics; segments provide a higher flux per pole, but circular magnets 
are cheaper. The selection of magnet material is not straightforward 
since a wide range of materials ,is available and improved materials are 
continually entering the market.1 At present, commercial motors use 
either alloy magnets (as shown in Fig. 1) or ceramic (ferrite) magnets. 
Alloy magnets are generally used in motors specified for control appli­
cations owing to the superior motor performance attainable when working 
at the higher flux densities permitted by these materials. However, the 
possibility of using a motor with ceramic magnets should never be over­
looked since, if the requirements of the application can be met, the 
motor will usually be cheaper and will have even shorter axial length 
than a corresponding motor using alloy magnets.
Fig. 1 shows coils wound around the magnets for magnetising purposes, 
but these coils are not energised when the motor is operational. If the 
motor is ever dismantled for repair the magnets must be re-energised on 
re-assembly. Magnetising is usually a job for the manufacturer so users 
of this type of motor must be discouraged from opening motors just to 
satisfy their curiosity.
The magnets are energised to form a heteropolarfield system, with the 
two rings of magnets aligned so that opposite poles face each other 
across the airgap. The magnets are bonded by adhesive to steel motor 
endplates which serve to close the magnetic circuit. The cylindrical 
case is usually of aluminium.
2.2 Armature construction In early printed motors the armature 
was made using printed circuit techniques, but nowadays most so-called 
printed armatures are formed from copper sheet by a punching process.
In a typical motor, four sets of conductors produced in this way are
♦. To bo -¡resented at the ET?A ¡seminar on "Selecting small motors fo r
control aoplication", London, Jan.1979»
;
sandwiched together with thin layers of insulation between them, and 
connected electrically to form a continuous winding. The commutator 
'segments' are formed in the same process since they are merely exten­
sions of the armature conductors. The motor thus has a face-type com­
mutator with a number of segments equal to the number of conductors per 
layer.
Wire-wound armatures are made by winding coils of enammelled copper on 
a special former. The coils are assembled in a jig and connected to a 
conventional commutator which may be of the drum or face type. The 
whole armature is then encapsulated in epoxy resin to give it rigidity 
and mechanical strength.
2.3 Mechanical considerations The mechanical design of disc motors 
is largely influenced by the need to maintain small axial clearances 
between the rotating disc and the stationary magnets, and special 
attention is paid to the bearing arrangement to ensure that axial move­
ment is strictly limited. The brushgear is quite conventional. Motor 
frames are commonly totally enclosed and forced cooling is sometimes 
specified. Motors are frequently supplied with integral gearboxes and 
tachogenerators.
3 DISC MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 Attributes arising from the construction The salient features
of the disc motor which arise from its construction may be summarised
as follows:
(a) The magnetic field established by the permanent magnets is 
constant and is not modified by currents flowing in the 
armature. Thus there are no magnetic saturation and 
armature reaction effects.
(b) Since there is no iron in the armature there are no associated 
•tower losses owing to eddy currents and hysteresis. Also the 
armature inductance is extremely low and the inertia is small.
(c) The absence of iron losses and field winding losses leads 
to high efficiency.
(d) The absence of a slotted iron structure on the rotor 
eliminates cogging. This property coupled with a high 
number of commutator segments enables the motor to 
operate smoothly with low torque ripple over a wide speed 
range down to standstill. (The same property makes the 
machine eminently suitable for use as a tachogenerator).
(e) Low armature inductance leads to a small (often negligible) 
electrical time constant and also ensures very good 
commutation and long brush life.
(f) Low inertia means that the mechanical time constant is 
smal1.
(g) The absence of saturation and armature reaction effects 
means that the torque developed is proportional to the
2 .
armature current. Thus the torque is limited only by the 
thermal capabilities of the armature and brushes and by any 
limitations of the drive circuit. Very high torques can 
be developed for short periods.
(h) Small electrical and mechanical time constants combined 
with the ability of the motor to develop torques many 
times greater than the continuously rated value make the 
motor ideally suited for control applications where fast 
response is required.
(i) Good commutation and robust mechanical construction 
enable disc motors to operate at high speeds.
(j) High speed capability combined with low power losses lead 
to high power-to-weight and power-to-volume ratios. Often 
the short axial length is an added advantage.
(k) The absence of rotating iron leads to silent operation.
3.2 Theory of operation The simplicity of disc motor construction 
continues to provide benefits when considering its theory of operation. 
To aid understanding of the basic principles it is justifiable to ignore
(a) armature inductance,
(b) mechanical friction and windage,
and (c) eddy currents induced in the armature conductors.
Under these assumptions the equations governing the steady-state and 
dynamic performance of the motor are extremely simple. As in all con­
stant-field d.c. machines the induced electromotive force, e is given 
by
e = kw volts ......(1)
where k is a constant depending on the number of poles and armature 
winding details which are a concern of the designer only, and « is 
the rotational speed measured in radians per second. If the armature 
carries a current i amperes, the gross torque T developed is given 
by
T = ki Nm ......(2)
Since in this simplified approach, friction, windage and eddy currents 
are ignored, the torque T represents also the output torque.
When the motor is supplied from a constant voltage source V,
V = e + iR volts ..... (3)
where R is the terminal resistance of the motor, comprising armature 
resistance and a resistance representing brush voltage drop. It should 
be noted that k in equation (2) is equal to k in equation (1) only 
if SI units are used. Unfortunately, manufacturers' literature does 
not use SI units universally, and two constants, k and kt must then be
3
introduced.
3.3 Steady state performance From equations (1), (2) and (3) it 
can be shown that
« = rr -  rad/s ..... (4)
K
2
i.e. the torque/speed characteristic is linear with a negative slope R/k . 
Thus there will be such a characteristic for each value of voltage as 
shown in Fig. 2.
3.4 Dynamic performance The dynamic behaviour of the disc motor 
can be readily appreciated by considering its performance when coupled 
to a pure inertia load. In this case the torque T is required only to 
accelerate or decelerate the combined inertia of motor-plus-load, J.
The equation governing the system is
T = J d u•at
2
where J is measured in kg m .
But, from equation (4)
T = k (V - kw) 
IT
therefore k (V - kw) = J 
IT •
or OR du + w = V
*
(5)
.......... (6)
......... (7)
tit
.........(8)
This is the differential equation relating the motor speed with time. 
It can be solved if the initial conditions are known. For example, if 
the motor is initially at rest and then a voltage V is suddenly 
applied to its terminals, the motor speed is given by
w = «s[l - exp(-t/x)] ..... (9)
where us is the final or maximum speed attained and t is called the 
mechanical time constant. It can be seen from equation (9) that t is 
the time taken for the motor to reach 63.21 of its final speed.
Alternatively, if the motor is initially running at Its maximum speed 
with an applied voltage V when suddenly the supply to the motor 
terminals is replaced by a short circuit, then the motor speed is given 
by
« = ws exp(-t/T) ..... (10)
Fig. 3 shows graphically the variation of motor speed with time as 
described by equations (9) and (10).
4
4 MARWICK DISC MOTOR The wire-wound disc motor shown in Fig. 1 is 
a prototype which has been developed at Warwick University for an 
industrial sewing machine drive. An important requirement of the drive is 
to accelerate and decelerate an inertia load in the way described in sec­
tion 3.4. Design details of the motor are given elsewhere, c but it is 
worthwhile including here experimental results obtained from the motor 
since they are typical of disc motors of this class (wire-wound and 
printed). The results are interesting also because they agree very closely 
with theoretical predictions based on the simplified theory of Section 3.
Fig. 4 shov/s steady state performance characteristics of the motor when 
operated with a constant supply voltage of 45 V. The linear relationship 
between torque and current is clearly demonstrated and the presence of 
mechanical losses accounts for the line not passing through the origin.
The linearity of the torque/speed relationship is also clearly shown. It 
can be noted that speed falls only slightly with increasing load and the 
efficiency curve shows that the motor has a high efficiency over a wide 
range of loading.
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the dynamic behaviour of the motor when coupled 
to an inertia load of 1.15 x 10"4 kg m2. Fig. 5 shows the response of the 
motor when a step of 90V is applied to the motor at rest while Fig. 6 
shows how the speed falls when the motor terminals are short circuited at 
full speed. Both responses correspond closely with the results 
predicted from the simplified theory of Section 3.
5 CONTROL OF DISC MOTORS The essential requirement for control of 
the disc motor is a variable voltage d.c. supply. This may be derived 
from single-phase or polyphase a.c. supplies or from a d.c. supply. A 
number of suitable controllers is available, using thyristor or transistor 
based circuits, but the subject is too extensive to be covered adequately 
here. Disc motor suppliers can advise on control aspects and can often 
supply suitable controllers to meet customers* requirements.
6 APPLICATIONS AND SELECTION OF DISC MOTORS Applications where 
the disc motor is being used include magnetic and paper tape transports, 
tape spoolers (magnetic, paper and cine), chart recorders, computer input- 
output equipment, business machines, and machine tools. It seems likely 
that the motor's use will become even more widespread in the future as 
demand grows for more sophisticated control systems and as more engineers 
become aware of this still little-known machine and its special capabilities.
Manufacturers generally have a catalogue of 'standard* motors which are 
listed in terms of their rated power, voltage, speed, etc., but require­
ments falling outside these specifications can usually be considered.
Rated powers vary from 14 W to 20 kW and rated voltages from 12 V to 240 V. 
Some motors have maximum permissible speeds up to 10,000 rev/min. In 
addition to information on the continuous rating of their motors, 
manufacturers supply important data on dynamic characteristics such as 
mechanical time constant and maximum torque.
Important information is also provided on motor cooling, how to model the 
motor thermally, and how the continuous rating can be increased by forced 
ventilation.
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Fig. 2 Tonque/speed characteristics of the disc motor
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Fig. 4 Performance characteristics of Warwick disc motor at 45 V
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Fig. 5 Response of Warwick disc motor to step input of 90 V 
(total inertia = 1.85 x 10"^ Kg m2)
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